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The Abatement of Kyle Trinter, Ch. 1-13
By Joyce Julep

Chapter 1

Kyle Trinter didn’t really know what to expect as he ambled up the walkway to the front door of
the one-story suburban house. He had found the place on a website that listed available rooms
for rent. As a 22-year-old recent college graduate, Kyle didn’t have much of an income yet, and
even though he had recently landed an entry-level job at a local accounting firm, he didn’t have
anything close to the savings that he would need to rent an entire apartment of his own. That
would come later, he reassuringly told himself. For now, he had to make do with what he could
get, and the room for rent in this house had sparked enough of his interest for him to make the
trek and take a tour. The ad had been professional and concise, and the pictures of the interior
looked pleasant, open, and clean. Conspicuously, Kyle had noticed how high the ceilings
appeared, which allowed a pleasing amount of light to flow into the rooms, making for a bright,
cheery atmosphere.

‘Not that I’d have to worry about bumping my head on the ceiling or anything,’ Kyle had jokingly
told himself. At 5’4, and only 125 pounds, Kyle was definitely smaller than the average young
man, although ever since his adolescent years he had striven to make up for his size deficiency
in other ways. He had worked hard in college, and graduated with a 3.7 GPA. He had never
really been able to make it in any sports, since his physique and constitution were a bit too
fragile, but, in his mind at least, he more than compensated by being good with numbers and
statistics. He had gotten used to other people looking down on him, and had made such a habit
of countering these condescensions that he had, without realizing it, developed something of a
Napoleon complex.

That was the main reason why he was walking up to this house right now. He could have easily
stayed with his parents for at least a few months, as he worked in his new job and saved money,
but he had a chip on his shoulder — he wanted to prove that he could look after himself and
navigate the world without the help of anyone else. Of course, it went without saying that he
had dressed the part too; sporting a well-pressed green golf shirt, which was tucked urbanely
into stylish khakis, Kyle certainly looked like a respectable young professional, and his short
suave blond haircut completed the picture of youthful confidence.

‘And look at this place,’ Kyle said to himself, glancing around at the clean-cut lawn, the
well-manicured bushes, and the pleasing home exterior. ‘This is the spot for a young
professional like me…I’m sure the landlady will be thrilled to have a tenant who is employed and
works hard.’

With his heart beating a little quicker than usual, both in excitement and anxiety (which he tried
to pretend wasn’t there), Kyle extended his finger out to ring the doorbell. It wasn’t lost on him
that he had to reach up a little higher than expected — the doorbell was so high that it was even
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with his neck. But not thinking much of it, Kyle pressed it and stood back. A deep, tolling bell
resounded somewhere far back in the house. As he waited for the landlady to answer the door,
Kyle’s eyes wandered around the front porch. Aside from the expected array of healthy potted
plants and flowers, there was something else that caught Kyle’s eye: a small black dog collar,
complete with the limp tail of its leash, lying on the floor, on the side of the porch, the only
apparent blemish in an otherwise immaculately-kept presentation.

‘Huh,’ thought Kyle, shrugging his shoulders, ‘I guess the landlady has a dog or something.’

His meandering thoughts snapped back into focus, however, when he began to feel thumping
vibrations through the floor of the porch. With each passing second, they got stronger and
stronger, until they finally stopped, as a huge shadow emerged from behind the opaque glass of
the front door. Kyle felt his mouth go dry as his forehead furrowed. There was no way…no way
that the landlady could be that…that huge. Surely it was some sort of trick of the light, some
odd way that the glass had at reflecting things, but then, in a sudden flurry of motion, the door
was opened, and Kyle found himself staring up at the most enormous woman he had ever seen.
A huge surge of dark purple overwhelmed his vision — the gigantic woman was wearing a
purple skirt that only went down to her mid-thighs, and was pulled so tight against the
voluptuous swells of her thick figure that it seemed like it might start tearing down the middle at
any moment. Her body was facing him, but Kyle could still glimpse the billowing mass of her
gigantic ass extending out behind her, which fluidly joined the thick pillars of her thighs at the
point of her sensuous hips…hips that were almost as high as Kyle’s shoulders. The woman’s
breasts, which were each a good deal larger than Kyle’s head, were stuffed into the top of the
skirt, and Kyle immediately noticed that this woman was so tall that he actually had to look UP
at her nipples. Every movement from her huge body was accompanied by the jingles and clinks
of innumerable gold and silver bracelets, which adorned her large, strong-looking bare arms,
and reflected the afternoon sunlight into his eyes.

Instinctively, he took a step back, his mouth dropping open halfway in unmitigated shock. His
step back enabled him to actually look past the woman’s colossal breasts and up into her face,
which was framed by elegant tumbles of curly brown hair. She was pretty…very pretty…even
though she was clearly a good deal older than him, in her mid-40’s. But it was her expression
that truly caught Kyle off-guard. From the tone of the ad he had read, Kyle had expected this
landlady to be business-like and firm…maybe even a little strict. He had come to the tour
prepared to make the case for himself as a tenant, but now all that preparation seemed to be
flying out the window. The woman was smiling down at him…an adoring smile, almost like she
had just discovered her long-lost son. Kyle swallowed nervously, and the first hints of a cold
sweat broke out across his brow.

“Kyle Trinter?” asked the enormous woman, her eyebrows going up as her red lips remained
fixed in that same cherishing smile. Her voice had a depth and a resonance to it that was not at
all surprising, considering the size of the body it was emitting from.
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“Th-that’s…that’s me!” Kyle responded, blinking up at her. The sound of his own voice, much
like the size of his body, seemed pitiful in comparison to hers.

A serenade of jingles and clinks from her bracelets sang out as the massive woman bent down
luxuriously at her waist, her thick curves straining the confines of her skirt, her expansive bust
filling Kyle’s vision. She extended a huge manicured hand down to him, and Kyle automatically
held his up as well. The next moment, he felt the firm, encompassing warmth of her hand
completely envelop his own, as she squeezed it with gentle yet unmistakable power.

“Oh my goodness,” intoned the woman, her dark eyes going wide as her smile broadened, “You
are absolutely adorable!”

Kyle forced himself to chuckle as he moved to pull his hand away, but without any apparent
effort, the woman held his hand in check, still squeezing it affectionately, not letting him go. Her
wide eyes went up and down his little body, taking him in, studying him.

“My name is Martha,” the woman said, blinking at him slowly, doing nothing to disguise how cute
she thought he was.

“W-well…heheh, uhhh…nice…to meet you, Martha,” Kyle stammered, as he forced himself to
smile up at her. They had been “shaking hands” for at least five seconds now, and as the
moments continued to tick by, Kyle felt increasingly accosted by the awkwardness of the
situation. This woman was just…just holding his hand…looking him up and down shamelessly,
almost like he was a piece of meat or something. But Kyle couldn’t find it within him to pull
away, or to say anything. She was far too strong, and in any case, there was something about
the easy, steady confidence of her face that held him still and kept him at bay.

“So…you’re actually Kyle, who responded to my ad,” murmured Martha, finally releasing his
hand as she stood back up to her full height, blinking down at him. “Haha, wow…” She put her
hand on her hip, cocking it to the side, showing off just how massive her frame was in the
process. Kyle couldn’t believe it — he had seen women who were very tall before, but they
were usually quite thin, or at least rather long-limbed. But not this woman…not Martha. She
looked like she could easily absorb a hit from a linebacker, and probably even do some damage
herself in the process. She was built like a tank.

“Y-yeah…yeah, I’m Kyle,” he replied, nodding.

“Haha well, you sure don’t look like you’re 22!” laughed Martha, sticking her tongue into the side
of her cheek as she spoke. “If I had to guess, I’d say you looked about 15 or 16…and that’s
pushing it, haha!”

“W-well, I—I can assure you that I’m…that I’m exactly a-as old as I said,” Kyle responded,
blushing crimson from embarrassment, “If y-you need me to show my ID I’d be happy t—”
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“Oh no no no,” chuckled Martha, waving her hand lazily in front of her face, brushing off his
words. “There’s no need for that, Kyle. I’ll take you at your word. It’s just…heheh, wow…you
sure are a little guy, aren’t you?”

“W-well, I…I might seem small to, uhm…to someone who…uhhh…” Kyle began, but then he
stopped himself as he realized that he had just walked into a trap. Of course it would be terribly
impolite for him to say anything about Martha’s size, even though she was speaking that way to
him. She wasn’t fat or anything — just…huge.

“Someone who what?” Martha asked quickly, her smile dropping a little. “Someone who’s
carrying around as much weight as I am, maybe? Someone who’s as BIG as me?”

“I…I’m sorry, I didn’t mean…” Kyle stammered, shaking his head quickly as he held up his hand
in a pleading apology. Martha stood there, now putting both hands on her hips, and let him
squirm for a few silent moments before bursting out into laughter, which jiggled and gyrated her
curves.

“Hahaha, I’m only kidding, Kyle!” she laughed, bending down slightly and extending her big
hand as she rubbed his carefully-styled blond hair with her hand, immediately scruffing up his
hairdo and making him look like a bed-headed little kid who had just woken up. “I mean, you’re
definitely a small guy…way smaller than average…but compared to someone like ME!? Haha,
forget it! I’m under no illusions, Kyle. I’m gigantic! Have been ever since I was a teenager, and
now that I’m 44…heheh, well, let’s just say I’ve enjoyed growing even more into this body.”

She stretched her arms up above her head, making her look even huger, as Kyle gaped up in
stunned awe.

“Well come on,” chuckled Martha. “What’s your best guess, Kyle? How tall do you think I am?”

“I…I d-don’t, uhhh…I…” was all he could manage to say.

“Awww, so close!” she teased, winking down at him. “I’m 6’7 in bare feet, and 6’10 in these
heels I’m wearing. And you’re what? 5’4…115?”

“Uhh…y-yeah…but 125, actually,” Kyle replied blankly, shocked at how accurately she had just
sized him up.

“So I’m 18 inches taller, 195 pounds heavier,” laughed Martha, shaking her head down at him.
“Mmmm, you’re shaping up to be a prime candidate already, Kyle. I don’t think I’ll be having any
trouble with you that I can’t handle myself, huh?”

“Uhh…I…no, I wouldn’t think so,” Kyle said. He wasn’t able to muster up anything other than a
dazed answer to the enormous woman’s incredible and intimidating energy.
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“Precious,” cooed Martha, bending down again and bopping him playfully on the nose with her
finger. “Ok Kyle, come on in! Let me show you the house!”

He followed in her wake, trying not to blatantly stare at the hulking mass of undulating ass that
was bouncing up and down, up and down in front of him, right at his chest-level. Trailing behind
her, Kyle caught a scent of rich and elegant perfume, which combined with her towering form to
overwhelm his senses. This woman was just overpowering in every sense. And even still, Kyle
didn’t once think of turning back. Even though he was intimidated by Martha, his determination
to prove himself was only reinforced by her blatant condescension.

‘I may be tiny compared to her,’ he thought to himself, ‘But she’ll see how I can hold my
own…that I’m more than my size.’

“Mmmm, alright so this is the foyer,” Martha was saying pleasantly, gesturing around to the
spacious entrance room. “I’m sure you noticed in the ad that the ceilings are pretty high, huh?”

“I…did notice that, yes,” nodded Kyle. He was now making a conscious effort not to stammer
when he was speaking to her.

“Now, of course, that’s nothing that you need to worry about,” chuckled Martha, “But for
someone like me, especially when I’m in heels, well…”

And here she reached up casually and brushed the ceiling with her fingertips. Kyle blinked up
at the incredible feat, not knowing whether or not he should say anything nor not. The ceilings
were so high up that he would never have even considered that it was possible for anyone to
touch them, especially without jumping…and yet here Martha was, casually brushing the ceiling
to and fro with her fingers, as she winked down on him.

“But anyway, yes, the foyer,” she trilled, turning and moving down the hallway toward the
kitchen. Kyle made a motion to follow her, but then Martha turned her head around over her
shoulder.

“No “outside” shoes in the house, if you please,” she remarked, that same pleasant lilt still in her
voice. Kyle stood there, his brow furrowing slightly in confusion as he glanced down at Martha’s
3-inch black heels.

“Heheh, these are some of my “inside” shoes,” she laughed, throwing one foot back behind her
as she struck a one-footed pose in the hallway. “I never wear these outside. They’re only for
my own…personal enjoyment.”

“Oh…o-oh ok, sure!” Kyle replied, nodding his head as he bent down to take his shoes off. He
had been transfixed by the sight of Martha’s body filling up the hallway. It wasn’t a particularly
narrow passageway, and yet she was so big that her hips nearly brushed both walls
simultaneously.
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Martha watched patiently as Kyle took off his shoes, that same tender smile on her face. When
he had finished and stood back up, she didn’t carry on the tour immediately. Instead, she just
kept standing there in the hallway, almost totally filling it, as she placed both her hands on the
walls and smiled down at him silently. Kyle could only stand there awkwardly, feeling like he
was being unduly examined by this strange, enormous woman. He was moments away from
saying something to break the silence when Martha turned and resumed:

“Alright Kyle, follow me — this is the kitchen, as you can see, all the appliances you could
possibly need…new fridge, state-of-the-art dishwasher, granite countertops, stainless steel
faucet…haha, you know, the whole nine yards.”

“It’s…very nice, yes,” said Kyle appreciatively as he looked around.

“And I make breakfast at 7:30 every morning,” Martha continued, now leaning with her large
backside against the counter, making her ass expand outward on either side. Kyle saw that the
counter was hip-level to her, but chest-high to him. “With lunch you’re on your own, haha, but I
also make dinner at 6:30.”

“Oh…uhm, that’s nice,” Kyle replied, “But I…well, haha, of course I appreciate it, b-but I
might…be cooking for myself a lot of the time.”

“Awww, my goodness!” exclaimed Martha, her eyes going wide, “A young man who can cook for
himself!?”

“Haha well, I, um…” chuckled Kyle, going a bit red in the face even as he felt a little surge of
pride, “I think you’ll find that I’m pretty self-sufficient.”

“Well if that just isn’t the cutest thing I’ve ever heard!” laughed Martha, as she hugged herself
with barely-repressed delight, looking down at him, her dark eyes sparkling. “Well of course
you’ll be free to make any food you want, Kyle, although I do hope at some point you’ll try my
cooking? I’ve had years and years of practice, you know…”

“I…w-well of…of course I will,” nodded Kyle. He knew that anything less would have been
impolite, but, in his mind, he was just wanting a room to lease, not a mother-figure to make him
breakfast and dinner.

“Excellent!” replied Martha, “And of course I’ll make sure I bring down some of the…lighter pans
from the top shelf…you know, for whenever you want to make food yourself.”

“The…lighter pans?” asked Kyle.

“Mhm!” Martha was already reaching far up into one of the top shelves, and a moment later she
was bringing down a stack of normal-sized frying pans. It hadn’t dawned on him that Martha
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was already assuming that he would take the room. “I mean…haha, no offense Kyle, but I don’t
think you’d want to use my big ol’ cast iron skillet. Look at this baby!”

Martha put the “lighter pans” on a shelf that Kyle could reach and then stretched her arm over to
the back of the stove. A moment later she was wielding a huge black pan in her left hand,
waving it up and down effortlessly like it weighed nothing.

“Haha, it may not look like it,” Martha chuckled, “But this thing weighs over 30 pounds! I had it
especially made for someone of, you know, my size…I’m sure it doesn’t surprise you that I need
a LOT of food, huh?”

Kyle didn’t really know what to say, but his instinct to prove himself took over, and all that came
out was: “Oh I can use that pan…no problem!”

“Oho I’m not so sure, Kyle,” chuckled Martha, tilting her head down at him. “Here, give it a shot,
why don’t you?”

She put the pan back down on the stove, and Kyle found himself walking up and reaching out
for it. Martha stood over him and watched; the expectant smile on her face widened a moment
later when Kyle began struggling to lift the pan. He exhaled in surprise, stunned by how heavy
it was — he managed to lift it a few inches off the stove before it started falling back down,
seemingly on its own accord. Martha laughed and quickly wrapped her hand around Kyle’s
much smaller hand that held the handle, instantly steadying the pan.

“See what I mean?” laughed Martha. “Haha don’t feel bad, Kyle — I’d never expect a little guy
like you to be able to handle something like that. No worries! Like I said, you can just use the
lighter pans…ok, now, on to the living room!”

Kyle gaped down at the stove for a few moments. He couldn’t believe how effortlessly Martha
had just humiliated him. A sudden urge to bolt out of the house seized him. Maybe he should
just cut his losses and go, he thought…Maybe this whole arrangement was a little too weird.

‘No!’ he replied viciously to himself. ‘What are you talking about!? You came here to show mom
and dad that you can live on your own — are you really going to chicken out just
because…because this woman is so much bigger and stronger than you?? Come on, toughen
up!’

“Kyle!” sang Martha from the other room, “Are you coming?”

“I’m…I’m coming, yes!” he called back.

For the next half-hour, Martha continued Kyle’s tour of her house, covering the living room,
dining room, and his bedroom. Kyle was impressed with the house’s layout — Martha kept
things nice and clean, and the high ceilings allowed for a pleasing amount of sunlight to fill the
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rooms. The house had a kind of old-time feel to it, with books lining the walls, rich ornate
carpets covering the dark hardwood floors, and strange but aesthetically-pleasing runic
paintings hanging from the walls. Kyle’s potential room seemed like the icing on the cake. He
had everything he needed: a bed, a desk, a chest of drawers, and even his own private
bathroom. Any concerns he may have had about not getting enough privacy were dashed by
the knowledge that he had his own private suite.

“Well?” asked Martha, standing in the middle of the doorframe to the bedroom (rising two whole
inches above it, and nearly filling the frame out completely), “What do you think, Kyle?”

“It’s…it’s just what I’ve been looking for,” he answered. “Like…everything!”

“Aw that’s lovely to hear!” exclaimed Martha, her bracelets jingling as she clasped her hands
together excitedly. “So…when can you move in?”

“I…w-well I think…I think probably tomorrow, actually,” Kyle replied, a little taken aback by
Martha’s quick assumption that he was going to take the place. He knew that he had already
implied as much, but wasn’t it generally more normal to wait until the potential tenant had
actually said that they would be moving in? Even still, this all passed quickly by in Kyle’s mind,
and in any case he had already spoken his answer.

“Oh that is fantastic!” returned Martha eagerly, smiling broadly from ear to ear. “And a one-year
lease is good for now?”

“Yep…perfect,” nodded Kyle. “You know, just to let me get on my feet and work at the
accounting job for a bit so I can save up…you know, start a 401k…maybe even move some
money into a Roth account…adult stuff, haha.”

“Aww I know I’ve said this before,” intoned Martha slowly, squinting up her eyes at him as she
took a step forward, “But Kyle…you are just…the cutest little thing I’ve ever seen. Do you know
that?”

“I…uh…” Kyle stammered, looking awkwardly to the side as the gigantic woman filled more and
more of his vision. Before he knew it, she was standing right in front of him, looking over him,
so that he was staring straight forward into the underside of her hulking breasts. He felt terribly
intimidated, and the need to say something seized him.

“M-my…my mom thinks so, anyway,” he chuckled, making an attempt at a joke. He was
shuddering a second later, though. Martha had bent down and was staring straight into his
face, looking deeply into his eyes, as she brushed his cheek with her huge finger.

“I bet she does, Kyle,” she murmured, “I bet she does…lucky woman…”
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But all of this lasted only an instant, and Martha had straightened up and was already walking
out of the room, beckoning him to follow her.

“Haha well alright Kyle, excellent!” she laughed, her bracelets jingling with her movements, as
her massive body strained her purple dress. “Come on into the living room and you can sign
the lease!”

Kyle followed after her, trying to dismiss the strangeness of what had just happened.

‘She’s just lonely,’ he told himself reassuringly. ‘She’s just happy to have someone around the
house now. Anyone else in my place and she’d be acting the same way. If I have to, I’ll set
boundaries, no problem. That’s what adults do, right? They set boundaries with each other.
And anyway, the room is perfect. It’s a no-brainer.’

A minute later the lease was signed.
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Chapter 2

By the end of the following day, Kyle had moved completely into his new suite. His parents had
helped with the whole process, even though Kyle had wanted to handle all of the logistics
himself. His dad, however, had wanted to help his son carry some of his heavier bags, and his
mother had insisted on tagging along for moral support. Kyle had inwardly winced at their
enthusiasm, and even though he knew that he should be thankful to have such caring parents,
this knowledge did nothing to change his desire to prove to them (and now to Martha) that he
could take care of himself.

“No, no, come on Kyle,” his father had insisted, brushing aside his son’s protests, “I want to help
you move in. Just see it as a kind of…oh I don’t know…”sending off” of sorts, you know? To
your new life.”

“Mhm!” his mother had agreed. “And besides, Kyle, we wanna see your new place! And
hopefully…meet the nice lady you’ll be living with?”

“Heheh…uhh…yeah,” Kyle had muttered. “Hopefully so…”

He had only given his parents the briefest of descriptions of Martha, and had conveniently left
out the fact that she was an absolutely hulking 6’7, 320 pounds. Kyle wasn’t quite sure why he
didn’t feel comfortable mentioning Martha’s size to his parents — any normal exchange of
conversation would have definitely involved mentioning the striking and unusual physical
characteristics of the woman he’d be living with for the next year. But for some reason, one that
he didn’t want to pin down, Kyle skimped over talking about it. The truth was that he himself
was deeply intimidated and disquieted by Martha’s enormous presence, and he knew that he
wouldn’t be able to pull off casually mentioning the fact that, when she wore heels, he was
staring into the upper part of her stomach. Surely it would be hard for his parents to see him as
an adult when he lived with someone who dwarfed him so completely.

Kyle was immensely thankful, then, when he discovered that Martha wasn’t home when he and
his parents arrived to move in his things. His mother expressed her disappointment at not
getting to meet Martha, but Kyle was now able to genuinely laugh and shrug his shoulders.

“Oh well,” he chuckled, “Guess she’s out running errands or something.”

“Geez, these ceilings sure are high,” his dad remarked, arching his head up. Being a rather
short 5’5 himself, to go along with his wife’s 5’3, Kyle’s parents were definitely shorter than
average, but it wasn’t by much. Even still, as Kyle watched his dad gaze up at the ceiling, an
image suddenly through his head: a towering 6’10 Martha, in her 3-inch black heels, her huge,
voluptuous body squeezed tightly into that purple dress, casually brushing the ceiling with her
fingertips, like it was the easiest thing in the world.

Kyle swallowed audibly and started getting nervous. Martha could return at any time.
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“Haha yeah, high ceilings…u-uhm…ok well thanks for moving me in guys,” he said quicker than
he had intended, “Uhhh — I think, I think I’m gonna maybe take a little nap now, just to get used
to the —”

“Goodness! Kyle!” exclaimed his mother suddenly. With an unpleasant wrench in his chest,
Kyle saw that she was walking over to examine an open closet in the hallway, a closet they
hadn’t noticed as they were busy moving in Kyle’s things. The closet was completely empty
except for one thing, and that’s what had drawn his mother’s attention. An enormous long black
dress was hanging in the closet, a few inches off the floor. Even though the dress itself was
low-cut, it still rose up above everyone’s heads by a good six inches or so, and the shoulders
were obviously incredibly broad, broader than both of his parents put together. The dress
shined and sparkled darkly when the light hit it. Clearly, it had been made for an absolutely
gigantic person...for Martha.

“Is this…?” stammered Kyle’s mother, blinking in perplexity at the dress, “Does this belong
to…the woman who lives here!?”

“Ahhh…uhh…ah-yes,” nodded Kyle, trying and failing to act casual. “Yes it does.”

“My god,” breathed his father, joining his wife to stare at the dress. “So she’s, like…wow, huh, I
mean…?”

“She’s huge!” blurted out his mother.

“Yeah! Yeah, she’s a, um…a really big woman,” Kyle said quickly. His fear that Martha would
be getting back any minute was growing.

“You weren’t gonna tell us that your landlady was a…a giantess!?” asked his father
incredulously.

“Well what does it matter, anyway?” retorted Kyle, a little peevishly. “She’s really big…really tall,
and all…and I’m short, and that’s just…that’s just how it goes, right? It’s nothing weird or
anything — I don’t know why you guys are…are looking at me like that.”

“Well it’s just…” said his mother quietly, turning back to look uneasily at the dress.

“It’s just what, mom?” asked Kyle, now making no secret of his annoyance. A tense silence
passed between the three of them.

“Nothing,” murmured his mother, breaking the silence as she shook her head and shrugged.
“It’s…it’s nothing.”
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But he knew that his mother’s uneasiness wasn’t just about “nothing,” and even though he
managed to successfully escort them out of the house a few minutes later, Kyle was left with a
bit of a bad taste in his mouth as he laid out on his bed, staring up at the high ceiling. He didn’t
know Martha very well, but even at this point, he was almost certain that she had purposefully
left that closet door open, so that his parents would see her dress. Kyle felt a shiver go through
him as he contemplated her motives for doing so. What was she up to!? Was it humorous?
Was she making a joke!? Or was there something else going on…something perhaps more
sinister? Like her sending his parents a message…? Kyle didn’t know. But he did know that he
was relieved to finally be moved in, and after a short while, his eyes got heavy and he drifted off
into a shallow sleep.

Seemingly only a second later, a sharp knock at his door jolted him awake.

“Oh Kyyyyyle!”

Martha’s rich deep voice was emanating from behind the door. The light in his bedroom had
completely changed. When he had shut his eyes, the mid-afternoon sun was streaming in
through his window, bathing his bedroom in a warm gold. But as he slept, the sun had gone
down. The room was now full of strange, crooked shadows, emanating from the lurid streetlight
outside that shined its watchful light through the gnarled tree branches of the huge oak in
Martha’s front yard. Kyle struggled upright into a sitting position in his bed; he had slept far
longer than he had intended.

“Y-yes?” he asked, as his heart beat rapidly in his chest. He felt like he had been caught, like he
had done something wrong. But he hadn’t! He had only been napping…in his room! Which he
had just signed the lease for! Kyle felt himself becoming indignant.

“I’ve just made some absolutely delicious beef stroganoff,” Martha spoke through the door, “And
I wanted to invite you to eat with me — your first meal in the new place!”

“Oh, I…uh,” stammered Kyle, blinking at the closed door. “I think…um, well I’m not exactly,
uh…hungry right now, Martha. But…but thanks anyway!”

The truth was that he hadn’t been awake long enough to realize if he was hungry or not — he
just didn’t feel like eating with her right now. But a moment later, his eyes were widening as he
pulled his knees up to his chest in an instinctive protective motion (even though he was
fully-clothed). Martha had opened his bedroom door without even asking, sending a rich, warm
flood of light into the shadowy room.

“H-hey!” protested Kyle. “Um…M-Martha…y-you’re not supposed to —”

“Aw Kyle,” pouted Martha, as she lifted her arms up above her head and grabbed onto the top of
the door frame, leaning slightly forward into his bedroom as she did so. Kyle again couldn’t help
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but gawk at her enormous body. From her mid-thighs all the way up to her shoulders, no light
streamed into the bedroom around her body — she completely filled the door frame.

“It’s your first night here, and already you’re gonna refuse my cooking?” Martha continued, tilting
her head at him. “Come on Kyle, I put extra effort into this meal, especially for you, to celebrate
my new tenant! Don’t tell me you’re not gonna join me now!”

Kyle could see that Martha was smiling at him, and her voice definitely carried an air of
coquettish play to it. But it wasn’t all lightness and fun — he got the sense that Martha wasn’t
really asking him to join her. She was telling him. With all this being considered, Kyle felt like
standing his ground and refusing, but the savory, spicy scent of the stroganoff had wafted into
the room over Martha’s big shoulders. It did smell really good. And now that he had sat with
himself for a moment, Kyle realized that he was indeed hungry.

“Heh, well…alright,” he replied finally, affecting a smile.

“Mmmmm good!” intoned Martha, her own smile widening. “Come on, I’ve already set the table
for us.”

Dinner was a curious and unsettling affair for Kyle. The food was absolutely delicious; there
was no doubt that Martha was an excellent cook, but this didn’t really surprise him. What did
surprise him, though, was Martha’s shamelessness in asking him personal questions about his
family and his love life. At the moment, Kyle didn’t have anyone he was dating, or even
interested in, but he hoped that perhaps he would find someone at his new job. Part of his
mission to “make it” in the adult world was finding a suitable partner for himself, preferably a
cute sweet girl a little shorter than him, who could play the loving complementary role to his as
the masculine primary breadwinner. But really, none of this was any of Martha’s business, and
yet the questions evinced her casual and cheerful disregard for any social conventions.

“So you mean to tell me that you’ve never been on a date before?!” asked Martha meaningfully,
as she helped herself to her second huge bowl of stroganoff and noodles. Kyle wasn’t even a
quarter of the way through his first bowl. He had also noticed that Martha had made it a point to
give him a small bowl, while she herself was using a bowl that was almost cartoonishly huge,
four or five times bigger than his bowl. And what’s more, as if to add insult to injury, she had
insisted that he sit on top of a stack of phone books that she had placed in his chair, ostensibly
so that she could see his whole face while they were talking. Kyle felt like all of this was rather
demeaning, but in her immense and intimidating presence, he didn’t dare complain.

“Well…I-I mean…I went to prom once,” he explained, blushing a little.

“Oooooo, prommmmm!” chuckled Martha, leaning forward so that her mammoth breasts
squished themselves up against the table, making them look even huger. “So that was waaay
back in high school then, huh?”
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“Yeah, but…uh, well, college was busy and all,” Kyle continued. He straightened up on top of
the pile of phone books. “But I definitely intend on pursuing a relationship sometime soon. Now
that I have a stable income and a place of my own.” He didn’t quite know why he felt like he
needed to justify himself to Martha, like he needed to somehow convince her that he wasn’t
some little kid. Maybe it was the tender, almost hungry way she was looking at him.

“Well I’m not so sure about all that, Kyle,” Martha declared, shaking her head wryly as she bent
down to her huge bowl, ladling another massive spoon-full of stroganoff into her mouth and
swallowing it down like it was nothing a moment later. “All that stuff you just mentioned —
relationships, stable income, yadda yadda yadda and all the rest, hahaha, I think you might be
getting a little too far ahead of yourself there.”

“Huh?” asked Kyle blankly, squinting his eyes up at Martha as she continued staring down at
him with that curious grin on her face. “Wh-wha….what do you mean?” He could feel himself
getting irritated. “I m-mean…are you…are you seriously suggesting that I…I don’t have what it
takes to —”

“All I’m saying, Kyle,” interrupted Martha, after downing another two huge spoon-fulls, “Is that
you’re definitely a young guy…fresh out of college…with a LOT to learn about the world. And,
of course, being as small as you are…heheh, well, I’d hate to see you overextend yourself and
get burned out. You might not know this now, Kyle, but full time jobs…ohhhhh yeah, they take it
out of you. And to slap a relationship on top of all that!? Hahaha, it’s not a combination for the
weak, let me tell you!”

“B-But I’m not…weak, Martha!” exclaimed Kyle, his face starting to flush with indignation.

“Heheh, well, you certainly didn’t seem very strong, trying to pick up my frying pan!” laughed
Martha heartily.

“Not…not that kind of weak!” protested Kyle, putting down his spoon angrily.

“Awww, did I hit a nerve, little guy?” Martha teased, reaching across the table to brush Kyle’s
cheek with a huge finger. Kyle made a jerking movement away from her incoming finger, but he
immediately regretted it, since his movement made him feel even more small and juvenile than
he already felt next to her. Martha seemed to understand what was going on, and her grin
widened as he was forced to accept her teasing caress. Even when she was just touching him
with her finger, Kyle couldn’t help but feel overpowered by this enormous amazon of a woman.
Her fingers…her whole hand…everything about her…was just gigantic.

“I’m just looking after you, Kyle,” Martha cooed down at him, as she continued stroking his
cheek with her finger, “You know that, right? And I’d just hate to see my new little tenant get all
in over his head in the big, bad adult world too quickly.”
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Kyle hated everything about this exchange, but it was ridiculous how thoroughly Martha could
dominate the trajectory of the conversation, without leaving him any room to protest or respond.
She had this uncanny sense of how to trap him in his own insecurities and make him feel small.
Right now, if he continued to argue and protest against her condescension, he knew that it
would make him seem like a petulant little child. But if he did what he was doing now, and just
accepted her supercilious and patronizing attitude (not to mention her demeaning caress of his
cheek), then it made him feel just as small. Either way, he was stuck.

“So what did your parents think of the place?” asked Martha mildly, turning back down to her
bowl and stirring it a little. Kyle stared at her, trying to get his mind to focus on what was
actually happening. Focusing around this enormous hulk of a woman was difficult in and of
itself — every movement Martha made seemed to emphasize her hugeness. The wide, jingling
bracelets around her strong, thick arms…the way she just towered over him while sitting down,
even though he was on top of a pile of phone books…

‘God,’ thought Kyle helplessly, staring at her bracelets, ‘Those would go all the way up my arms,
past my elbow…and they wouldn’t stop till they hit my shoulder.’ He shut his eyes, grit his teeth,
and shook his head, trying to clear away the torrent of unwanted thoughts in his mind.

“Well?” asked Martha innocently, as she once again helped herself to enormous quantities of
stroganoff, spooning into her mouth more than Kyle had eaten, and all just in a matter of
seconds. “They did help you move in today, didn’t they?”

“I…w-well yeah…yeah they did,” said Kyle, puzzled. How could Martha have known that?
Hadn’t she been out when they had moved in? An unsettling thought crept into Kyle’s brain —
that Martha had been watching from afar, like with binoculars or something, spying on his every
move, and taking notes on his parents.

‘Oh come on!’ he said inwardly, chastising himself, ‘She may be a little weird, a little “off,” but
she’s not that crazy!’

“And?” asked Martha pleasantly, pushing her empty bowl to the side, erected the huge trunks of
her forearms on her elbows (her bracelets barely budged), and leaned her chin down on her
interlocked hands. Kyle suddenly knew what she was really asking — she wanted to know how
his parents had reacted to seeing that dress in the closet.

“They…they thought everything was fine,” muttered Kyle nonchalantly, shrugging, trying to play
everything off. But Martha just kept staring at him with that twinkle in her eye, and Kyle knew
that he wasn’t going to be able to just ignore what she wanted him to say. He realized that
either he was going to bring it up, or she was. With that in mind, he thought he may as well take
charge:
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“So…um, Martha…you know, now that you mention it,” he said, making a valiant attempt to
sound casual and spontaneous, “It was kind of…kind of interesting…there was a dress hanging
up, like…you know, in a closet.”

As soon as he had spoken those words, Kyle sank inwardly. The words themselves sounded
strange and unnatural — they didn’t sound like the material for a normal, adult conversation at
all. And yet he had already spoken them, so he plowed on ahead, his face getting redder the
more he spoke:

“A-And I was just…just wondering, umm…did you, uh…” and here he started chuckling a bit,
trying to find a different angle, “Eheheh, I mean…did you put it there on purpose? Because,
haha, I, uh, don’t remember it being there before.”

“Oh yes, Kyle,” Martha answered instantly, sitting up straight in her chair and arching her
shoulders back, re-emphasizing the sheer size of her bust as it hung heavily over the table, “I
cleaned out that whole closet the other day, just so I could put my black dress in there.”

“Oh,” Kyle replied, nodding his head. He had been surprised by the speed of her answer.
There didn’t seem to be anything left for him except to ask one more question: “S-so…so,
uh…why did you do that?”

Martha tilted her head down at him, flashing him an incredulous smile. “Well isn’t it obvious
Kyle?” she began, “I’m an understanding landlady, haha. I wanted you and your folks to have a
nice little time without having ME as a distraction. I’m not under any illusions, Kyle — I know
how big of an impression I can make, haha, and I thought to myself, well maybe I should just go
out shopping for some new heels or something while Kyle’s moving in. But you see —”

And here she paused and leaned forward into the table, so far that her shadow actually passed
over Kyle’s head as she stared down at him. Her grin was deeply unnerving, and he could feel
his heart beating fast under the cold cast of her shadow.

“— I wanted your parents to know that they don’t need to be hounding you all the time, now that
you’re all moved in, you know? I’m suuuuure they just baby you all the time, especially your
mommy, hahaha…but I just wanted to do a little something to show them that you’re in good
hands. That there’s no reason to worry about anything bad happening to you, now that you’re
under MY roof.”

Kyle swallowed audibly in Martha’s shadow. She would have made him feel so small, so tiny, so
insignificant, without even opening her mouth…and yet, the words she was saying just made his
feeling ten times worse. What on earth was wrong with her!? Did she think that he was some
kind of a child?? That he had moved in with her so that she could…mother him!? Kyle felt
repulsed by the thought, but again, there wasn’t anything that he could say outright that he had
the courage for. All he could do was offer another weak little shrug of his shoulders as he
retreated further back in his chair, scooting backwards on the pile of phone books.
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“W-well…ah….ahaha, uh, I…appreciate that, Martha,” he said carefully, “But…I don’t think they
were too worried anyway.”

“What did they think of my dress?” asked Martha, ignoring what he had just said. Her eyes
sparkled darkly. “What did your mom say, Kyle? Did she like it?”

“She…liked it just fine,” Kyle lied.

“Oh really?” chuckled Martha. “She wasn’t intimidated by it at all?”

“W-well, I mean, yeah, she was a little bit,” replied Kyle. More and more, he just wanted to
escape this conversation and get back to his room. As far as he was concerned, he had
learned his lesson about eating with Martha: that it was to be avoided at nearly all costs.

“Mmmmm, you’re so short and adorably puny,” hummed Martha affectionately, spider-crawling
her massive hand across the table and giving his finger a playful caress. “I’m sure your parents
are too…haha, I bet that dress was taller than your mommy AND your daddy, and wider than
both of them put together, huh?”

Kyle was amazed at the accuracy of Martha’s guess…if it actually was a guess. He was
increasingly beginning to think that Martha had hidden herself somehow, maybe in her car
across the street, and watched him and his parents move his stuff in. A desperate voice
suddenly went up in his head, yelling loud and clear:

‘Red flag!! Reg flag!! She’s nuts, Kyle!! She’s crazy!! You gotta get OUT of here!!’

But what else was there to do? He had already signed the lease, and something told him that
Martha would not take kindly to him breaking the lease on the first night. He took a few breaths
to calm himself down and then made an attempt at an answer, trying to match Martha’s dark
grin:

“Eheh, yeah, it was actually. Pretty, uhm…pretty amazing.”

“Ha! If only they had seen me in person,” chuckled Martha, doing a hair-flip that, for someone
her size, was actually rather stylish. A second later she was looking back down at Kyle’s bowl.
“Aww, all full already, little guy?”

“Aha, uh, yeah,” he laughed, miming an apology as he clutched his stomach, indicating how full
he was, “It was delicious, Martha, but I think —”

“Your little tummy is all fuuuuullll?” teased Martha. She had suddenly stood up to take his bowl
(putting it inside her own empty one, just to re-emphasize how much more she had eaten than
him), and as she spoke, she reached her hand down and tickled his stomach with her bare
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fingers. Kyle couldn’t help but gasp out in laughter as she did so, but a moment later his eyes
had gone wide — Martha’s giant fingers had snaked under his shirt and were now tickling his
bare belly. He felt the warmth of her huge digits, while it mixed with the strange and shocking
cold of the metal rings on her fingers. He kicked and struggled on top of the pile of phone
books, trying to get away, but Martha held him at bay, seemingly effortlessly, for several long
seconds, staring down into his face with that same wide-eyed and hungry expression.

Just as Kyle began to panic from lack of air, Martha stopped, scrunching up her nose at him as
she tapped him on both of his cheeks with her finger.

“So. Cute!” she declared, one word for each tap. A moment later she had turned her back from
him, carrying their dishes into the kitchen. Kyle was breathless for a few seconds, watching her
enormous ass jiggle and gyrate crazily as she walked, and then, out of sheer instinct, he
stumbled down from his chair, ran into his room, and closed the door, locking it behind him. For
long minutes he lay there in the dark on his bed, staring at the ceiling, wondering what on earth
he had gotten himself into.
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Chapter 3

For the next few days, everything seemed to settle down for Kyle. After his first few bizarre
interactions with Martha, he was relieved to find that, as soon as he started going to work the
next day, she appeared to draw herself back from the overt disrespect she had shown him
initially. Kyle was so relieved that he had to actually remind himself that what Martha was still
doing wasn’t really…acceptable. For starters, he continued to be unnerved by the way that she
smiled at him whenever he would venture into any of the common areas of the house. She had
stopped openly teasing, disparaging, and belittling him, but somehow all of those things were
still wrapped up in that wide, aggressive grin of hers that seemed to follow him wherever he
went. Kyle had the sense that, whenever he was out of his bedroom, Martha’s eyes followed
him, along with that grin. And always from high, high above…so that when he turned to look at
her, he had to craning his entire body up. She didn’t have to do anything to make him feel
small; all she had to do was sit there, smiling at him sweetly, and he inevitably shuffled away,
feeling the unwilling, creeping red flush in his face and neck from merely being in her presence,
and under the power of her gaze.

‘But she’s not making me eat with her,’ Kyle said privately, trying to reassure himself, ‘And she’s
quit with all of this weird “mommy” talk…and she stopped knocking on my door. Guess she just
wanted to make an impression on me and retreat when she saw I wasn’t playing along.’

With a little effort, Kyle actually managed to convince himself that Martha had dialed herself
back because of the firm resistance he had put up in the wake of her onslaught of size-based
teasing. Deep down, he knew that this wasn’t actually true, but as the days passed by and
Martha appeared to leave him alone, it became easier and easier for Kyle to forget what it had
been like when Martha had her homing beacon turned directly on him.

It also helped that Kyle had other things to think about: positive things that were contributing
noticeably to his self-esteem. He had already made impressive inroads at his new job, and his
boss had let him know that he was pleased with his performance. In a cubicle office
environment, working a non-physical job, body size and stature was low on the list of essential
qualities, and the more time Kyle spent at work, the more confident he became in himself. This
is exactly what he had wanted — this is why he had insisted to his parents that he get a room of
his own, so that he could be allowed to jump off and fly in the adult world on his own.

And, just as a tasty, delightful little cherry on top, Kyle had met a female co-worker, Laura, a
cute, quiet young woman, blonde, two inches shorter at 5’2, and just a few months older, who
had apparently taken a liking to him. He had only been at this new job for a week, but Kyle had
already had a few lovely conversations with her, and he could tell by the ways her eyes sparkled
and lingered on his that there was some real attraction there on her end. What’s more, Kyle had
even heard a few of the other office women whispering about the two of them, and when they
had turned to look at him, they giggled quietly and dispersed. Even the other men seemed to
know Leaving work one day, after a fun conversation with Laura, one of Kyle’s male co-workers
had come up to him, punched him in the arm, and encouragingly whispered:
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“Shoot your shot, man!”

Kyle was still too shy to “shoot his shot” with Laura, but he figured that, since this was a Friday,
he’d build his confidence up over the weekend and ask her to dinner sometime early next week.
He didn’t want to feel like he was jumping into this new life too quickly, but all the signs were
there that there was some legitimate chemistry between him and this girl. Besides, he was
making a good impression at work all around, so why not ride the wave to a dinner date with the
cute girl from down the hall? Kyle actually felt big when he was around her. Laura didn’t wear
heels, and with the lifts that he wore in his loafers, Kyle towered over her by a good 4 inches.
He also outweighed her by 15 or 20 pounds as well. It was all perfect.

So perfect, in fact, that when he felt his pocket buzz, and saw that it was a text from Martha, he
barely even batted an eye. He was feeling so “on top” of everything that he had conveniently
allowed himself to forget who was waiting for him at home.

‘Spaghetti and meatballs tonight!’ read Martha’s text. ‘You’ll be joining me, yes?’

Despite his nonchalance, Kyle still felt a little stab of annoyance. Why did she just assume that
he would be joining her? Didn’t she know that he could easily have better things to do on a
Friday night than eat dinner with his landlady? Of course, he wasn’t actually doing anything
tonight, but she didn’t know that!

‘But I will be doing something,’ though Kyle determinedly, ‘Next week. I’ll be going on a date
with Laura then. So fine…if Martha wants me for her little Friday meal, she’ll get me. This one
last time.’

He sent back a bit of a smug reply: ‘It turns out that my schedule is free tonight, so yes I’d be
happy to join you.’

Inwardly, Kyle was accepting the invitation as a kind of an allowance to his landlord. In his
mind, he was deigning, doing her a favor. She was the eccentric landlady who didn’t have any
friends he had seen, who spent her days inside, doing god knows what, and freaking out any
young men who were unlucky enough to cross her path. Enough days had passed to where
Kyle had managed to push out of his mind the true feelings of tininess, submission, and fear
that Martha had inspired in him before.

Kyle drove home thinking about Laura, and his proud boss, and his encouraging co-workers.
He couldn’t help but smile to himself. This was the life; this was the adult world; this is what it
was all about. He was so pleased with himself that he didn’t even see Martha looming in the
kitchen archway when he opened the front door and came inside. He was halfway down the
hallway towards his bedroom when the booming, amused sound of Martha’s voice stopped him
dead in his tracks:
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“So! You’re not even gonna say anything about my dress, Kyle?”

He stumbled a little and then turned quickly around, his heart in his mouth. He beheld a sight
that made his blood run cold, even as he found himself blown away by the sheer power and
aura of Martha’s figure. The archway to the kitchen was 6’8 tall, and wide enough to
accommodate four or five ordinary-sized people. But Martha’s gigantic body filled it up, to the
extent that there was only a couple feet of space on either side of her thick wide hips. As usual,
she was wearing her 3-inch stylish black platform boots, which made her an intimidating 6’10.
She was standing slightly in front of the archway, so that her head had the room it needed to
rise up above the top. Her thick, powerful arms gripped the top of both sides of the archway as
she leaned slightly forward toward him. Most notable of all, though, was what she was wearing:
all down her huge, imposing body, hugging her curves tightly, was the same shimmering black
dress that had been hanging in the closet a few days before. The dress had looked so
enormous to Kyle before, but now that he was actually seeing it ON Martha, it didn’t look so
huge all of a sudden. In fact, it seemed as though the dress itself was straining to
accommodate her size. The sound of fabric stretching accompanied every slight movement that
Martha made, which was audible in the astonished silence that hung in the air between them.
Kyle swallowed a lump in his throat as his eyes scanned up to Martha’s cleavage, which was
opened up in an oceanic presentation above him. It looked like her dress was barely even able
to contain those megalithic breasts, and the low, revealing U-shaped cleavage line made her
chest look even bigger. The open top of the dress was so skimpy that Kyle was surprised her
breasts didn’t just bounce right out of her dress.

“It…it l-looks great!” he forced out. His throat had gone dry, so the words came out as more of a
croak than anything else. It was incredible — just moments before he had been strolling up to
the house, feeling like he was on top of the world. And now he suddenly felt smaller than he
had ever felt before.

“Ooooh so you like it?” cooed Martha, taking a step forward through the archway toward him,
gyrating and jostling her huge ass around in the process so he could see her whole figure. “I
thought I’d dress up a little for our dinner tonight. After all, it’s Friday! So why not go a little
fancy, right?”

“Uh…r-right,” stammered Kyle. He had gone very red in the face. Even that simple gesture of
hers — stepping forward towards him — was enough to send his body into a dizzying array of
reactions. He was scared of her, shocked by her, nervous about her…and yet at the same time,
there was no denying how impressive she looked all dressed up. She had even put on some
make-up, which made her look even more fearsome and enticing. That was the conundrum that
Kyle was struggling with: he was intimidated by her, but he also stood in awe of her size and
strength…and the confident, effortless way she carried herself.

‘She’s carrying around 320 pounds,’ Kyle thought. ‘Like it’s nothing.’
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“So of course I expect you to dress up as well,” Martha continued, putting her hands on her
huge hips as she smiled down at him. “Can’t leave a lady looking all fancy by herself, now, can
we?”

Kyle stared up at her. Was she serious!? Dressing up for a meal in her kitchen?? He was
already in his work clothes, which were nice enough, right? This is exactly the kind of behavior
that had concerned him before. It was clear that his landlady had a few screws loose, but Kyle
tried to reassure himself.

‘She must not get out much,’ he thought, as he tried to explain away her bizarre request. ‘That’s
why she’s all excited to eat with me. It’s like I’m the only connection she has to the outside
world, to a “normal life.” Haha well ok fine, I’ll give it to her. Just this once though, because
next weekend, I’ll have plans.’

“S-Sure, Martha!” he said out loud, forcing his mouth into a smile. “I’ll…uh, change into
something a little…a little nicer before dinner.”

“Mmmmmm, what a good boy!” she intoned, as her plush lips broke out into an open-mouthed
smile. “Ok wonderful — dinner in thirty minutes! Don’t be late!”

Kyle went to his room, almost in a kind of stupor, and took off his work clothes, ultimately
deciding to dress himself in a pair of nice khakis and a green golf shirt with a collar, which he
dutifully tucked into his pants. This was the general fraternity outfit that he had worn many
times in college (despite not actually belonging to a fraternity), and he figured that it would be
“fancy” enough for Martha’s tastes. He slipped his feet again into his loafers, complete with the
inch-high lifts that made him 5’5, and walked towards the door.

‘God this is so stupid,’ he thought, shaking his head at himself as he paused with his hand on
the door knob. ‘Why am I even humoring her!?’ Right then and there, he thought about taking
all his clothes off, stretching himself out on his bed, and ordering a pizza. Who was Martha to
say that he couldn’t do that?? He was just renting a room from her — he wasn’t, like…her son
or anything! He could always say that he had had a tiring day at work, and that he wasn’t up for
a social dinner. There was nothing…nothing…that she could say to counter that, or to make
him feel guilty about.

He turned the doorknob and went into the hallway. It was easier this way. Just this once, he’d
play along, just to make his own living situation easier. And he’d make sure that he let Martha
know, in no uncertain terms, that her “mandatory dress-up Friday dinner” would not become a
normal thing.

When he got to the kitchen, however, he felt his confidence melting away once again. Martha
was sitting in her big chair, completely filling it as usual, and in front of her on the table was a
gigantic serving bowl piled high with steaming spaghetti and meatballs. The rich smell wafted
down into Kyle’s nose, making his mouth water. But it was the chair arrangement that had
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caught him off guard. When they had eaten together before, he had sat across the table from
Martha, like any normal arrangement would have had them. With a jolt, however, Kyle saw that
Martha was patting her huge hand on top of the stack of phone books in the chair — his chair —
right next to her.

“Well don’t you just look precious!” exclaimed Martha warmly. “Hahaha you look like you’re a
little boy on his way to church! Well come on over here, little boy! Come sit next to me!”

“I…uh, o-ok,” Kyle muttered, coming around the table. Again, he thought of saying something in
protest, but how could he have said anything without sounding petty, or calling attention to the
strangeness of the situation? He figured it was better to just keep playing along.

‘Just eat quickly and be done with it,’ he told himself as he hopped up on top of the pile of phone
books. ‘This’ll all be over soon.’

“It’s sooooo wonderful to have you join me here tonight,” purred Martha, snaking her giant hand
around to Kyle’s far shoulder and encompassing it completely. He suddenly felt himself bowing
forward as he was weighed down by the weight of her bare arm on his back. “They’ve been
working you too hard at that new job of yours! I’ve barely even had any time to see you!”

“I…th-they…they’re not working me too hard,” muttered Kyle nervously, as he felt Martha’s
massive hand gently massaging his shoulder. It was incredible — he glanced to the side and
saw her long, thick, ringed fingers hanging all the way over his shoulder, spanning almost as far
down as his nipples. In every way, this woman was gargantuan, and she made him feel
unbelievably small.

“Oh I don’t know about that,” countered Martha, scooting her chair even closer to his, so that the
seats bumped up against each other. In the same stroke, she pulled him closer to her, and he
felt the firm, padded expanse of her left breast pressing into his other shoulder, his neck and the
right side of his face.

“I think they’re being too hard on you,” she persisted, “It being your first week at all. Haha,
especially for a little guy like you, they should be eeeeeasing you into the job, not just tossing
you out in the deep end, expecting you to swim!”

“I-It doesn’t matter how sm—” Kyle began indignantly, but Martha just kept talking, her rich,
deep voice, easily drowning his out:

“So they’d better be careful over there at your office! Otherwise I’m gonna have to go up there
and give them a little piece of my mind!”

Kyle hoped to god that she was just joking, but from her tone he couldn’t tell. He tried to distract
himself from her heavy, gripping embrace by looking down at the table. He saw a small little
empty bowl in front of him, but he didn’t see any bowl that Martha had laid out for herself.
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Apparently Martha caught his eyes going back and forth, and a deep chuckle went through her
body, permeating into his own.

“Heheh, so you’re ready to eat, huh?”

“I…y-yes, I think so,” answered Kyle. He sighed in relief as Martha removed her hand from her
shoulder and her arm from his back. But the relief didn’t last long.

“Well alrighty then,” Martha continued genially, “Let me just dish my little guest up from my bowl,
and see how much he can eat THIS time, haha.”

“F-from…from your bowl!?” asked Kyle blankly, looking at the colossal bowl of spaghetti and
meatballs in front of them. Martha laughed as she nodded, pulling the bowl towards her with
her pinkie finger. Kyle doubted that he could have moved the bowl using both of his hands.

“Well yeah!” Martha giggled, as she spooned Kyle out a little serving into his miniature bowl.
“Can’t have you wasting food like you did last time — so I’ll just start small and see how much
you eat. Heheh, a tiiiiny little portion for a tiiiiiiny little belly!”

She rubbed her massive palm right into Kyle’s stomach, covering it completely, as she playfully
jiggled her hand around in a circle. Kyle instinctively tried to lean back away from her hand, but
there was nowhere to go.

“Oooooo does that tickle?” she cooed at him, bringing her face close to his as she continued
rubbing his belly with her huge hand.

“A…A l-little,” he replied, blushing red with embarrassment.

“You’re just the cutest little thing,” breathed Martha into his face, “I could just about eat you up
for dinner instead! Aaarrrgh!” She playfully bit at the air in between them, and again, Kyle tried
to recoil, but couldn’t. Martha’s teeth snapped closed right in front of his face, and the very next
moment, her mouth was open again, this time in laughter.

“Hahaha ok ok enough of that!” she giggled. “Time to eat!”

The next several minutes passed by in a surreal flash for Kyle. He and Martha were carrying on
some kind of mundane conversation, with him droning on about his new job and how excited he
was, but in reality, only one thing was really happening: he was watching Martha eat. Over and
over again, she twirled her gigantic fork into the hulking pile of pasta in her bowl, drawing out a
monstrous hunk of pasta, and then inserted it sensuously into her mouth (while she watched
him, of course), drawing it out moments later completely clean. Then she would spear one of
the huge meatballs, or sometimes two at a time, and do the same thing, putting them into her
mouth and then drawing her clean fork out again mere seconds later. She hardly even seemed
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to be chewing. Kyle was flabbergasted — it didn’t seem possible that anyone, even someone
as huge as Martha, could eat so much so fast, and so effortlessly. He looked down at his own
little helping of pasta in his bowl. Martha had made it a point to slice up one of the huge
meatballs into sixths, and she had given him one piece. For Kyle, it was about as much as he
could eat, which made him feel incredibly small. A quick glance to the side at Martha’s breasts
(which continued to brush the side of his face), coupled with a scan of her big, sprawling
stomach, completed the picture. Martha wasn’t fat — she was just enormous in every way, and
it was starting to get to him. He wanted to escape. But he continued jabbering on, desperate to
get it all over with while still making the encounter seem normal.

“Woah woah woah!” Martha interrupted suddenly, extending a finger down and shushing him on
the lips. “What did you just say!? Who is this…Laura?”

“Oh just…just a colleague of mine,” replied Kyle. He didn’t know why he should be feeling
nervous right now, like he had done something wrong by mentioning her, but he did. He was
starting to resent these unwanted feelings, and he found his emotions hardening against
Martha. What business was it of hers, anyway!?

“Hmmmm well she sounds like a liiiitle bit more than a colleague,” Martha declared, clattering
her fork down inside her empty bowl. “With you talking about her like that.”

Kyle felt himself flare up inside. This was it — this was the moment where he’d put his foot
down. He had endured enough of Martha’s ridiculousness.

“W-well…well so what if she is?” he retorted, sitting up as straight as he could on the phone
books as he looked up at her challengingly. “I’m an adult, and I can have whatever relationships
I want!”

What happened next caught Kyle by surprise. Without pausing to consider his answer, Martha
swiftly reached out and snatched him up off his seat, her hands going almost all the way around
his waist, as she held him aloft in the air in front of her. His body was dangling in between her
and the table, with his legs kicking in the air. Martha held him like that for a few moments,
evidently delighting in his struggles, before whipping him around and planting him down in the
plush, vast expanse of her lap. It had all happened so fast that Kyle was completely thrown for
a loop, unable to react at all. He suddenly found himself surrounded on all sides by Martha’s
warm, voluminous flesh. Her lap extended far out on either side of him, and her titanic thick
thighs supported his comparatively-tiny legs. Her gigantic weighty breasts were now hugging
both sides of his face — his head was smack-dab in the middle of her chasmic cleavage. Two
enormous hands came to rest on his thighs, kneading them lovingly (and covering them) as
Martha’s rich voice came from above, vibrating through every part of his body.

“Oh Kyle,” she purred softly, rubbing up his thighs as she spoke, “It really is adorable how you
think you’re cut out for the adult world. Hahaha but come on…a girlfriend!? A love interest??
Please, Kyle…all of that kind of stuff is for people who can handle it, physically and emotionally.
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And you’re just not there Kyle. I doubt you ever will be. Mmmmm, you’re too small, too
fragile…too precious, haha…no, no, I’m not gonna let that happen. You’ll be safe, right here
with ME.”

Kyle’s worst fears had been confirmed: Martha was completely crazy. And yet, even as he
realized this, his cock was responding to the show of power that Martha was displaying. The
feeling of her huge hands on his thighs, coupled with those massive tits of hers squeezing both
sides of his face, was starting to make him hard. He just couldn’t help it. But her words fed the
fire inside him, and he lashed out without considering his situation.

“I didn’t ASK your opinion, you…you crazy lady!!” he yelled, squirming to get away. “Y-You can’t
run my life! A-And you’re INSANE to think that you can!! Get off me!! Get off!! Let me go,
you…you freak!!”

His world was suddenly spinning, and a split-second later Kyle found himself face-down, his
head hanging over her thick left thigh, as his lower legs dangled over her right. Martha had
flipped him over onto his stomach in her lap, and had now slapped her huge left hand down in
the middle of his back, preventing him from getting away. A tearing sound ripped through the
air, and Kyle felt a sudden cold gust of air against his butt cheeks. He stopped his squirming
and froze in fear. Martha had just ripped open his khakis…with one hand.

“Ohhhhh no,” came her deep voice, now terrifyingly hardened and severe, unlike he had ever
heard before. Her voice was like ice. “Nooooo, no, no. You do NOT speak to me like that, little
boy.”

“I-I’m s-sorry!” choked Kyle desperately, already regretting his words. “I’m s-sorry!! I—I t-take it
back!!”

“Oh you WILL be sorry,” laughed Martha darkly. “After a little punishment.”

*SMACK*

Her giant hand came down squarely on top of Kyle’s bare ass cheeks. He yelped in pain, and
resumed squirming in place. But Martha’s other hand held him down easily.

*SMACK*

She did it again…harder this time. Kyle shouted once more in pain.

“That hurts, doesn’t it?” came her stony, ice-cold voice. “Hopefully this teaches you to choose
your words carefully, Kyle.”

“It d-does!!” he cried, nodding his head. “It d—”
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*SMACK* *SMACK* *SMACK*

Martha continued spanking him, paying no heed to his cries. She didn’t stop until she had
spanked his bare ass fifteen times, and she had saved the hardest one for last. Kyle’s cries had
gone from pained, to desperate, to embarrassingly abandoned. The last two spanks had him
sounding like a trapped animal, almost inhuman in his wails. Tears were streaming down his
face, and his throat burned from screaming. The last spank had him seeing stars.

“That enough?” Martha asked after the last one. “That enough to teach you, little boy?”

“Y-y-yesss…” he blubbered, hardly able to even form the word. After an agonizing few
moments, he found himself suddenly hoisted up in the air, facing the table, away from Martha.
He shivered in shock as he felt her huge, plush lips suddenly against his smarting ass cheeks.

*Mwah* *Mwah* *Mwah*

She was kissing his butt cheeks, her soft lips lingering with each smooch. Despite the
horrendous pain he was in, Kyle felt himself get hard again.

“Theeeere,” cooed Martha, in quite a different voice. “Theeeere we go, little guy. Momma’s
gonna make it aallll better. Mmmmm she hates to do that to you…really, she does. But she
knows you’ve learned your lesson.”

A moment later she had flipped him back around, holding him aloft above her. Her big eyes met
his, and winked. Kyle felt totally defeated, violated, and abused. And he could see the triumph
in her eyes.
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Chapter 4

The rest of the weekend was a hazy, surreal nightmare for Kyle. He spent all of it locked away
in his room, hiding from Martha. He thanked his stars that he had a few power bars to keep him
from going hungry, and he was able to walk shakily to his private bathroom to refill his water
bottle…but aside from occasionally forcing himself to eat and drink, he mostly just laid on his
bed, trying to fall asleep to escape the horror of his current reality. Most of the time, though, he
ended up simply staring up at the ceiling, his vision becoming muddled as he focused his eyes
on nothing in particular.

He was wracked by terrible feelings of shock and violation because of what had happened.
Sure, he had thought that Martha was odd before, and even a little crazy, maybe, but
nothing…nothing…had prepared him for what she had done to him at dinner. It wasn't just that
she had basically guilted him into having dinner with her, even though their landlady-tenant
relationship didn’t really call for that kind of regular intimacy; it wasn’t just that she had kept up
in her relentless teasing and mockery of him for being short and small; it wasn’t even just that
she had suddenly declared to him that she was going to lord herself over his life and prevent
him from going out on a date with Laura…yes, those were all things that bothered Kyle,
especially her assertion that he wasn’t “adult” enough to have a girlfriend (that had really gotten
to him).

The real kicker was the swift, sudden, and shameless physical violence that Martha had
subjected him to…and the specific kind of violence. She had torn his pants off (an incredible
and intimidating physical feat in and of itself!) and spanked his bare ass over and over, like he
had been a little child! The pain had been intense, to the point of making Kyle crack his voice
like a kid from screaming, but even more than the pain itself was the abject humiliation and
degradation that it had caused Kyle to feel in his mind, in his entire person. Not only was
Martha mocking him and teasing him like her little child — now she was actually treating him like
one, complete with corporeal punishment. Her harsh discipline had stunned him in body and
spirit, and over the weekend he tried to recover from it all the only way he knew how: hiding
from Martha, and making sure that he didn’t come across her.

Of course, Kyle wasn’t actually “locked away” from Martha at all — she had made sure to keep
a key to his private suite. But Kyle didn’t know this; instead, he reassured himself that at least
he was safe in his little “pod,” away from Martha’s clutches, while he figured out what to do next.
A few times, though, he heard the unmistakable creaking in the floor of Martha’s approaching
footsteps in the hallway, halting quite obviously in front of his door. And if the creaking in the
floor hadn’t been enough of a giveaway, Kyle had seen her huge shadow fall across the thin
strip of light under the door, obscuring it completely. Martha was just standing there silently,
directly in front of his door. She wasn’t knocking…she wasn’t saying or doing anything at
all…she was simply standing there.

Over the weekend, Martha performed this same charade a few times, and each time she did,
Kyle had felt his entire body seize up in uncontrollable fear and anxiety. He was terribly afraid
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that she was going to call for him…to knock…or even worse, to break down the door. Kyle was
well-acquainted with Martha’s strength by now, and he had no doubt in his mind that she had
the ability to do something like that. But, in a way, her silence was even worse. It was weirder,
more bizarre, more mysterious, and more consistent somehow with his view of Martha as an
absolute lunatic. What on earth was she doing!? Just…just standing there…in front of his
door?? Doing nothing?? Her presence made him feel like a little trapped animal in a cage, but
even still, Kyle couldn’t help but notice that, through his fear, his awe at Martha’s enormous
body still came through…and sometimes, he even registered that he was getting a little aroused
at the thought of this gigantic, amazonian beast of a woman taking such a pronounced interest
in him. The way her steps literally shook the floor of his bedroom when she was near…the
incredible way that her enormous body covered up all the light under the door…she really was
an incredible, unimaginably dominant specimen of feminine power.

But Kyle tried to push these thoughts down, as soon as he became aware of them. He hated
these kinds of base, primitive reactions that he was having — he was scared of
Martha…terrified! She was absolutely crazy, and he wanted nothing whatsoever to do with her!

In this same vein, considering his predicament, he thought very seriously about calling his
parents from his bedroom, and urging them to come pick him up, or, even more dramatically, to
call the police. He had been assaulted, after all. Kyle knew that this was probably the most
logical course of action, but he didn’t follow through in it. He was simply too ashamed to admit
that he had been manhandled in this way. What would his parents think!? Here he was, finally
in his own room, with his own job, making his own way in the world, and suddenly he would
have to take it all back and move in with his parents again?? Such a thing would have been
intolerably humiliating for him.

He thought of Laura…his pretty colleague at work. What would she have thought, upon hearing
that he had to move back in with his parents because he had been dominated by his crazy
amazon of a landlady!? No, no, it just wasn’t feasible to get his parents (or the police) involved.
The story would be all over the news, since it was a small town and not much happened. And
what’s more (even though Kyle wasn’t as aware of this line of thought), he wasn’t confident that
the police could do anything to help him. Martha was crazy, but she was a smooth talker, and
she had an uncanny way of manipulating others to get what she wanted. And if Kyle’s parents
had suddenly shown up, well…he couldn’t be sure that Martha wouldn’t manhandle them as
well. She certainly would have outmatched both of them in strength. He shuddered to think of
Martha doing something humiliating to his parents. He had no way to predict her behavior
towards them, and so he would spare himself the humiliation of getting them involved.

So, having no good options, Kyle called in sick from work for the first two days of the week. He
wasn’t yet ready to deal with facing Martha again. Even though he was contractually obligated
to stay with her (or at least continue paying for his suite), he hadn’t yet worked out what he
needed to do. So Monday passed by, with Kyle still living on his store of power bars (he had
another couple day’s worth left) and water from his bathroom sink.
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On Tuesday morning, however, when he went to fill up his water bottle from the sink, a little
oozing drizzle came out for a few moments, and then…nothing. Kyle’s heart started beating
faster. No water!? Surely it was just…just a problem with the sink. He bent down, adjusting the
various water valves down below. They were all open, and still, no water. He went over to the
tub and tried to turn it on. The same thing happened: a little choking drizzle of water, and then
nothing. Kyle looked up blankly at the wall. So Martha had shut the water off. That had to be it.
She was literally smoking him out of his room, like a hunter smoking out a fox from a hole. He
felt a little sick to his stomach for a few minutes, and he sat on the edge of the tub with his head
in his hands, trying to figure out what to do. Again, there were no good options.

Finally, he decided that he simply had to go out of his room and face Martha. He would try and
play it cool…there was no way he was going to be able to face her and chastise her for her
behavior towards him. Even though he hated to admit it, Kyle knew that he would crumble
under Martha’s pressure if he tried to confront her like that. No, his best bet was to just try and
act like nothing had happened at all.

‘Maybe she was just…just, like…playing around or something,’ Kyle said to himself, as he
geared up to venture out. ‘Maybe she had her fun and now…it’s all over and she’ll just leave
me alone.’

Deep down, Kyle knew this was wishful thinking, but he had done so much thinking and
agonizing in his room the past three days that he felt totally exhausted. He dressed himself in
his work clothes, forcing himself to go through the motions. Maybe, even though he had called
out sick today, he’d show up at work a little late — maybe he’d get to see Laura! Kyle felt his
confidence build as he walked up to the door and turned the knob. He wasn’t going to let
Martha control his life. He was an adult! And if she tried to get in his way again, he would call
the cops.

His heart hammered against his breastplate as he cracked the door and peered out. No sign of
Martha.

‘Come on Kyle,’ he thought to himself, ‘Go out confidently! Don’t tiptoe around! Just go!’

His skin prickled with anxiety as he stepped out and began walking toward the kitchen. His
mouth was parched — he had gone all night and morning without a drink of water. His loafers
made soft noises against the hardwood floor of the hallway…still no Martha. He reached the
kitchen and couldn’t help looking around. It appeared that he was alone.

Sighing in relief, Kyle walked over to the sink and began re-filling his water bottle. This was
perfect! He’d make himself a sandwich and then eat it in the car on the way to work…his life
would return to normal, and all the craziness of Friday would fade away into the past, like it
never, ever happened.

“And just what do you think you’re doing?”
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Kyle’s heart froze, and he stopped breathing. Martha’s deep, amused voice infused his body.
He turned around, shaking. She was standing there before him, her colossal body squeezed
into an alluring violet dress, sporting a pair of shiny black platform heels that made her a
fearsome 6’11. Kyle blinked, registering that his face was even with the top part of Martha’s
stomach. She had her hands on her hips, and her bare arms looked even huger than he
remembered. Worst still was the expression in her face: there was a playful twinkle in her eye,
but she wasn’t exactly smiling. Her cheeks looked hardened; there was something severe in
her look.

“I…I’m j-just…just g-getting some…s-some water,” stuttered Kyle. Any plans he had been
concocting about facing her like an adult had vaporized instantly, like smoke in the wind.

“Oh I’m sorry,” teased Martha, pouting down at him, “Were you having trouble with the faucets in
your suite, Kyle? Water not coming out?”

“Y-yeah,” he nodded shakily.

“Huh, how strange!” Martha mused, putting her hand up to her chin and stroking it. “I got all
those pipes and appliances re-done just a couple months ago. There’s nothing wrong with
them, I’m sure. The only thing I could think of is if someone…turned the water off.”

Her dark eyes gleamed down at him, and her mouth curled into a smirking smile. Kyle couldn’t
say anything…he just stood there, breathing heavily, as he looked past Martha toward the front
door. If he could only somehow get by her…escape…then hop in his car and drive away.

“You’re dressed awfully fancy, Kyle,” giggled Martha, as her voluminous hips and weighty
breasts jiggled, “Were you going somewhere?”

“I…was just thinking of…g-going in to work, a-actually,” he replied, “Since I…I c-called off
yesterday and all.”

“Aw well alright then!” smiled Martha breezily, “Don’t let me stop you! Big man going to his big
boy job, hahaha!”

Kyle returned her chuckle uneasily. Was she actually going to let him go? It seemed too good
to be true. But whatever the cause, Kyle was going to take whatever he could get. He turned
back to resume re-filling his water bottle.

“Oh there’s just…one little thing I should mention,” Martha added. Kyle suddenly felt her
gigantic body pressing up against his back. She had crossed the kitchen in two strides and was
now pinning him to the sink. Her heavy breasts were straddling the top of his head, weighing
him down. He saw a huge, manicured hand lower down into his vision from above, as it deftly
turned off the kitchen faucet.
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“Now that I’m in charge of you, Kyle,” Martha purred, massaging his shoulders with her
enormous hands, “There are a few rules that you’re going to be following. Because, haha, I
can’t have my little son going off the rails like he did on Friday, now, can I?”

Kyle was stunned. His mind was blank…his worst fears had been realized. Martha wasn’t
going to stop with her insanity. In fact, she was only going deeper and deeper down into it —
she had just called him her son.

“Can I?” repeated Martha, a little more forcefully.

“N-no!” stammered Kyle, more from fear than anything else. Martha quickly flipped him around,
so that he got a face-full of the top of her stomach. She backed away from him one pace,
allowing him to see up in between the giant orbs of her breasts and up into her face.

“And so, rule number one!” laughed Martha, as the bracelets jingled around on her massive,
solid arm as she put up one long finger in his face, “ALL your sustenance…all your food and
drink, will come from ME from now on!”

“Wh-what!?” cried Kyle, going pale.

“Mmhmm!” chuckled Martha, nodding slowly down at him as her eyes went wide with pleasure.
“It’s the only way, Kyle. You’re my sweet little son now, and I would just hate it if you choked on
your food, or if your pooooor little belly couldn’t digest the adult food you’ve been trying to eat.
Haha, you haven’t been feeling well, right? Well I’m sure that’s why. And so, from now on,
whenever you eat anything, I’m going to chew it up for you, and feed it to you, mouth-to-mouth,
like any good mommy should.”

Kyle had no response. This was all so crazy that he was utterly unable to react at all. Martha
continued in that same deep, pleasant voice:

“And whenever you drink anything, Kyle, I can’t have my little boy choking on his water, or
making a mess of himself, spilling it all down his shirt and pants. So whenever you get thirsty,
just let momma know and she’ll be MORE than happy to give you aalllll the milk you need.”

With a flourish, Martha reached down, grabbed her right tit, and pulled it up out of her tight
dress. Her gargantuan breast seemed to jump out of the dress itself, like it was thrilled to finally
be free of the silky violet confines. And now that her breast wasn’t being squished in the dress,
it looked even huger still. Kyle’s mouth dropped open as Martha cupped her breast in her hand,
pinching her nipple in between her fingers as she pointed it down directly at him. The nipple
was a deep, textured red, and was so erect that it jutted out a full inch-and-a-half.

“And seeing as how my poor baby hasn’t had anything to drink all morning,” Martha persisted, “I
think it’s high time he got some…hydration. Come here little guy, come here.”
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Too late, Kyle tried to make a break for it, attempting to dash around Martha’s incoming figure.
But she was too big and quick for him; he felt a massive, powerful hand latch all the way around
his upper arm and jerk him up off his feet, and the next moment, Kyle found himself pinned up
against the counter, his vision obscured the creamy white behemoth of Martha’s boob. He
opened his mouth to scream, but before any sound could come out, Martha had inserted her
nipple straight into his mouth, blocking out all sound that would have escaped. Chuckling
deeply, she pinched the bottom of her nipple and squeezed her breast with her other hand,
encouraging the free flow of milk, quickly filling Kyle’s mouth. He struggled and tried to spit it
out, but Martha cupped his chin in her hand, forcing his mouth to stay closed.

“Mmmmmmmmpphhhhh!!” squealed Kyle, with his mouth closed. He would have flailed against
her huge body, but he couldn’t move any of his limbs; she had him completely pinned.

“That’s right, go on…go on,” hummed Martha. “Swallow my milk, Kyle. Nourish that sweet little
body of yours. You’ve got to grow biiiiiiig and strong, hahaha. Drink it down, Kyle….drink
it…downnnn.”

Now that her milk was flowing freely, Martha stopped squeezing her breast, took her other hand,
and pinched Kyle’s nose shut. He had no choice now. To get air, he needed to swallow the milk
in his mouth. He gulped it down, hating how sweet and delicious it actually tasted. He gasped
for breath, but a few seconds later his mouth was full of milk again. Over and over, he had to
keep swallowing Martha’s milk to continue breathing. And all the while, she cooed down to him,
running her hand lovingly through his hair as she kept his nose pinched shut. Kyle lost track of
time as he succumbed to her effortless domination.

After a while, once Martha was apparently satisfied that he had been adequately nourished, she
stepped back away from the counter, letting him back down onto his feet. Kyle was gasping for
air as he stood on two shaky legs. He felt like his mind was breaking. Never…never in his life
could he have imagined that something like this could have happened. He was so far off the
map now that he knew he couldn’t even tell anybody about it — nobody would believe him!
They would think that HE was insane!

But Martha wasn’t finished with him yet.

“Ok Kyle!” she chirped happily, putting her breast back into her dress and clapping her hands,
“Now that we’ve got you all fed, there’s only one more thing to do before you go off to work!”

“Wh-what…what’s that?” asked Kyle weakly, dreading the answer. He found himself hoping that
it was something as innocuous as a “goodbye kiss.” As humiliated as he felt, and as much as
he hated to admit it, Martha’s easy domination of him had caused his cock to harden a little in
his khakis. Subconsciously, he wouldn’t have minded feeling his mouth encompassed by the
huge, soft plushness of her lips. But in his conscious mind, he was already gearing up to leave
and never come back.
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Martha strode over to the counter next to him, bent down, and opened one of the bottom
drawers. A moment later she was pulling out a package of something…no…no it couldn’t be…it
couldn’t be possible…!! Kyle felt his blood run cold, even in the midst of the shock he was
already suffering.

Diapers.

“Thaaaat’s right!” laughed Martha, shaking the package in his face. “I can’t have my little boy
using those high-flush toilets all by himself — he might fall in! No, no, we’ve gotta make sure
that he doesn’t make a mess of himself!”

Kyle couldn’t even bring himself to resist now; he was too stunned. Martha had crossed so
many lines so quickly that his head was spinning. He didn’t even move to protest as Martha
picked him up, sat down, and then laid him cross-ways across her gigantic lap. With her thighs
squished down against the chair, her lap was so wide that it spanned most of the length of
Kyle’s entire body. Kyle felt her gently unbuckle his pants and remove them.

“Heheh, don’t worry Kyle,” giggled Martha, “I’m not ripping your pants off this time…because
you’re being suuuuuch a good little boy!”

Within a minute, she had replaced his underwear with a diaper, and she even bent down and
planted a little kiss on the head of his partially-erect cock, making it bounce in arousal.

“Ooooo did my little baby like that?” she teased, winking down at him. “Well then maybe he’ll
get a little more later…as long as he follows the rules.”

“Th-the rules?” asked Kyle weakly, looking up at her.

“I’m putting this pretty little seal on my baby’s diaper,” Martha announced, closing up Kyle’s
diaper with a bright pink piece of electrical tape. “If he knows what’s good for him, my little boy
will keep this diaper on aaaaalll day long. I’m going to check it when he comes home. And let
me just tell you, Kyle…you don’t want to know what happens if this seal is broken.”

Kyle didn’t need to be told twice. At this point, he assumed that Martha was capable of
anything.

“And,” continued Martha, resuming her use of the third-person to address him, “If my little baby
doesn’t come home tonight, I’m going straight over to his parents’ house. He doesn’t want that,
now, does he?”

Kyle shook his head. She had him trapped — all her bases were covered. There was nothing
he could do. He didn’t even want to think about how Martha knew where his parents lived, or to
consider what on earth she was going to do if she went over there. A minute later he was
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walking out the front door on his way to work, a diaper encompassing his nether regions, with a
belly full of breast milk, blinking blankly into the sunlight.
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Chapter 5

It was immediately apparent to everyone at Kyle’s workplace that he hadn’t fully recovered from
the “illness” that had caused him to call out sick for the first couple days of the week. Kyle was
trying as hard as he could to behave normally, to carry on as if nothing untoward or surreal or
grotesque hadn’t just happened to him. But try as he might, the sensation of Martha’s breast
milk sloshing around in his stomach, coupled with the scratchy and uncomfortable feeling of the
diaper clinging to him under his khakis, made normal behavior impossible. Of course, this
wasn’t even considering how traumatized he was about what had just happened, about what
Martha had just done to him. She was a completely, totally insane psycho…a dangerously
unstable woman whose instability was made all the more terrifying by the fact that she was 6’7,
320-pound amazonian freak who had the power to snap him in two with her bare hands.

‘She’s a…a monster…’ thought Kyle, over and over again, as he vainly tried to get some work
done at his desk. ‘And she has me trapped! I can’t go to my parents’…I can’t take this diaper
off…I can’t do anything other than what she wants.’

He thought of going to the police again, but he had to remind himself what Martha had promised
to do if he went anywhere other than straight back home after work: she was going to go over to
his parents’ house and…and then god knows what she would do next. He had to protect them
from her — this was the adult thing to do now…the manly thing. He needed to just play along
with her for the time being, and then plot his escape another way.

But in the midst of all of this trauma and anxiety, Kyle had noticed that something else had kept
cropping up in his brain, something as unwelcome as it was disquieting. Over and over, he
remembered how Martha had bent her head down, when she had stripped him of his pants, and
planted a kiss directly onto the head of his erect cock. Her big, plush lips had felt incredible on
his cockhead, if only just for that instant the two had been touching. Kyle was finding himself
stuck in a loop of imagining what exactly a full blowjob from Martha would feel like. She had
strongly hinted that such a thing could happen, as long as he behaved himself. As much as he
hated to admit it, Kyle couldn’t deny that the possibility was…intriguing to say the least.

‘I mean…I’ll just…I could just pretend to be a “good boy” for her,’ he thought. ‘And…well, she
wouldn’t know the difference, would she? She’d reward me and then that would…uh…lull her
into a false sense of security, maybe? And then I could use that to help me…uhm…to help me
plot my next move. It’ll be like I’m a double agent or something. Yeah! That’s it!’

As Kyle twisted his mind up in these mental gymnastics, his boss, Ted, poked his head into the
office.

“Uh…Kyle?” Ted ventured.

“Hmm?! Oh! Oh hi Ted,” Kyle said quickly, breaking quickly away from his thoughts. “Uh
w-what’s….uh…what’s up?”
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“Just…seeing how you were doing,” Ted replied carefully. “You…sure you’re all better, Kyle?”

“Yeah! Yeah, why?” Kyle replied, a little too quickly, with an overdone grin to match.

“Well it’s just that…everyone who’s seen you has told me you seem…a little out of sorts still.”
Ted’s words weren’t accusatory; rather, they were searching. He seemed to be genuinely
concerned that Kyle might still be sick.

“Out of…o-out of sorts!?” laughed Kyle, turning red. “Oh…uh, no! Hahaha no, I…I feel fine!
Really, I…I do!”

“Hmmm,” frowned Ted, “Well if I may say so, Kyle, you don’t exactly look fine. You’re really
pale, and your clothes…well it seems like you just kinda threw them on in a hurry. And what’s
more, I’m told that you’ve been here three hours already and haven’t really had anything to
show for it. All very unlike you.”

Kyle opened his mouth to answer as the shade of red deepened across his cheeks. He really
didn’t know what he was going to say, but he had to say something. Ted put his hand up,
however, and kept talking. With his well-built, 6’0 physique, together with the natural authority in
his voice, Ted was clearly used to being the boss. But he had been in charge long enough to
learn well how to navigate these kinds of situations.

“Look, I’m not accusing you, Kyle, or anything like that,” he continued, an earnest concern in his
voice, “I just don’t want you coming back to the office too quickly after you’ve been sick, you
know? I’d really hate to see you try and get back to work too early and delay your
recovery…and of course, the last thing we need is for you to spread whatever you’ve got to the
rest of the office. But I’m really just thinking about you here, champ. Why don’t you take the
rest of the day off, and if you feel better tomorrow, of course come on in.”

Kyle’s shoulders slumped. Of course, Ted didn’t know what he was condemning Kyle to with his
words. Kyle thought about protesting, but he knew already that doing so would arouse
suspicion, or worse, imply that he didn’t care about the health of his co-workers. Reluctantly,
Kyle nodded his head.

“Good, Kyle, good,” nodded Ted appreciatively, “And look, I appreciate you making the effort to
come back in early. But your effort or attitude were never in doubt for me — I just want you to
get better, ok?”

“O-ok,” replied Kyle, looking down at the floor. It was impossible for his voice not to sound
defeated. He glanced back up, and caught Ted giving him a strange, searching look. It was like
his boss knew that something wasn’t quite right, but couldn’t exactly put his finger on it. In any
case, Kyle’s attention immediately shifted to Laura as she poked her head in the doorway, next
to Ted (and 10 inches under him).
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“Aw, I just overheard, Kyle,” Laura said warmly, giving him a regretful smile. “Yeah, Ted’s right
— you go home and rest up! I’d really hate for you to miss Friday!”

“What’s…uh, Friday?” Kyle asked.

“Haha well I was just thinking,” Laura began, blushing as she twirled her long blond hair in her
fingers, “How nice it would be if the two of us…you know…went out for drinks after work?”

Kyle gaped at her, blinking, and then he made sure that a big smile splayed across his face. He
really was happy she had asked him…really, he was…but the first thought that had passed
through his mind was, of course, he was going to sneak out past Martha…how he was going to
escape her stranglehold on his life. But it was only Tuesday — he had over three days to figure
it out! And besides, saying anything else was impossible.

“O-of…of course that would be nice!” he forced out, nodding as he laughed.

“Well, excellent!” smiled Laura, clapping her hands. “Just make sure you’re all healed by then,
ok?”

“Haha I…I’ll do that,” chuckled Kyle. But inwardly, he was of course wondering how he was
going to make it all happen. None of them knew what he was dealing with…although, again,
Kyle couldn’t help but notice how Ted was looking at him. There was something searching in
Ted’s gaze. But Kyle couldn’t worry about that right now. Dutifully, he packed up his things and
went back home, trying to swallow the dread that grew inside him the closer he got to Martha’s
house. He thought of disobeying her, of going to his parents’, and (again) considered going to
the police, but he reminded himself that he couldn’t put anything past her.

‘She may have put a tracking device on my car, for all I know,’ he thought with a shudder.
‘Better do exactly what she says…for now.’

Coming in the front door, Kyle was immediately met with a wall of delicious smells: the rich,
savory smell of cooking meat mixed with the hearty, earthy scents of seasoned, baked
vegetables. Kyle couldn’t help but immediately feel hungry as he closed the front door. He
went over the plan again in his head — he was going to play along with her, and try to make
things as normal as possible. Perhaps, if he was on his best behavior for the next few days,
Martha might even “allow” him to go out on Friday night as a reward. Maybe he wouldn’t even
have to find a way to sneak past her!

“Is that my little baby?” came Martha’s big, rich voice from the kitchen. “Home so soon?!”

“I…uh, th-they sent me home early!” he called in answer. His brain was telling him to retreat to
his bedroom, but the rest of his body (especially his cock, which had already hardened a little at
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the sound of Martha’s voice) was driving him towards the kitchen. He felt himself walking
towards Martha’s voice.

“Awwww do they have a rule against diapers in your office?” teased Martha. “I’m sure it was
pretty obvious that my little dumpling had…a little something extra in his pants today, hahaha!”

Kyle had reached the kitchen, and he was now staring at Martha’s backside. She was turned
around, stirring a pot on the stove. But even though Kyle couldn’t see her face, his feet felt
rooted to the floor — he was utterly transfixed by her figure. She was wearing a pair of
incredibly tight jeans that highlighted every luscious swerve of her tremendous curves. Kyle
found himself wondering whether his entire body could have fit in one of the jean legs. She was
wearing a tight black top, which showed off her big, strong, feminine arms. Her silver bracelets
clinked lightly together as she gently stirred.

“N-no…no, uh…that wasn’t it,” Kyle stammered after a few moments. “They…sent m-me home
just to…just to make sure that I w-wasn’t…still sick.”

“Oh no!” came Martha’s deep and exaggerated voice. She turned around, and Kyle saw now
that she was wearing a large black apron. If Kyle had been wearing the same apron, it would
have gone down to his ankles, but on Martha, of course, it only went down to just above her
knees. However, it wasn’t the size of the apron itself that caught Kyle’s attention; it was what
was written on it. Emblazoned out across the chest area, in big, unmistakable white letters,
spelling out: “No Bitchin’ in MOMMY’S Kitchen.”

“Was my little boy not feeeeeling well!?” asked Martha, feigning genuine concern as she pouted
down at him. “Why didn’t he tell me? I’d make sure to take good care of him!”

“I…I know you would!” Kyle burst out quickly, nodding. “But it…uh…I—I’m not sick! B-But my
boss…he th…he thought that I was and h-he just…he sent me home early just to, uh…to be
sure. I mean…ehaha, can’t be too careful these days, huh? Y-you know!?”

Kyle’s words had grown steadily faster and more desperate; the reason was simple. As he
spoke, Martha had started walking toward him, and she was standing over him completely, her
hands on her hips, as he choked out the last few words. Kyle was intensely intimidated —
Martha was wearing her 4-inch black platform heels, making her a fearsome 6’11, and Kyle
found himself staring straight into the top of Martha’s stomach. He was directly eye-level with
the all-caps word “MOMMY’S” on Martha’s apron.

“Well it’s good that my baby’s home early,” Martha intoned, completely ignoring everything he
had just said, “Because now I can get him to taste-test my gravy for the roast in the oven!”

“O-oh! Oh…um…ok!” exclaimed Kyle. He actually felt a little excited about this proposition —
everything was smelling absolutely delicious, there was no denying that. He had been afraid
that Martha was going to chastise him for not telling her he was “sick” (even though he had no
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doubt in his mind that she knew exactly what was going on)…and that maybe she was even
going to do something crazy like take his temperature anally or…

But he caught himself having these thoughts, and labored to shake them away.

‘Don’t let her in your head!’ he repeated to himself. ‘Don’t let her take control!’

“Mmmm gooooood!” Martha smiled, and without further ado, she bent down and scooped him
up off his feet with one arm, performing the motion as easily as if she was lifting air. Kyle felt his
organs squish together as she turned around and headed back towards the stove. Kyle saw the
pot of bubbling gravy, and again, he felt a surge of hunger. His stomach actually growled
audibly this time, and Martha heard it.

“Oooooo was that a little tummy rumble I just heard!?” she squealed, her eyes going wide with
delight. “Is my baby hunnnnngry!?”

Martha’s bracelets jingled around on her big forearm as she held her hand up to Kyle’s face, her
manicured fingers dancing around teasingly before his eyes. She was taking evident delight in
the obvious comparison — her hand was easily big enough to palm Kyle’s entire face, in
addition to even more of his head. But she was just getting started. After a few seconds,
Martha’s fingers made their way down to Kyle’s stomach, and began gently poking and prodding
it. Kyle started involuntarily squirming in her grasp, trying to get away from her fingers. He felt a
deep rumble rising up from Martha’s diaphragm, and he registered that she had started
laughing.

“Heheheh…aww, is this little tummy-wummy hungry!?” she teased, poking and prodding into his
soft flesh with her strong fingers. “Mommy fed it hourssss ago with lots of her rich, creamy milk!
Is that not enough for you, baby? Do you want more? Do you wanna eat more to grow all big
and strong like mommy? Hahahaha!”

As she teased him relentlessly, Martha’s fingers sped up, now poking and prodding Kyle’s
stomach with new vigor. He had been trying to hold in his laughter for a bit, but now that she
was speeding up, and showing no signs of letting up, he felt his resistance crumble, and he
started bursting out in forced exhalations of laughter. The sound only seemed to fuel Martha’s
enthusiasm, and her eyes only grew wider, sparkling with devious delight.

“Awww he’s ticklish, is he!?” she cried, baring her teeth in a wide grin as she bore down on him,
“Does that tickle, baby? Right there? How about there?”

She moved her fingers quickly from the right side of his stomach to the left, digging her fingers
directly down into all his most vulnerable places. Kyle howled with laughter, losing all control of
himself, as his arms and legs flailed in spontaneous desperation for relief. But of course, his
arms and legs were absolutely nothing compared to Martha’s single forearm, and she drilled
down into him even harder, all while holding his flailing body firmly to her hip using her other
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arm. The rapid sounds of her bracelets clinking together as she tormented him added insult to
injury — the sound seemed to mock him, and drive home the crushing reality of his submission
to her. Even as he continued yelping with laughter, Kyle felt his cock harden completely inside
his diaper

“Ooooo, yeah, that’s a good spot right there!” chuckled Martha. Her fingers started digging into
his ribs, starting with the lowest and taking them one by one. Kyle’s eyes rolled back into his
head as he felt her huge fingers nestling perfectly in between his ribs, getting at the absolute
worst spots. She shook her fingers mercilessly, driving him to a hitherto-unattained frenzy of
wild laughter.

“AHAHAHAUAHAUAHAHAAAHAAUAHAHAUGHAHAUGHHAUGH!!!
SSTTTTAAAWWWPPPAHAHAHAHAUAHUAHAHAHAHAAAA!!”

Kyle’s howls were beginning to morph into high-pitched shrieks. His entire body was beet-red,
and he was gasping for air. But still, Martha didn’t stop. She only went faster…and harder.

“Aaaaaand we’re just gonna count little baby’s ribs!” she sang.
“One….twwwwwwoooooo…threeeeeeeee…”

She went on and on, never letting up. Once she had gotten to the twelfth rib on his left side,
Kyle was praying that she would at least give him a breather, but she didn’t.

“Yaaaaay!” cheered Martha, shaking his body in her iron grip. “Twelve ribs on the left side! Now
let’s just make sure my little baby’s got twelve on….the RIGHT SIDE!!”

She dug her huge hand into the bottom of Kyle’s right ribs, and he screamed out in laughter,
panicking as his head shook back and forth. It felt like Martha was literally taking her hand and
grabbing up underneath Kyle’s ribcage, reaching vulnerable spots he never even knew existed.
Once she got to the sixth rib, Kyle’s screams had morphed into inhuman wails. And that only
seemed to drive Martha on harder and faster. Once she reached his twelfth rib, the only sound
in the kitchen was the clinking of Martha’s silver bracelets, moving even more rapidly still in a
constant, crazed barrage of metal on metal as she tormented him with her giant hand.

*ClinkClinkClinkClinkClinkClinkClinkClinkClinkClinkClinkClinkClinkClinkClinkClinkClinkClink*

Kyle wasn’t even making noises anymore — he had become too overwhelmed, too vanquished,
too dominated. There was nothing he could do except hang there and suffer in Martha’s grasp,
his body twitching in agony as his legs hung limply down. And, just at the moment where he felt
like he was going to pass out, Kyle wet himself.

“Aaaaaand twelve ribs on THIS side!” giggled Martha, finally stopping her assault as she
bounced Kyle’s limp body joyfully against her huge hip. “Perfect! My little boy’s got aaaaall his
ribs!”
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But right then, Martha noticed Kyle’s eyes darting down in panic towards his groin area, and she
instantly seemed to know what was going on. Kyle was totally helpless now — she had ground
his resistance into dust, and now there was no way for him to stop himself urinating. The fact
that he had a full erection wasn’t making it any easier.

“Waaaaaait,” hummed Martha, bending her face down towards Kyle’s crotch, “Waaaaait just a
second…Do I…Do I hear what I think I hear!?”

She put her ear down, settling it straight down on top of the slight tent of Kyle’s erection. For a
moment he was terrified that he would pee all over her, but then, of course, he was reminded
that he was wearing a diaper.

“I DO!” cried Martha, her eyes glimmering with delight as she stared straight at him. “My little
baby’s wet his diaper! Awwww how cuuuuute! Haha well go on, then…get it all out…get it aalllll
out before Mommy changes you.”

Kyle didn’t even have the mental energy to deal with the prospect of Martha “changing” him. He
finished urinating in his diaper, and no less than a minute later, Martha had whisked him out of
the kitchen and laid him on his back on a baby-changing table in the living room that Kyle had
never seen before.

“Oh good! My little guy knows what’s good for him,” cooed Martha, tearing through the thick
electrical pink tape of the seal with a single swipe of her sharp red nail. “All right now, little guy,
legs in the air!”

Kyle felt her giant hands wrapping easily all the way around his ankles, encouraging them to lift
up, and the next minute or so…well…Martha changed his diaper. Kyle couldn’t believe this was
happening to him, and yet, there was something profanely comforting (and arousing) about
feeling Martha’s giant hands gently, lovingly cleaning him off with baby wipes. His erection
hadn’t died down, and he found himself hoping that Martha would spend some extra attention
on it. He wasn’t disappointed — she spent a full thirty seconds slowly, lovingly going around
and around his hard cock with a baby wipe, and the only reason Kyle didn’t cum right then and
there was because Martha abruptly stopped, seeming to sense his impending orgasm.

“And just to think,” she chuckled, turning her head sideways so she was looking down into his
eyes, “That you didn’t think you needed diapers. Well, haha…obviously you do!”

A few seconds later she had taped him up in a brand new diaper. Kyle’s first impression was
sheer relief; he couldn’t deny that it felt good to have a fresh, clean diaper hugging him all
around. Martha seemed to know the exact right tightness to tape it all up. But as soon as he
became aware of these feelings, he tried to fight them off. She had literally just…just tortured
him! She had almost made him pass out! So why wasn’t his erection going away??
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“Now…” she purred, her eyebrows going up and down at him, “About that taste test…”
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Chapter 6

Kyle didn’t know why he had expected Martha’s taste test to be normal -- of course, it was
anything but. She was holding him up on her hip as she stirred the pot of tasty-looking gravy on
the stove, bouncing him lightly on her thick curves. At the moment, Kyle was still completely
worn-out from the merciless tickling that Martha had put him through, and from the sheer weight
of the mental humiliation of him urinating on himself and having Martha actually change his
diaper. He would have protested her holding him aloft like this on her hip, with his feet hanging
languidly in the air, but he was far too exhausted and defeated for that. Plus, the gravy smelled
soooo good, and he was actually relishing the idea of tasting something other than Martha’s
breast milk.

“There, let’s just turn off the gas for a minute,” Martha purred, switching off the stove as she
turned and gave his ear a little love nibble. Her plush lips brushed his earlobe as she whispered
sexily into his ear, and once again Kyle had to try with all his might to resist the growth of his
throbbing erection in between his legs. Her voice seemed to echo far down into the deepest
recesses of his groin whenever she spoke to him, especially this close.

“Wouldn’t want my little baby’s precious, tiny tongue to get burned, now, would I?”

Kyle could only manage to shake his head. He couldn’t believe how turned-on he was,
especially considering the horror of what Martha had just done to him. This woman was a total,
complete psycho! She was utterly insane, and could DEFINITELY not be trusted with his
well-being! And yet...and yet...here he was, held up on her thick, luscious hip by a bare arm
that was bigger and stronger than one of his legs...and he had a massive erection. More
disturbingly to Kyle, though, was the realization that a big part of him LIKED this situation. He
WANTED to be on her hip like that, with his legs dangling in the air. And, despite his desperate
attempts at convincing himself that it wasn’t true, he knew that he WANTED Martha to play with
his cock, to tease it, to stroke it, to suck it...to make it shoot its whole shameful load out and
down her hungry throat.

“WOULD I?” Martha repeated, a little louder, in his ear.

“N-no! No!” squeaked Kyle, shaking his head more energetically this time. Martha chuckled in
his ear and turned back to stirring the pot. After another minute or so, she had apparently
decided that it was cool enough for him to taste. She dipped the wooden spoon into the thick,
fragrant gravy and slowly drew it out. Smiling broadly, she brought the spoon up to Kyle’s
mouth, which was starting to water by now.

‘God,’ he thought helplessly, ‘It just smells SO GOOD!” His lips parted, slightly trembling, as he
opened his mouth for a first taste. But just then, with a hearty chuckle, Martha pulled the spoon
back, away from his supplicating lips, and stuck the entire spoon in between her own thick lips,
pulling it out clean a moment later.
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“B-But...But I thought,” began Kyle, confused, but Martha silenced him with a shake of her head.
Her lips were still closed. She put the spoon back into the pot and, with her free hand, she
beckoned Kyle wordlessly to get closer to her mouth. He leaned forward, doing as she asked,
and then, with a sudden shot, he understood. She was going to feed him the gravy from her
own mouth. His heart sank, even as it simultaneously (and bizarrely) began to speed up. He
was deflated and dejected by this new humiliation, but he was also excited, and even more
turned-on than before.

‘I’m gonna kiss her!’ squeaked a voice inside his head. ‘I’m gonna feel those big sexy lips
on...on mine!’ He tried to ignore this voice, but doing so was impossible, not with Marhta’s
grinning lips dominating his vision. The next moment, he felt a huge, shuddering vibration rattle
through his entire body. Martha was moaning out into him as she parted her lips to receive his,
and her moaning felt like it was jiggling and vibrating every atom in his body. In an instant, he
felt her huge lips close over his entire mouth, forming a tight seal. Her giant, sinewy tongue
played around with his, effortlessly dominating it and making it do whatever she wanted it to.

Kyle tasted the rich, delicious gravy that was flowing into his mouth, and it was so delectable, so
perfectly balanced, that for a moment he even forgot the humiliating way that Martha was
feeding it to him. He swallowed it down hungrily, and he tried to pull away from her lips, but
Martha wasn’t having it. She continued to make out with him in a dominating, controlling
fashion, sticking her tongue far down his throat and gagging him, all the while preventing him
from breathing with the airtight seal of her lips. They were so big compared to Kyle’s that they
actually covered his entire mouth AND his nose, so that he couldn’t get any air whatsoever.

Soon his face had turned completely pink, and then a light red, then red, and then a dark red.
His poor, tormented body was now shaking against Martha’s, desperately trying to fight for
oxygen. But she just kept moaning into him, holding him fast to her hip with her powerful arms,
pushing him up against the counter to quell the kicking of his little legs against her thick flesh.
Kyle felt his eyes roll back into his head. This was it. She was going to suffocate him...right
here...right now...in her kitchen. The blackness began to descend...and then…

“Well alright then!” laughed Martha, pulling her lips off his face with a loud smack as she sat him
down on the counter, propping his exhausted body up against the window sill, “What did you
think, Kyle? What’s the gravy verdict?”

Dinner was a wholly cheerless affair for Kyle, even as Martha laughed loudly, talked animatedly,
and kept filling up her plate with seconds, thirds, and fourths. Kyle could only manage to nibble
on his food, and even this paltry amount of nourishment contributed to him feeling sick to his
stomach. Martha had just completely manhandled him, forcing him to piss himself, all while
barely lifting a finger. She had literally pushed him to the brink of passing out, in two cruel and
unusual ways, and still there she was, chatting happily away, gesturing with her huge arms,
filling her belly with incredible amounts of food, reinforcing her already-prodigious size
advantage over him.
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Kyle could only sit there with slumped shoulders on the pile of phone books and stare at her
hopelessly. There was just no way he could think of somehow escaping from her on Friday for
his date with Laura. Laura, sweet, kind Laura...who was only 5’2. In every way, she was the
opposite of Martha. And yet, Kyle felt like she was unattainable...and not because Laura didn’t
want him. Oh no! She had been perfectly clear about asking him out. SHE had been the one
to bring it up, after all! But Kyle felt hopeless as he sat there, watching Martha knock back
pound after pound of food. It was impossible for him not to feel completely submissive and tiny
in her presence. Everything about her dwarfed him: her voice, her gestures, her aura, her
energy, and, of course, her body. And the worst part was, Kyle was turned-on by her gigantic
form and presence. He hated himself for it, but his cock seemed to be following along to a tune
that he did not understand.

“Helloooo, little boy!” Martha’s voice burst through his melancholy thoughts, and he felt her huge
hand gently wrap around the back of his head and give it a little shake. She had reached clear
across the table, her arm easily spanning it, and Kyle wasn’t able to avoid noticing that he
couldn’t even reach across the table to Martha’s plate, let alone her body. And yet here she
was, reaching all the way across with that huge, strong, solid arm of hers, with her clinking silver
bracelets, and grabbing him by the neck like he was her plaything.

“Someone’s not listening to me!” she chided, giving him a teasing wink as she shook her hand
against his neck, vibrating his entire body in the process.

“I...I s-sorry, uhhh...w-what!?” he stammered. “What d-did you say?”

“I was asking you, silly boy,” chuckled Martha, letting go of his neck and leaning back in her
chair, “Why your boss thinks it’s such a good idea to have such a small little baby like you
working in a…” and here, Martha chortled, her face turning red with mirth, “An
office...hahaha...with a...desk and everything! I mean, I’m SURE it’s precious, looking at you
sitting in one of those office chairs, trying to put those tiny little elbows up on your
desk...hahaha, but REALLY, after the jokes are all worn out, your boss is really just wasting his
time, isn’t he?”

Kyle felt the indignation igniting quickly again inside him. At this point, he was fairly certain that
Martha was intentionally goading him on, but he didn’t even care. He didn’t care if he was
somehow playing into some big, sick, manipulative plan of hers. His parents had taught him to
stand up for himself, and right now, that’s exactly what he needed to do! He needed to forget all
this beta nonsense about how she was controlling his life! She was only controlling it because
he was ALLOWING her to!

“I’ll have you know, Martha,” he retorted, his face turning very red indeed, “That I’m an
EXCELLENT employee, and that my boss, Ted...that’s his name, thinks very highly of me. And
ALSO, while I’m on the SUBJECT, you’d be interested to know that I’m actually NOT the
smallest OR the shortest one in the office! There’s a woman named Laura who’s TWO WHOLE
INCHES shorter than me...AND she does quite a good job too, in fact!”
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Martha had been listening to this whole tirade with evident amusement, and as Kyle ranted on,
she quietly removed a silver bracelet from her wrist. It was one of the smaller ones she wore,
and it was so small that it never went down her arm past her wrist, even when she was holding
her arm up. Her wrist filled the confines of the bracelet completely.

“Hmmmm, Ted,” Martha murmured softly, almost to herself, as she turned the bracelet over and
over in between her fingers. “That’s a good strong name. Haha, good strong name for a good
strong man, I’ll bet. Ted’s at least 6 feet tall, I’m guessing?”

“How would I know?” shot back Kyle rudely, privately acknowledging that Martha was right.

“Aaaaand Laura,” continued Martha. Kyle felt a chill, just hearing Martha speak aloud the name
of the girl he had a crush on. “SHE sounds like quite the little firecracker, huh? I can tell you
like her, Kyle.”

Even though Kyle was still fuming, he thought it best not to say anything at all. He knew Martha
was baiting him, prodding him into venting out in anger again. But he hadn’t forgotten what had
happened the last time he had tried to stand up for himself to Martha when Laura’s name had
been on the line. Martha had turned his ass into jelly as she spanked him so hard that he
thought he was going to lose his mind. He wasn’t going to risk that kind of punishment now, and
so he simply bowed his head, staring at his uneaten food, hoping that Martha would change the
subject.

“Know how I can tell you have a crush on her?” Martha continued, bending her head down lower
so that she could stare into his face. Kyle knew that she would force him to respond if he made
no reaction, and so he looked up helplessly into her eyes, shrugging and shaking his head.

“You get all emotional and crazy whenever she gets brought up,” Martha said softly, smiling
down on him lovingly. Her silver bracelets tinkled on her arm as she brought her hand across
the table again, and gently caressed the side of Kyle’s cheek with her huge fingers. He stiffened
at her touch...his arms and legs...and his cock. At this point, he knew better than to pull his face
away, and so he just sat there, tormented by her gentle fingers, as she pet him like a little
animal.

“Mmmmm, yes, my little baby remembers what happened last time he pitched a fit,” Martha
cooed at him. “And he just came verrrrrry close to doing it again...mmmmm, but I can tell that
he’s learning.”

For a full minute, Martha didn’t even talk. She just kept petting him across the table with her
giant hand, occasionally turning her head sideways to look at him at a different angle. Kyle’s
face was hot and red now, with humiliation...and arousal.
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“But I know that you don’t really have a crush on her, Kyle,” Martha finally continued, pulling her
hand away from his cheek. “This woman sounds like an actual adult, who does her job well,
and isn’t sent home early because he’s...ahem…”sick.””

Kyle jerked his head up and glared at Martha, who only smiled back at him sweetly. She had
propped her big forearms up on the table, forming an intimidating triangle, and she was flipping
her silver wrist bracelet from hand to hand, her eyes never leaving his, as her full lips parted
slightly in pleasure. She was daring him to lose his temper...Kyle knew it...but he wasn’t going
to take the bait. He was going to stay in control.

“It’s not so much that you have a crush on HER,” Martha persisted, “But rather it’s that my little
boy has become enamored with the idea of what it’s like to be a “big boy,” to be an adult, to
actually live in the big word and do the things that grown-ups do.”

Kyle bit his tongue and made no response. Martha blinked her eyes slowly and kept going.

“And of course, it’s completely natural for you to feel that way, Kyle. Haha, I mean, especially
for someone your age, you’re expected to be at that level. It must be a real wake-up call, a real
reality check, to be told that aaaaaall your growth is over, and that you’ve come up
short...heheh...waaaay short.”

“I haven’t come up short,” mumbled Kyle quietly. He was trying as hard as he could to keep his
voice from shaking. “I’m not a little kid anymore. I AM an adult.”

Without speaking, Martha reached over and took one of his little arms in her gigantic hand. Kyle
inhaled sharply, feeling the overwhelming warmth, strength, and size in her massive palm. Her
hand had absolutely no trouble going all the way around his wrist, and it didn’t stop there...it
went up, up, and up his forearm, until it stopped at his elbow.

“Mmmm, look at that,” whispered Martha. “My hand...it goes all the way around your
arm...easily. And how about this...I can just keep going. Look!”

A moment later, her hand was wrapped completely around his bicep, with plenty of extra room
for her fingers; they overlapped each other, showing how much more girth they could have
wrapped around.

“Does THIS look like an adult’s arm to you!?” she chuckled, shaking her head. She brought the
silver bracelet forward and threaded his hand through it, drawing it up his arm. The bracelet
had so much space that it never caught on anything, not even when Martha drew it up past his
elbow onto his bicep. Her meaning was painfully clear: her wrist was thicker than his upper
arm...way thicker.
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“Yeahhhh,” breathed Martha softly, finally taking the bracelet off after some long, excruciating
moments of turning it this way and that on his bicep, to show how much room it still had. “You
really are a biggggg boy, Kyle...a big, strrrrrong boy.”

Kyle was shaking his head, staring down at the table, but he couldn’t think of anything to say.
She was so effortlessly overwhelming him...dominating him...and she was hardly doing anything
at all. The worst part about it was that his cock was as hard as a rock in his diaper, pressing up
against the fabric that was taped around his midsection. His face was hot and red and his blood
was pounding in his ears. He hated himself; he hated how helpless and tiny he felt...how
pathetic she made him feel.

“And look at your plate!” Martha laughed softly. “I gave you a chance to eat your own food, just
because of how nice I am, and what happens? You don’t touch it! You can’t eat it! It’s because
your pooooor little stomach can’t digest adult food!”

“N-no, it’s not why I --” stammered Kyle quickly, but it was too late. Martha had pulled the plate
out of his reach, tipped it up to her lips, and poured the whole thing down into her mouth. For
the next several moments, she chewed, staring at him and smiling. Her mouth wasn’t even full.
And Kyle knew what was coming next. Sure enough, Martha was beckoning him forward with
her finger, and he had no choice but to obey. A minute later she was force-feeding him the last
remnants of his dinner through her mouth, having chewed it all up herself into a swallowable
puree with her powerful jaws. Kyle had taken it all in, feeling his eyebrows crease up against
each other as he tried his absolute hardest not to choke or spit anything out. He knew, without
even having to think about it, that Martha would punish him severely if he let her “hard work” go
to waste.

“You see?” Martha declared softly, now bouncing Kyle gently on her huge knee as she wrapped
her huge arm around his back, engulfing his shoulder completely in her massive hand, like she
was holding a tennis ball. “You need me to do EVERYTHING for you, Kyle...without me, you’d
be going hungry, wetting your pants, getting lost, and god knows what else. Oh I hate to even
think about it! It’s sooooo much better with you here, all safe and sound with ME.”

She curled her other hand underneath Kyle’s chin, utterly dwarfing it, and effortlessly directed it
up towards her face. Kyle had just enough time to see that shadow of her head descend on him
before his lips and nose were once again engulfed in an airtight kiss. His hands and arms
shook, trying to convey his panic that he wasn’t getting any air, but even in the midst of his
panic, he had the good sense not to actually try to hit her. His blows wouldn’t have mattered to
her, of course, but he didn’t want to risk making Martha angry. He had no idea what she was
capable of, and didn’t want to find out.

But as the kiss went on and on, with Martha moaning out into his mouth as her tongue romped
dominantly against his own, writing and twisting it into submission, Kyle felt his mind beginning
to break. She was going to kill him! He raised his arms to try and fight her, but already, he
found that he had no strength left. As Martha continued moaning and kissing him, Kyle felt his
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arms and legs go completely limp as his eyes rolled back into his head. He felt himself going
under...down, down into the depths...as he began to lose consciousness. Martha didn’t let up
this time. She just kept kissing him, her hot mouth completely sealing his mouth and nose, and
Kyle had just enough time to wonder if he would ever wake up again before he passed away in
a dead faint, his entire body going completely limp in Martha’s lap.

After a few seconds more, Martha finally slurped her lips off Kyle’s and stared down at him,
blinking...studying him. Her huge fingers reached down and brushed his cheek lovingly, and
then moved down to his neck, tracing his veins and tendons gently, and then kept going down
his chest, his stomach, his hips...and finally lingering on his crotch. She splayed out her whole
hand, covering the entirety of his lap with her single hand. She pressed her palm down, and felt
the poke of his erection. She paused, brought her hand up, and then brought it back down once
more, poking herself in the palm again with his cock. She did this several times,
expressionlessly, her full lips pursed in curiosity.

“Time for a bath, my little baby?” she whispered down at him, holding the back of his head in her
hand, which completely palmed his skull. She made him perform the “no” motion with her hand,
turning his head lightly back and forth.

“No?” she whispered. “Not yet? Mmmmm, ok. But don’t get too dirty...because mommy’s
gonna clean you eventually.”

She sighed and stood up, carrying him to his room with one arm, taking his clothes off and
tucking him gently into bed. She checked his pulse before she left, just to make sure everything
was still in order. Before she left, though, Martha made sure to place a baby monitor by his bed,
turning it on right before she turned to leave.

“Good night, sweetheart,” she cooed at him, closing the door and locking it from the outside.

Kyle called out sick to work the next day, and then once more on Thursday. He tried to come up
with some excuse to Ted on the phone, claiming that he was still sick, but it didn’t quite sound
like Ted was buying it.

“So what did the doctor say it was?” asked Ted again.

“I...I...uhhh...he’s, I’m…” stammered Kyle, who was watching Martha bounce her giant breasts
at him from across the kitchen, indicating that she was ready to breastfeed him. “I’m not...sure.”

“Ok Kyle,” said Ted, sounding exasperated on the other end, “Now you’ve really got me
concerned. This isn’t like you at all! You don’t know what you have, you can’t give me a straight
answer about any doctor’s visits, you were looking shifty and nervous when you were in the
office before...Kyle are you...are you on drugs or something?”
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“N-no!” cried Kyle, shaking his head as Martha approached, a sly smile on her face.
“N-no...Ted, I...I promise it’s not that!”

There was silence on the other end for a moment, and Martha was standing before him now, in
all her 6’11 glory in her shiny black platform heels, a tight lavender dress hugging every inch of
her delectable curves. Her mammaries looked even huger than usual, and Kyle saw that there
were dark wet spots coming through her dress where her nipples were poking out. He found
himself wondering if she was lactating just for him...if her body was biologically responding to
him like it would if she had actually just had a baby. Martha held out a giant hand and started
counting down fingers. 5…….4…..Kyle knew he didn’t have long.

“Kyle,” Ted’s voice came over the phone, hushed and deadly serious, “Don’t get mad at me for
asking but...I have to. Are you...is someone…hurting you?”

Kyle had not expected this question AT ALL, and he was so surprised that he was unable to
hide it from Martha. She cocked her head down at him, and her smile widened. 3…...2……

“Yes!” squeaked Kyle into the phone.

“Where are you, Kyle?” Ted’s voice came immediately back. “What address?”

1….

Martha’s fist closed, and she swooped her hand down, plucking the phone out of Kyle’s hand.
She licked her lips, bouncing up and down in her platform heels, so that her heavy breasts
jiggled and gyrated crazily up and down. Despite the situation, Kyle couldn’t help but gawk at
them...and with a start, he realized that his stomach was growling.

“Hellloooooo!” sang Martha musically into the phone, holding it up to her ear with two fingers.
“And who might I be speaking to?”
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Chapter 7

Kyle stood there stunned, gawking up at Martha’s immense form looming above, her tight
lavender dress expanding hugely on either side of him as it strained to contain her thick, hulking
hips. But Kyle couldn’t even focus on the fact that a single one of Martha’s powerful thighs was
easily twice as thick as his entire body; he couldn’t even pause to gawk at how he was actually
staring forward into the top of her stomach as she towered over him at a monstrous 6’11 in her
big, sexy platform heels. He wasn’t even able to process the fact that she had just snatched his
phone out of his hand right at the exact moment he had admitted to his boss that he was being
hurt...that was all he had been able to get out of his mouth before Martha’s swift interruption.

But somehow, despite the obvious gravity of the situation, all he could truly focus on were those
two dark spots around her nipples, which were becoming ever-darker, and expanding. Martha
was lactating, in preparation for feeding him...and although Kyle absolutely hated himself for the
intense feeling and emotion the sight fired within him, there was no denying it: he wanted
Martha’s milk. He hungered for it...lusted after it. He longed to feel that huge, powerful palm of
hers completely encompassing his skull as she pulled him in tight to her colossal,
all-encompassing breasts. As much as these thoughts and desires pained him, and flew in the
face of everything he wanted to be, he couldn’t resist. Martha’s power over him was growing
more and more with each passing day, and as he watched her tongue the front of her bright
teeth and wink down at him, he felt his cock twinge upward of its own accord.

“Oh yes?” Martha’s eyebrows went up in evident interest, holding Kyle’s phone up to her ear, “Is
that right? And your name is...Ted? Hmmmm, that’s funny, I don’t remember my little baby
mentioning you before, but then again, it’s hard to keep track of all his little...ahem, “friends” out
there in the big, wide world.”

Kyle blinked, the spell of Martha’s milk briefly broken, and he started to panic. Martha was
already talking crazy to Ted, and Kyle had no idea what she would say next. At this point, he
assumed that she was capable of anything -- maybe she would start talking about how she
breastfed him, or how she made him wear a diaper, or how she changed him, or any host of
other horrible things that she could say.

‘But you told him!’ piped up a tiny voice in his head. ‘You told him what she was doing to you! If
she acts all crazy on the phone, that’ll just confirm what you said, and then maybe...maybe he’ll
get the cops involved and rescue you!’

A vision of Laura’s smiling visage suddenly flashed across his mind, and Kyle very nearly got
choked up. He wanted her...really, he did! He wanted to go out with her on Friday (which was
tomorrow!)...he wanted to smile and talk and laugh with her and run his hands through her hair
and kiss her and be her boyfriend and have...a…a normal adult life! But even as he stressed to
himself desperately, over and over how much he wanted all these things, he could not keep his
eyes from drinking up the fearsome, awe-inspiring bulk of Martha’s gigantic body towering over
him. The flame of rebellion was flaring briefly within him, but even as that tiny voice chattered
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excitedly about getting rescued and being allowed to live a normal life, another voice was
already beginning to drown it out, a voice that said emotionlessly, and quite simply:

‘You don’t really want to be rescued, do you? No, what you really want is to be dominated by
crazy, giant Martha...that’s what you really want.’

But even as he was momentarily lost in the furor of these competing thoughts, Kyle started back
to the present moment. His feet had both left the ground; Martha had reached down, taken him
gently but firmly by the collar of his shirt, and lifted him up off the floor with one hand while she
chatted breezily away, holding the phone up to her ear with her free hand. The feat of effortless
strength came as no shock to Kyle, but he still hadn’t gotten used to feeling like a literal
plaything in her hands. His nervous eyes shifted to the side, looking straight into her huge,
fleshy forearm.

‘Oh my god,’ he thought, unable to stifle the relentless cascade of size comparison thoughts that
had already worn a searing rut in his mind, ‘Her forearm is bigger than my leg...her forearm…’

“Well I’m terribly sorry Mr. Ted,” Martha was saying cheerfully into the phone, “But I can’t put him
back on, unfortunately. My little tyke hasn’t eaten all day and it’s high time for his meal!”

Kyle’s breath became more labored as his heart rate intensified in tandem. Martha was
purposefully dangling his limp body next to her huge left tit, and looking down, she amused
herself by gently brushing his face directly into her giant erect nipple, which was poking two
whole inches up from underneath her bra and dress.

He could hear the faint, mechanical sound of Ted’s voice high up by Martha’s head. It was so
strange for Kyle to hear Ted’s voice in Martha’s kitchen -- it was like a last relic remnant of the
outside world encroaching on the profane reality his life had become.

“Mmmm...ohhhh….oh you will?” Martha inquired, eyebrows going up. Kyle’s heart sank; he
knew that Ted was trying to do the right thing, to stand up for him, but from the tone of Martha’s
voice, she was just going to toy with him.

“Hahaha, now where is all this coming from, Mr. Ted?” Martha laughed. She spun around,
clearly enjoying herself, and ended up plopping straight down into her big kitchen chair. Kyle
marveled at how someone so tall and massive could move with such easy grace. But he didn’t
have much time to think, because Martha had swiftly bared her left breast and was slowly,
inexorably, guiding his little head toward the fat, engorged nipple, which was already dripping
with thick white beads of her creamy milk.

“You wouldn’t be saying such silly things if you knew, Ted...if you knew, what good care I’ve
been taking of him! Heheh, I know the little guy needs a lot of attention, and I’m sure you’ve
been an amiable, patient man, letting him make believe for a while, but sooner or later, a baby
needs his Mommy.”
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Right at the word “mommy,” Martha had forced her protruding nipple straight into Kyle’s mouth.
He tried to put up some degree of resistance, but he may as well have been trying to move an
entire oak tree with his bare hands. Martha’s hands held him effortlessly in place, and now the
only way of resisting her was to now swallow the deluging swell of warm, sweet milk that was
rapidly filling his mouth. But Kyle was terribly hungry (since Martha had been teasing him all
day with her breasts, and of course not allowing him to eat any “real” food), and in any case, in
this crazy moment, he knew that he was lying to himself if he said he didn’t want to drink her
milk. It wasn’t just because he was hungry...it was because he was beginning to crave it all the
time. He closed his eyes and began to swallow, hating (yet loving) the intense sensation of
goosebumps pricking up across his entire body as he drank down the delicious milk of his
captor.

“Of course he’s still here!” laughed Martha. Kyle could feel her nipple growing even bigger and
fatter in his mouth. He sucked on it harder. “He’s been listening this whole time! What?
What’s that? Hahaha nooooo, Ted, I can’t put him on speakerphone right now – he’s too busy
having his dinner. Wanna know what he’s having, Ted? I’ll give you a clue: what do babies
drink?”

Kyle could hear the distant buzz of Ted’s voice on the other end, but the more milk he
swallowed, the less he cared. Drinking Martha’s milk had begun to have a kind of erotically
hypnotic effect on him, one that inevitably wore off after mealtimes, but that, in the midst of
drinking, was quite powerful. He couldn’t stop thinking about how huge and powerful Martha
was, and how weak and pathetic his little body was in comparison with hers...and how she
dominated him not only in body, but in mind and spirit as well. The more this mentality sank into
his psyche, the less odd it seemed that he was breastfeeding from her.

“Aww Ted,” cooed Martha into the phone, “It’s obvious that your heart is in the right place, but I’d
really, really hate for you to waste your time like that. You have my personal assurance that little
Kyle is right where he needs to be, all safe and sound, with me.”

She pulled him off her nipple, and his puckering lips made a *pop* sound as they came off.
Clearly, Kyle wanted more, but Martha had decided that he had had enough. After a few
moments, his blurry vision began to correct itself, and he found himself looking up at Martha as
she cradled him in her lap. He hadn’t noticed it before, but his phone looked miniature in her
huge hand -- in fact, he couldn’t even see it. Martha looked like she was chatting amiably with a
friend, and her expression only added to the surreal situation.

“Mhm, alright Ted, you do that,” trilled Martha happily, “You just go right on ahead and do that.
But let me just offer a word of caution – I have a cozy, happy home here with my little guy, and I
would...shall we say, not take kindly...AT ALL...to it being interrupted or invaded by interlopers
who are trying to interfere in what makes us BOTH very happy. Mhmm….ohhhhh oh ok,
haha...mmm yes...yes, well alright, like I said, do whatever you want, Ted. But don’t say I didn’t
warn you.”
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Kyle heard Ted’s voice still talking quickly and animatedly before it suddenly went dead. Martha
had hung up on him. Kyle saw the huge alabaster form of Martha’s arm stretch beyond him as
she deposited his phone on the kitchen table. And then, with a swiftness that surprised him,
she flipped his body over, forcing his legs to straddle her midsection, as she made him lie on her
lap, facing up at her. Kyle hadn’t known what to expect from her after she hung up, but now he
saw that she was smiling down at him warmly. Any fear that he had about her punishing him for
divulging his situation to Ted vaporized.

‘She didn’t know the context of the conversation,’ he thought to himself reassuringly. ‘She
doesn’t know what I answered “Yes!” to...for all she knows I was just talking about work.’

For several long moments, Martha just held him there in her lap, staring down at him with that
warm, slow smile, her eyes steadily fixed on his face. She was studying him. Kyle tried to look
back at her meekly, but found that he was unable to hold her stare for more than a few seconds
at a time. Her eyes, and the intentions behind them, were just too powerful to meet head-on.
Kyle had to look off to the side a few times. He wondered whether Martha would let him have a
little more milk, if he asked nicely.

Quite suddenly, Martha spread her huge thighs open a little, exposing his upper legs, his ass,
and his lower torso to the air. At the same time, still smiling, she held up her right index finger,
showing off the sharp, red, manicured nail. And then, without the smile leaving her face, Martha
lowered her finger under her thighs, punctured through his pants and his diaper with her sharp
nail, and thrust her finger straight up Kyle’s ass, all the way to her second knuckle.

Kyle’s mouth shot open, and he tried to scream...but nothing came out. The pain that was
shooting through his ass was so intense and burning that he felt like Martha was wrenching his
entire life force out of his ass with her finger. His eyes watered instantly, and he stared up at her
wildly, blinking over and over, trying all he could to beg for mercy. Through his tears, he saw
that the top tip of her lip had angled upward slightly, so that her smile had a hint of a snarl to it.
And then he saw her lips part, revealing her clenching teeth.

But a moment later he couldn’t even see her face anymore, because his eyes had rolled back
into his head from the pain. Martha had hooked her finger up inside him and was now digging it
up and down, back and forth, forging deeper and deeper ahead into his ass. The muscles of
her sculpted cheeks clenched and unclenched, until at last she relaxed her jaw and spoke
genially down to him:

“That was Ted, Kyle...a man who calls himself “Ted.” Huh...I answered the phone quite
pleasantly, don’t you think? But he wasn’t too pleasant with ME. Now why could that be, little
Kyle? Why would Mr. Ted not be amiably inclined towards me? It wouldn’t be because of
something that YOU said to him, now, would it?”
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“N-nooooooo!!!” Kyle screamed, finally finding his words. The sound of his voice
subconsciously shocked him -- it sounded so wild, so inhuman...but the pain was so intense that
he wasn’t even thinking about how he sounded. He just wanted it to stop.

“Noooo?” laughed Martha heartily, wiggling her finger up to the third knuckle, “No? Well then
why was such a biiiiig, established, professional man so upset with me, little guy? He says that
he’s your “boss,” Kyle. Haha, I tried to play along with him for a while, but apparently he was
quite serious.”

She stopped moving her finger around and bent down low towards Kyle’s face. The pain was
still acute, but since she had stopped moving her finger it was at least bearable enough for Kyle
to open his eyes. Through the mist of his tears, he saw that Martha’s face was mere inches
away from his own now. A chill went through him, mixing and congealing unpleasantly with the
searing heat of his physical pain.

“He said that he was going to get the authorities involved, Kyle,” she whispered. “He said that
he knew what was going on here, and that I wasn’t going to get away with it.” She straightened
back up and threw her head back, laughing a loud, hearty, musical laugh. “Hahahaha, I...I didn’t
even know what the man was talking about, getting himself all whipped up about nothing! How
could he possibly know what a perfectly splendid setup we’ve got here!? Unless…”

And here, Martha’s wide smile faded a little, and she inclined her head to the side, looking down
at him, scrutinizing him. All the while, her finger was all the way up his ass, unmoving, poised to
either withdraw, or to begin burrowing aggressively once more.

“Unlessssss my little baby decided to blab his little mouth about things that he KNOWS he has
no business talking about...ESPECIALLY to strangers!”

Kyle knew that now was not the time to point out that Ted was, in fact, not a stranger, but his
boss. He only shook his head, over and over.

“Reeeeeally?” Martha cooed at him, inclining her head to the side still further, so that she looked
rather insane. “Is my little baby suuuuuure about that? Because, heheh, I’m sure you’re aware,
little guy, that your mother does NOT tolerate being lied to by anyone, but ESPECIALLY by the
little one who she feeds and provides for every day.”

Kyle shook his head even more adamantly. He was afraid that if he spoke, his voice would
quiver and waver so much that Martha would see right through his lie. The fact was, of course,
that Kyle HAD alerted Ted to the direness of his situation, but he was certainly regretting that
decision now. All he could hope for now would be that Martha would believe him and stop
violating him.

For what seemed like an eternity, she held the same position, her head tilted far over to the right
of her shoulder, peering down at him, analyzing him, while her finger throbbed in his ass. Kyle
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could actually feel the pulse of her heartbeat thundering through her finger and into his
intestines. It was so crazy...and yet, now that the pain was starting to fade away, it curdled
together with the unspeakable arousal he was now experiencing. His cock was rising up,
pointing towards Martha’s face through his pants.

“Mmmmm good!” Martha purred deeply at last. She crinkled her eyes down at him
affectionately. “I knew that my little baby wouldn’t try to do something like that to me...to US, to
our HOME, hahaha!” She was all smiles again now, but she had not yet removed her finger
from his ass. Kyle desperately wanted her to, but at the same time...he wanted her to leave it
in. He tried to fight this horrible submissive urge within him, but the more he tried to fight it, the
more he noticed how huge Martha’s breasts were compared to his pitiful little torso...how
enormous her thighs were underneath him...and how big her finger felt in his ass.

He glanced down and drew a sharp, involuntary intake of breath. Her big wrist was right in
between his outspread legs, and he could see that it looked to be about the same size as one of
his legs. It was incredible...she was an absolute giant, a monster, compared to him.

“Ooooo, what’s this little thing poking up here?” Martha giggled. She hadn’t taken her finger out
of his ass, and she was now bringing her other index finger down to playfully tap on the tip of
Kyle’s erect cock, which was trying to push up through the fabric of his pants. Up until this point,
Martha had only punctured through the bottom part of Kyle’s pants, leaving the rest of them
intact. For a few seconds, Martha just sat there with Kyle on her lap, smiling and chuckling at
the obvious erection as she batted at it with the tip of her finger. But then, with a suddenness
that shocked Kyle, she took her free hand, slid her huge fingers down under his waistband, and
tore the pants off his hips, like they were made of tissue paper. Kyle’s hard cock was now
bouncing in the free air, much to Martha’s delight.

“Wowwwww!” she squealed, jiggling her finger excitedly in his ass. “Look at THAT thing!
Hahahaha, my little baby’s got a little stiffy!” She brought her face down closer to Kyle, so close
that he could barely see anything else.

“Does my little man like it when Mommy sticks her finger up his ass?” she cooed. “Hmmmm?”

Kyle shook his head. Martha arched an eyebrow down at him.

“No? Really?” she persisted. She turned away from him and fixed her gaze on his erection.
For long moments she just sat there, staring at it, until finally she pivoted back and stared him
straight in the face once more.

“Because...see...it SEEMS like you really like it!” she laughed. “Because if you DIDN’T like it,
your little toy soldier down here wouldn’t be standing so stiffly to attention. That’s how anatomy
works, baby! It looks like Mommy’s got a thing or two to teach baby about his own body. See,
watch!”
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Much to Kyle’s horror, Martha started playing games with her finger in his ass. She wormed it
around deeper and deeper as she watched him squirm; she made her whole arm vibrate crazily
as she shook her finger deep inside him. Kyle yelped out, and would have cum very soon if
Martha hadn’t relented, laughing ecstatically at his reaction. But she didn’t stop there. She
turned her finger around and around, like she was busy combing for something in some
far-to-reach place. Kyle inhaled sharply as her hooked finger got close to his prostate, but didn’t
quite touch it.

“Oh?” inquired Martha in mock-seriousness. “Right there? Right close to there? What is it,
Kyle? What’s there, little baby? Did Mommy accidentally touch something sensitive?”

His cock was rock-hard, and so affected by Martha’s play that it was beginning to drool a thick
line of precum down its length. As Martha continued tormenting his ass, she used her other
fingers to tease his bare cock. She touched a finger to the tip of his mushroom head and slowly,
luxuriously, drew it back, triling a long, sticky line of precum along with it.

“Woaaah, haha, my goodness!” she laughed, sticking her finger in her mouth and tasting the
precum, “There’s so much of it, Kyle! You’ve made so much for me! And mmmmmm, this isn’t
even the good stuff!”

She kept dabbing her finger on the tip of his cockhead, drawing out sample after sample of his
precum. It was no secret how much she relished the taste. Soon Kyle’s ears were full of her
loud moans and lip-smackings as she enjoyed his taste, hungry for more.

“But Mommy wants the REAL stuff, baby!” she whined, winking at him playfully as she shook
her huge breasts down at him, flexing and unflexing her huge thighs under him, reminding him
that, in every direction, she surrounded his little body completely.

“My little man’s been such a GOOD little boy today, and Mommy wants to make him feel sooooo
goooood! Come on Kyle...come on, my sweet, sweet little boy...give Mommy what she wants.
Come on...come on...you can do it...let Mommy have it…”

Martha’s finger, which had sat dormant in his ass for the last couple minutes, suddenly came
alive again. It quickly became clear that Martha had known exactly where Kyle’s prostate was
the entire time. Hooking her finger up and burrowing it even deeper into his ass, she pressed
the fleshy pad of her index finger hard against Kyle’s prostate. His eyes shot open in wild panic
as his cock instantly spasmed, gearing up to rocket off a volley of cum. Martha’s eyes opened
just like his, and her face bore down on him, her nostrils flaring, her lips parted in triumph. And
then, all at once, two things happened. Her finger began vibrating powerfully against his
prostate, and at the same time, her other hand wrapped powerfully around Kyle’s bare cock
(encompassing it completely aside from the urethral opening), and began to jack it off as fast as
she could.

“Yyyyyyeeeeeeeeeee!!!”
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Kyle squealed out like a little pig. All his limbs spasmed and shook, and he completely lost
control of his body. He came harder than he had ever cum in his entire life, shooting a massive
geyser of thick white straight up into the air. Martha felt the spasm in his cock, and she quickly
turned around. She was ready for the load, and when it exploded up into the air, she reacted.
Curling her huge head under the cumshot’s trajectory, Martha opened her mouth wide, sticking
out her enormous tongue, and caught most of the load directly in her mouth as it came back
down.

“Yeeeeeeaassshhhhh!” she laughed, the cum briefly distorting her words. She blinked and
leaned back toward Kyle, who was panting like he had just run an entire marathon. His entire
body was red and flushed, and beads of sweat stood out on his forehead.

“Aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaah!”

Martha showed him her cum-filled open mouth, wriggling her tongue lewdly down at him, before
closing her mouth and swallowing the entire load down triumphantly as she stared at him, never
breaking eye contact. Kyle whimpered and exhaled in short, uneven bursts in response. He
had never been so humiliated, or aroused, in his entire life.

“A quick reward for my little baby,” Martha quipped, “And a quick snack for Mommy. The perfect
combination! I’m going to do that to you a lot, Kyle...that is, as long as you keep being a good
little boy for Mommy.”

A few minutes later, Martha had changed Kyle into a new diaper and had allowed him to rest on
the sofa. He stared blankly up at the ceiling, listening to her humming cheerily out as she
cooked in the kitchen. He had no idea what to do. Was Ted going to rescue him? Was he
contacting his parents now? The police!? What would happen, if they showed up?
And...perhaps even more terrifyingly...did Kyle actually WANT them to show up?
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Chapter 8

That night, Kyle felt far tenser than usual, and not just because of what Martha had done to his
ass earlier. Yes, she had forced her finger up his rectum and tormented him for minutes on end
until finally hooking it around his prostate and positively milking him for all the cum he was
worth. Kyle had never cum so hard in his life, nor had he been filled with such extremes of
contradictory emotions – on the one hand, he felt utterly used and violated, but on the other
hand, he felt so incredibly alive and aroused, to an obsessive degree. Even hours after his
ordeal (or ecstasy, which one he hardly knew), Kyle’s mind was buzzing with memories of the
bright, wide-eyed, exuberant look Martha had given him as she literally wrapped his prostate
around in the constricting python of her big finger, and drained every drop of cum out of his
spent cock.

He saw her exultant face whenever he closed his eyes, heard her deep, sexy voice washing
through his ears, smelled her sweet breath in his nose, felt the smooth contours of her flesh that
hid an unassailable, muscular strength beneath their curves…and, of course, he tased that rich,
hot, creamy goodness of her milk that gushed out her fat nipple, straight into his mouth, filling
his cheeks, and practically forcing him to guzzle it down into his stomach so that he could
continue to breathe. Martha had violated him, used him, tormented him, over and over and over
again – she had robbed him of his dignity as an adult…as a human being! And Kyle just
couldn’t help it: he was obsessed with her.

But as the sun set and the night began to deepen, Kyle felt a different kind of tension. For the
first time in what seemed like forever, he was at least partially preoccupied with some aspect of
the outside world, with something other than Martha. He was wondering if he was going to get
rescued. His conversation with Ted, and his flash admittance that Martha was abusing him, had
clearly conveyed the direness of his situation to his boss. Ted had apparently told Martha that
he was “going to get the authorities involved,” or something to that effect. Kyle hadn’t directly
heard what Ted had promised, but it had clearly been enough to get Martha riled up enough to
shove her huge finger up his ass.

The uncertainty was agonizing for Kyle, and as the night wore on, he felt himself becoming
more and more anxious, more and more afraid. He hardly even knew what he was afraid of; he
tried to think about it objectively in his head. Was he afraid of getting hurt in a “police raid” that
might happen? Not really, no. Was he anxious that something would go terribly wrong, and that
someone else would get hurt? The more Kyle thought about it, the more he realized that this
was not his fear either. He somehow felt convinced that nothing dramatic like that was going to
happen.

So what was it!? What was he so afraid of, then?? Surely it couldn’t be that…that he was
actually afraid of…being rescued!?

He shuddered under his blanket, turned over, and tried to at least get some sleep. He would
occasionally glance over at his closed door, which, as usual, Martha had locked from the
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outside. As the night deepened, and he still didn’t get any sleep, Kyle began to get the oddest
feeling that...this would somehow be the last night that he slept in this room. He didn’t know
where this feeling came from, only that he was truly beginning to feel like it was real, and that it
was a true portend to the future.

‘It’s because I’m gonna get out of here tomorrow,’ he thought to himself, trying to look on the
bright side of his very dark night. ‘It’s because after tomorrow I’m gonna escape this…this
nightmare…and then it’ll all be over. Then I can go back to my adult life and…hey! Maybe I can
even go on that date with Laura tomorrow!’

He tried to cheer himself up with this thought, even though any “cheer” he felt was somehow
hollow. Maybe it was because of the occasional crackle of static from the baby monitor on the
nightstand next to his bed. Kyle hated that thing, and wished he could just chuck it out of the
window. But he didn’t dare touch it, not even a little bit, because he knew that somehow, Martha
would know.

It was just before dawn before Kyle finally managed to slip off into a kind of half-sleeping stupor.
But his tired mind and body didn’t even get the reprieve of that semi-conscious state, because
only 20 minutes after he had finally dozed off, Martha banged the door of his bedroom open,
rattling him awake.

“Good MORNING little baby!” she trilled sweetly. Kyle gathered the covers up around his naked
body, cowering away from her presence into the headboard of his bed. She looked absolutely
fierce, almost completely filling the doorway with her gigantic body. As usual, she was wearing
her shiny black platform heels, which made her a full 6’10, so tall that she actually had to stand
back a little from the top of the door frame, which only went up to 6’8. Her thick, enormous hips
were almost touching both sides of the doorway, and they looked even more intimidating
because of the clothes she was wearing. Her legs were wrapped up in tight black jeans, which
were so tight that it looked like her powerful legs were about to shred them at any moment. For
her top, Martha was wearing a soft, homely-looking, lavender sweater, which made her look
even more “motherly” than she usually did. Needless to say, even though the sweater was
thick, Martha’s humongous breasts jutted massively out, making her look positively huge.

“I said…good MORNING sweetheart!” Martha called out sweetly again, the big smile remaining
unchanged on her face.

“Uh g-good…good morning,” Kyle stuttered, tripping over his words. His throat had gone dry.

“Mmmmmm I don’t think my little baby slept well last night,” declared Martha, ducking a little
under the door frame before striding confidently into the room. She stood at the foot of Kyle’s
bed, her huge hands on her megalithic hips, as she loomed over him, her bright face
scrutinizing him as he cowered from her under the covers.
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“I heard you tossing and turning aaaaaall night long,” Martha continued, shaking her head down
at him. “Why couldn’t you sleep, honey? Is something on your mind? Something troubling you,
perhaps?”

Kyle knew that he couldn’t answer truthfully. Of course there was something troubling him, but
there was no way that he could tell Martha that he had spent all night agonizing over his…his
potential rescue. Timidly, with the covers all bunched up around his chin, he shook his head.

“No?” Martha asked, mimicking his head shake with one of her own. “Nothing’s bothering my
little tyke?”

Kyle was terrified. He shook his head again. Was she teasing him? Tormenting him? Or was
she genuinely trying to see if he was ok? She was so crazy that he had no idea what to believe.
On one hand, in her own perverse kind of way, he knew that she really did “care” for him –
maybe she really was actually worried about him not getting enough sleep. On the other hand,
though, Kyle felt a nagging, disturbing sense, soaking through his mind like poison, that Martha
knew exactly why he hadn’t been able to sleep the previous night…that she knew what he had
said on the phone the other day, and that knew that he was thinking about escape.

But right then, just as Kyle was about to convince himself that Martha was toying with him, her
face broke into a glad smile. She looked fresher, happier, and more encouraged than ever.

“Ohhh well that’s just wonderful to hear, my sweet little boy,” Martha breathed down at him. He
could smell her seat breath as it washed over him like a wave. “Because mommy’s got SO
much planned for today!”

Kyle blinked, and for a few moments there was silence between them. Only after this long,
awkward silence did Kyle realize that Martha was expecting him to say something.

“Oh! Uh…y-you…um, you do?” he ventured. He was trying to sound as casual and
lighthearted as possible, and he knew he was failing miserably. Who was he kidding!?

“MmmHMM, yes I dooooo!” she replied, tilting her head to the side as she looked at him
playfully askance. “But first thing’s first, of course. My little man’s gotta be hungry after all that
tossing and turning, huh?”

Kyle couldn’t even bring himself to answer. He was too fixated on what Martha was doing. With
a sweet, heaving, motherly sigh, she had lowered her enormous body down onto the bed, sitting
down next to where Kyle was propped upright against the headboard. Kyle felt the mattress
give way beneath her prodigious bulk, and he had to reach out his arm and brace himself to
keep from sliding down the big crater that her weight had created. Even though they were both
sitting (with Martha sitting a good deal lower because her huge ass sunk so much deeper into
the mattress), her mighty torso towered above him by a full 8 inches. The closer Martha got to
him, the smaller Kyle felt.
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But what Martha did next wiped Kyle’s mind clean, even though he knew it was coming. Lifting
up her big sweater, she revealed that, in fact, she wasn’t wearing anything else underneath
it…not even a bra. Her colossal tit came bouncing out from underneath the lavender sweater,
and her 2-inch erect nipple seemed to stretch forth in the air between them. It was already
dotted with thick, creamy white milk. Just like Pavlov’s dog, Kyle felt himself beginning to
salivate. His stomach rumbled audibly in hunger, and his cock, which had been getting harder
and harder the longer Martha was in the room, was now full-mast between his legs, hidden
under the covers.

“Oooooo that was sooooo cute!” Martha cooed. “Little baby’s tummy just did a little burble!
Hahaha awwww, how precious!” She reached out and palmed the back of Kyle’s head with her
enormous hand. He shivered in pleasure as he felt her long, powerful fingers gently constrict
around his skull, and his skin rose up in goosebumps. Part of him, the part that was longing to
be rescued from this psychotic giantess of a woman, felt a sick sense of helplessness, but a
much larger part of him felt an ecstatic, desperate desire to once again latch his lips around that
warm, fat, gigantic nipple and suckle away to his little heart’s content.

“Does little baby want his breakfast now?” Martha whispered. She was slowly edging his head
closer to her exposed breast with one hand, while she pinched her engorged nipple with her
other. A sudden spurt of thick, white milk jumped out, causing Kyle’s eyes to widen as it hurtled
towards his face. He didn’t even have time to react, and it hit him squarely on the cheek. He
shuddered as the hot liquid slowly oozed down his face – it was so thick that it hardly seemed to
move. Without even thinking of checking himself, Kyle opened his mouth and stuck out his
tongue as far as he could to the side, in a desperate attempt to lap up the milk on his face. The
thunder of Martha’s soft laughter above soaked through him.

“Heheheh ohhhhh my little one’s so hungry!” she cooed. “Mmmmm, come here sweetheart,
come here…come to mommy.”

Martha guided her huge, protruding nipple into Kyle’s mouth, and he was suddenly lost in the
bliss of her milk, with the warm, voluminous flesh of her breast pressed up all around against his
face. He couldn’t see anything – all he could do was taste the sweet viscosity of her milk as he
sucked it as hard as he could down his throat. His scalp tingled pleasantly; Martha was
scratching it gently with her sharp fingernails, murmuring encouragements all the while.

Kyle had enough when Martha finally pulled him away, after what seemed like forever. She was
chuckling openly at him as she sat him back upright on the bed, against the headboard.

“Uh-uh!” she teased, shaking her long finger at him, cocking her eyebrow playfully, “Mommy’s
not going to overfeed you…especially not this morning! Haha, then she’d have to deal with you
spitting it all back up again!”
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“I…I’m not g-going to spit it up!” exclaimed Kyle. Her playful words had caused him to feel
indignant, but his response didn’t have any dampening effect on his indignity. If anything, it only
accentuated his humiliation.

“Ohoho are you sure about that?” asked Martha wryly, “Mmmm, I wouldn’t be so confident,
baby, seeing as how you don’t know what I have planned for you today.”

Kyle sat there on the bed, feeling a sense of dread overtake the lingering, blissful warmth he
had felt suckling her breast. Already, that warmth had morphed into shame, and Martha’s
expectant smile was not at all reassuring. He knew the question she wanted him to ask, but he
wanted to defy her…and so he just sat there, trying not to ogle her mammoth breasts. Martha
put her naked tit away, back under her lavender sweater, and crossed her huge legs, clasping
her hands around her knee as she continued to smile sweetly at him. Long moments passed,
and neither of them spoke. Kyle knew that she was waiting for him to ask the question, and that
she would gladly sit there smiling at him until he did what she wanted. Feeling small and
defeated, he relented and acquiesced:

“What…uh, d-do you…do you have planned for me today?”

Martha inhaled sharply through her nose, and her face brightened even more. Kyle was terribly
intimidated by her huge body, and by her insanity, but he couldn’t help but think how pretty she
looked. She had clearly spent a lot of time doing her makeup today – her face looked as rosy
and as fresh as ever, and her plush lips were amplified by deep purple lipstick.

“I’m so glad you asked!” she replied cheerily, and without warning, she swung her giant arm
down underneath Kyle’s little butt and swept him off the bed, standing up all in the same motion.

“Now that you’re all nice and fed,” she smiled down at him, tickling his belly with her fingernails,
“I can show you what’s been on my mind recently.”

Still cradling him with a single arm, Martha swept out of the bedroom, and Kyle had to blink
rapidly to keep his eyes from getting dry. She sure did move quickly, with those long, confident
strides.

“You see, little Kyle,” Martha was continuing, “I’ve been thinking…now don’t get me wrong,
baby, I absolutely LOVE having a little boy all to myself…considering all the cute little perks, and
all.” She reached her hand down and felt him up, her giant hand covering up his hard cock and
jiggling it playfully. Kyle bit his lip and tried as hard as he could not to cum. He somehow
sensed that Martha wouldn’t be pleased with him losing control so early in the day.

“But you know what?” she kept on, “As much as I like having a little boy, sometimes I wish I had
a little girl.”
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Kyle blinked up at her, bewildered. A surge of strange and competing emotions went through
him. Had Martha kidnapped a woman too!? Was she…was she going to replace him, or
something? Fear, horror, and a bizarre flash of jealousy all blended together in his brain.

“A little girl to dress up and play with,” Martha purred, bopping him on the nose with her finger,
“A little girl to dance for me!”

Martha had stopped; they were in the living room, and she was looking past Kyle at something
on the coffee table. Feeling a deep sense of uneasiness in the pit of his stomach, he followed
her gaze and turned his head to look down. His heart dropped. There on the coffee table, all
neatly laid out, was a small pink t-shirt with a sparkly white unicorn on the front, and next to it
was…a frilly pink tutu. Kyle blinked, briefly stupefied, and then turned to stare up at Martha with
a desperate, pleading look on his face. Her eyes sparkled with pleasure as she slowly started
nodding her head up and down. Her cradling hand squeezed both of his butt cheeks at the
same time.

“N-no…” Kyle breathed out pitifully, starting to shake his head, “No…n-no, Martha…Martha,
please…”

But Martha didn’t even say anything back. All she did was shake her head, mockingly
mimicking him, as her smile widened. She brought her face down to his slowly, inexorably, until
it was so close that she was rubbing noses with him. Kyle hated that his cock had gotten even
harder, but there was nothing he could do to stem his body’s arousal – his animal brain was
responding to the totality of Martha’s domination over him, and as his pathetic helplessness
increased, his erection did too.

“Mmmm, are you ready to be mommy’s little girl, Kyle?” Martha cooed at him. “Hmmm? Is my
sweet baby ready to make mommy proud in her new little outfit?”

Kyle was breathing hard, and he didn’t respond. Martha’s smile didn’t fall off for a moment, but
suddenly, in between his butt cheeks, he felt her long, strong index finger beginning to gently
probe and wiggle. The sharp point of her fingernail teased the sensitive skin right around the
entrance of his anus, and immediately Kyle was nodding vigorously.

“What’s that?” Martha purred. “You’re ready to be mommy’s little girl?”

“Yes!” exclaimed Kyle desperately, still nodding hard. “Y-yes, I…I c-can’t wait!”

The warmth of Martha’s smile could have melted a glacier. Blinking tenderly down at him, she
planted an affectionate kiss directly on his forehead (leaving a conspicuous purple lipstick
imprint that spanned over half its width), and bent down to let him slide down her big arm onto
the floor. Kyle felt a sick sense of unreality as he approached the pink shirt and tutu with his
bouncing erection. He couldn’t believe this was happening to him. Privately, he anxiously
hoped to be rescued as soon as possible…but he couldn’t devote too much of his thinking to
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that far-off hope, because he felt Martha’s giant body behind him, insistently prodding him
forward with the back with her knee.

A minute later, he was all donned up in the girly pink outfit, and Martha was standing back,
clasping her hands in front of her in unabashed delight.

“Awwww it’s sooooo cuuuuute!” she squealed. “Go on, do a little twirl for mommy!”

Kyle awkwardly pivoted around, doing a halting 360-degree turn.

“No, no, that wasn’t girly at all!” laughed Martha. “Heheh, maybe it’s because I haven’t called
you by your girl name yet…hmmm…Kyle…Kyla! HA! That was easy! Come on, Kyla, give me
a cute little girly spin! And put some effort into it this time!”

Deeply humiliated, Kyle took a deep breath and twirled on his heel, doing the whole 360-spin in
one go this time, before coming to a stumbling stop at the end of it.

“Haha, well…that was a little better,” chuckled Martha, putting her hands on her hips. Kyle had
never felt smaller – wearing a pink tutu and a sparkly unicorn shirt in front of this 6’10 behemoth
just made him feel even punier and more pathetic. He tried to stand up as straight as he could,
because if he slouched at all, his eyes were even with the lower part of her stomach,
dangerously close to the line of her filled-out, tight black jeans.

“I think mommy’s gonna have to enroll you in some dance lessons,” Martha declared, “If she
doesn’t see some improvement, haha. But enough of that, little girl. Kyla’s got the shirt, and
she’s got the dress…now let’s make her pretty.”

Before Kyle knew what was happening, Martha had swept him up off his feet, right as she sat
down on the sofa in the same motion. He found himself placed on her huge knee, his little legs
splayed outward on both sides of her titanic thigh. It took zero contemplation to conclude that
the thigh underneath him was easily heavier and more massive than his entire body.

“Now hold still, Kyla!” Martha trilled. She had opened up a little eyeshadow tray that she had
fetched from the coffee table, and was now dotting into one of the colors with a little brush. Kyle
felt like his world was being turned upside down – how far was she going to take this!? Each
step of the way, when he thought it couldn’t get any worse…it got worse. But he didn’t dare try
and run away, or even utter a single word of protest. Martha was far too scary.

For the next fifteen minutes, Martha fussed over his makeup, perfecting his burgundy
eyeshadow, tracing eyeliner along his upper eyelids, beautifying his cheeks with blush, and
thickening his eyelashes with mascara. The tenderness and precision of her work contrasted so
peculiarly with the immense size of her hands, and Kyle’s body began to ache from the strain of
trying to remain as still as possible. Whenever he moved around a little and became antsy,
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Martha would silently wrap her hand around the back of his neck, her fingers going almost all
the way around, steadying him effortlessly.

“There!” Martha declared finally, grabbing a mirror and holding it up to Kyle’s face, “All done up,
and as cute as a button! What do you think, Kyla?”

A bereft, hollow-eyed shell of a human was staring back at Kyle in the mirror. He couldn’t even
recognize himself anymore. It was all so twisted, so sick, what she had done to him. He felt like
throwing up, but at the same time, his erection hadn’t even gone down. It poked up under the
tutu, hard as ever. She had reduced him to a little girl, and the humiliation and subjugation that
her actions emphasized only made him feel hopelessly more aroused.

“I…i-it looks good,” Kyle managed to say. Even his voice sounded different; was he speaking in
a higher pitch without even meaning to!?

“It looks precious and adorable, is what you mean to say,” Martha laughed, pinching his cheeks.
“Don’t sell yourself short, Kyla! You are an absolute peach of a little girl! The rest of the
neighborhood is going to be so jealous of me when they see you!”

“Wh-when they…what!?” stammered Kyle, terrified. But he didn’t have to linger too much in his
terror, wondering what awful plans Martha had in store, because she had whisked him up off her
knee, cradling him to her breast as she strode straight out of the house through the front door.
Kyle tried to struggle a little in her grasp, but when they had come out into the front yard, his
struggles deflated when he saw what was waiting for him: a bucket swing, hanging from a tree
branch, swaying gently back and forth in the morning breeze.

“It’s time to make my little Kyla go weeeeeeeeeeee!” Martha exclaimed happily. Kyle felt her
flesh bouncing all around him as she strode up to the swing and deftly held his body up over it,
poised to thread his legs down into the twin holes.

“Heheh, juuuuust a second,” she mused, and, holding his body up in the crook of her arm, she
bent at her waist and tried to insert her arm into one of the leg holes. She was only able to get
halfway down her forearm before she couldn’t push it through any farther.

“Hmmm, just as I thought,” she chuckled, winking down at him and sticking her tongue out, “Just
to remind you how tiiiiiiny you are compared to me. In you go!”

A moment later, Kyle was in the swing, his legs looking pitifully small in the gaping leg holes.
But he didn’t have much time to let the reality of that size comparison sink in, because Martha
had pulled back the swing, rearing up high to release it. Kyle suddenly felt a sense of vertigo,
and his legs kicked involuntarily in protest.

“Aaaaaaaaaand weeeeeeeeeeeee!” she sang, pushing the swing forward. Kyle found himself
whooshing through the air, his eyes watering, as the wind roared forth in his ears. It felt like his
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organs were all jostling over each other. Up he went, and then came swinging back down.
Martha was ready for him, and he felt the firm push of her massive hands again, and he went
even higher.

“Weeeeeeeeee!!” she laughed out from behind him. “Look at her go! Ohhhhh, she’s sooooo
high!”

“M-Marthaaa!” cried Kyle, losing control. He didn’t even care that he literally sounded like a little
girl at this point. “Stop! Stop!! It’s too hiiiigh!!”

“Haha don’t worry baby!” called Martha, pushing him even higher, “Momma’s got you!”

For the next several minutes, she continued to push Kyle on the swing, laughing and delighting
in how his pink tutu fluttered in the wind, and how his little legs kicked and flailed in protest.
Several people walking by on the sidewalk smiled at the spectacle, but then, when they got a bit
of a closer look, their smiles fell away, replaced by uncomfortable expressions of bewilderment
and uneasiness. No one seemed willing to do or say anything, though, and they all shuffled
quickly by, much to Kyle’s despair.

But then, Kyle saw a dark, shiny car suddenly pull up alongside the curb. His heart leapt in his
chest; he recognized the car…it was Ted’s! And then, almost as soon as it had stopped, the two
front doors were opening. Ted was coming out of the driver’s side, his face hard-set and
serious, and (Kyle’s heart lurched again) alongside him, coming out of the passenger side, was
Laura. The two of them joined up and began walking purposefully towards him and Martha, up
the lawn. Kyle knew that Martha could see them coming, but she hadn’t changed her behavior
in the slightest.

“Weeeeeeeee!” she laughed again, “Aww, you’re such a brave little girl, Kyla, hahahaha!”

“Stop! Let him go!” commanded Ted, his loud, masculine, authoritative voice melting over Kyle’s
insides like a warm, healing balm. He was finally safe! He was going to be rescued!

But then, his body came to a jolting halt. Martha had caught the bucket swing in her two hands,
instantly bringing an end to their “swing time.” Kyle could feel the plush, warm mass of her belly
flesh gently squishing into his back as she held him close to her. He saw her two gigantic hands
issue forward from behind him and come down, wrapping around both sides of the bucket
swing. With a foreboding sense of disquiet, Kyle saw that she was gripping it so hard that her
fingers had gone white.

“Hey! I’m talking to you!” Ted barked again. “You let him go!” Kyle saw that Laura was standing
next to Ted, looking horrified. He couldn’t meet her eyes. His body bowed forward without him
moving; Martha had taken a deep breath behind him, inflating her frame against him, poised to
answer.
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Chapter 9

“Why hello…your voice sounds rather familiar,” Martha began sweetly, affecting a lighthearted
tone as Kyle felt her voice vibrate through her breast flesh, which was hugging both sides of his
face as she pulled him into her. “And that tone definitely sounds familiar, haha…are you Ted?”

Kyle’s bare legs felt ridiculous sticking out of the bucket swing, to say nothing of the pink tutu or
the makeup he had on and how absurd they made him feel. He still wasn’t able to meet Laura’s
eyes, even though he could feel her horrified stare going over him. The real drama, though,
was transpiring between Martha and Ted.

“That’s me alright,” Ted answered tersely, crossing his arms over his chest as he stood up to his
full height. Ted was a well-built 6’0, but his upright stature wordlessly conveyed that, next to
Martha, he was going to need to stand up extra-tall to assert himself. In the shiny black platform
boots she was wearing, she towered over him at 6’10 – the top of Ted’s head didn’t even come
up to Martha’s chin.

“And I’m not going to ask you again,” he said, through gritted teeth.

“Ask me what, dear?” Martha asked airily, “I’m sorry, whenever I’m playing with my little girl,
everyone else is kind of in-one-ear, out-the-other, you know? Hahaha…”

The syrup of her voice somehow provided a perfect compliment to her soft, lavender sweater.
Kyle heard stretching fabric behind him, and he knew it was from the black jeans that were
wrapped tightly around Martha’s huge thighs. She had shifted her weight slightly, still holding
him in the bucket swing in her two hands. He tried to reassure himself that Martha was barking
up the wrong tree here – she may have been bigger and taller than Ted, but she wasn’t going to
win this fight. He would go to the police in a heartbeat and report the abuse…but he had come
like this because that’s just the kind of man Ted was. He liked to do things himself…maybe
that’s why he had been so successful in the company.

“Listen, lady,” Ted began, but Martha interrupted him.

“Oh! Martha!” she said sunnily, “You can call me Martha!”

“Listen Martha,” Ted resumed, not skipping a beat, “Like I told you over the phone, I’m Kyle’s
boss at the accounting firm he works at, and I’ve –”

“Kyle?” cut in Martha, “Who’s Kyle?” She had reached one of her gigantic hands up and had
begun to thread her fingers through Kyle’s hair. Despite the tension of the situation, Kyle felt
himself exhale through his nose in helpless arousal at the touch of Martha’s huge hand on his
scalp. She was just so dominant, so effortless, in everything she did to him. He hadn’t thought
it possible before, but in this moment he was actually grateful for the bucket swing and the tutu
– they hid the erection that was rising underneath.
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“Don’t be ridiculous!” Ted exclaimed, after a moment of confusion. “That’s Kyle right there!” Ted
then began addressing him directly: “We’re gonna get you out of this, Kyle – it’s gonna be ok.”

“Ohhhh, you’re talking about Kyla!” laughed Martha, now ruffling up Kyle’s hair with her big
hand. “Hahaha, I’m sorry, but you’re gonna have to go through me to communicate with this
little girl – she’s verrrrrrry shy, and gets nervous around other people. Mmmmm, don’t worry,
Kyla, don’t be afraid…this man’s just a little confused, is all. He’ll understand soon enough,
though, don’t you worry.”

Kyle felt her giant hand wrapping all the way around his left bicep, squeezing hard…not painfully
hard, but hard enough to let him know that she meant business. Kyle could feel himself
becoming terribly afraid. What on earth did she think was going to happen!? Ted would call the
police when he realized that Martha wasn’t going to give him up…and then…and then she
would run into the house with him in her arms and lock all the doors and…and there’d be some
kind of crazy hostage situation, and –

“I’m not confused at all,” Ted replied sternly, “And you’d better get serious, because I am not
playing around here. You need to let Kyle come to us, and we’ll be on our way, without any
more trouble.”

“Ah yes, there are two of you,” Martha responded amiably. She had now wrapped both of her
hands around both of Kyle’s biceps, and was gently, soothingly massaging her strong fingers
into his flesh. His arms felt like twigs in her hands.

“And who might you be, sweetheart?” Martha inquired, turning towards Laura. Kyle felt the
sickening, panicked heat suddenly rising up within him. He had desperately hoped that Martha
would ignore Laura, but now that she had blatantly dragged her into the exchange, his shame
and embarrassment deepened. At first, he still wasn’t able to bring his eyes up to meet hers,
but when he heard Laura begin to answer in a shaky but clear voice, his eyes darted up to look
at her. She looked profoundly distressed, but held her ground, standing up as tall as she could
as she answered:

“My name is Laura, and…and I’m Kyle’s friend from work.”

“From work?” chuckled Martha softly, still massaging up and down Kyle’s arms with her hands.

“Yes, from the accounting firm we both work at.”

“Aww Kyla, listen to this young woman talk!” laughed Martha, now starting to massage Kyle’s
back, “As if my little girl here could understand the slightest thing about something as grown-up
as accounting!”
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“Y-You need to quit it!” shouted Laura, suddenly becoming quite flushed in the face as she
balled up her hands and stepped forward. “Let him go! Kyle and I are…are going on a date
tonight, and he…needs to get ready for it!”

A warm rush of pride surged up inside Kyle’s chest. Laura was incredible; she had actually had
the guts to say it outright, straight to Martha’s face, and he was so happy that she had
remembered their scheduled date that he almost forgot himself and smiled. But he didn’t have
much time to enjoy this momentary joy, because he noticed that Martha had stopped rubbing his
back. Very slowly, but deliberately, her giant hand was creeping up his back…towards his neck.

“My little girl doesn’t date,” Martha responded abruptly. Her tone had started to change. There
was a distinct tinge of ice in her voice now. “Especially not shameless little hussy office girls
who don’t know their place.”

Laura’s mouth dropped open in indignation, and she was about to angrily respond and step
forward, but Ted blocked her path, standing in between her and Martha.

“Alright, that’s it,” he muttered, clearly at the end of his patience. “Laura, keep back. Martha,
I’ve tried to be reasonable, but it’s obvious you aren’t going to respond to reason. We’re just
going to have to take Kyle ourselves. Come on Kyle…let’s get you out of this thing. And
Martha, back up – this is happening.”

Ted had strode forward confidently toward the swing, and he was just about three feet away
when Martha swiftly placed herself in between Kyle and the incoming Ted. Kyle could suddenly
see nothing except the immense black of the skin-tight jeans that were sighing and moaning
with every step Martha took. Since this was all he could see, he wasn’t able to watch Martha’s
face, but he didn’t need to see her expression to get the full taste of her rancor. She had
dropped her geniality completely, and was now spitting venom.

“Get off my property this instant, you pathetic, meddling man,” she hissed. “I warned you not to
try and come between us, and that is exactly what you’ve done.”

“You’re insane!” shouted Ted, “Step aside, or I’ll make you!”

“Ohhhh you’ll make me, huh?” laughed Martha. “I’d like to see you try.”

The eerie confidence of her laugh chilled Kyle to the bone. He suddenly wondered whether Ted
was walking into WAY more than he could handle. Up until this point, Kyle had assumed it
wouldn’t come to something like this, but now that it was actively happening, he realized that,
physically speaking, Ted was totally outmatched. This woman could bend frying pans with her
bare hands like it was nothing.

Kyle couldn’t see what was happening; all he saw was a sudden mighty jiggle in Martha’s
gigantic ass, and the next thing he knew, she had stepped away from him. Kyle saw Ted
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stumbling backward, his arms flailing in the air as he fell back into Laura, who only managed to
awkwardly half-catch him as she stumbled back herself. It was clear what had happened:
Martha had given Ted a powerful shove to the chest, and he hadn’t been expecting it.

“Last chance, big man,” mocked Martha, putting her hands on her thick hips and taking a deep
breath, inflating her huge chest to new colossal proportions. “Take your little office bitch and
leave, or you’re reeeeeally going to regret it.”

“Sh-should I call the police!?” Laura asked Ted shakily, helping him back up to his feet. Ted
opened his mouth, his eyes blazing, and for a moment it looked like he was going to say “yes.”
But then, his mouth shut like a trap, and when it opened again, his nostrils were flaring.

“No,” he snarled, “Laura you…you go wait in the car. I’ll only be a minute. This just got
personal.”

Laura cautiously began backing away from the impending confrontation, but Martha shot out her
huge arm, her long, manicured finger extended with unquestionable authority, pointed directly at
the terrified 5’2 woman.

“No,” Martha declared simply, her voice untainted by the wavering anger of Ted’s, “You’re not
going anywhere, missy. You’re going to stand there and watch this happen. And you’re going
to do exactly what I say, or else you can kiss that pretty little face of yours goodbye.”

Kyle watched as Laura faltered for a moment, seeming to teeter back and forth on her heels,
unsure of what to do. Martha commanded such authority with her voice and her presence that
the poor woman looked absolutely helpless. In the meantime, though, Ted was gearing up to
make a second pass at Martha. He looked absolutely livid. But Martha apparently couldn’t
contain herself anymore, and she let loose an uproarious laugh, which caused her immense
body to quiver and shake with her unequivocal mirth.

“You know, hahahah…you know what’s so funny about this, Ted?” she laughed, following his
movements with a turn of her head. She wasn’t even moving her feet yet. “When you look back
on this moment, you’re going to forever regret that I GAVE you the opportunity to leave…but you
didn’t take it, because your pathetic masculine pride got in the way.”

Ted grit his teeth and lunged at Martha, attempting to violently shove her backward. But Martha
just stood there, her booted feet firmly planted in the grass of her front yard. Ted didn’t even
manage to budge her an inch. Shocked, he paused, staring straight ahead into the top of her
gargantuan breasts. His hands had sunk so deeply into the flesh of her upper chest that they
were invisible. Everything that followed seemed to move in slow motion. Ted’s head inclined
upward, so that he was staring into Martha’s grinning face. Kyle could see, for the first time, that
Ted was actually scared…and then Ted’s eyes got big and his mouth opened, his tongue lolling
out…but he wasn’t making any sound. Kyle couldn’t understand what was going on, until he
realized that Martha had wrapped her gigantic left hand around Ted’s neck, her fingers nearly
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going all the way around it. He saw her knuckles whiten; she was beginning to squeeze. And
then, with slow, deliberate intention, she braced her right foot slightly behind her for leverage,
and lifted him up off the ground with one hand. Kyle’s mouth dropped open, and he felt a
profound infusion of desperate energy rush through his entire body. She was lifting a
fully-grown man up in the air…with one hand. Kyle was horrified by Martha’s tremendous show
of strength, but at the same time, his body was responding in a way that he was helpless to
stop. His cock was pulsating, and fully erect.

Martha held Ted up like this for a few seconds, obviously enjoying his shock at seeing just how
strong she was. His eyes were bulging, his mouth hung open, and his feet were kicking wildly in
the air. But Martha didn’t give him a chance to kick her. After drinking in the sight of his
helpless struggle against her, she suddenly balled up the fist of her right hand and swung it
forcefully into his face. The knuckles of her fist connected head-on against his face with a
sickening, moist thud, and a quick spray of blood suddenly hung like a cloud around his head,
before dissipating in the air. Ted’s mouth lolled open, and Kyle saw several little specks of white
drop out onto the grass. It took him a moment to realize that these little specks were teeth.

Martha tilted her head to the side, her tongue busily licking the front teeth of her exposed smile.
She shook her left hand, causing Ted’s head to limply roll and bob to and fro. He wasn’t quite
knocked out, but he had certainly taken a brief leave of his senses, and his body was utterly
powerless in Martha’s grip.

“Huh?” she teased, making his head move around like a ragdoll, “What was that, big man? I
couldn’t quite catch that…you said you had something…personal to settle with me?
Hmm..hmhmhm, well that’s interesting because I’ve got something personal to settle with YOU
too.”

With a flourish, she tossed Ted down onto the grass, a few feet away. He lay there groaning,
moving his limbs gingerly. Laura had put her hands over her mouth, and she was watching the
whole horror show unfold, trembling. Martha locked eyes with her and pointed, silently
reminding her not to move. That was all she needed to do – Laura was too petrified to disobey.

“I’ll get back to you in a minute, Ted,” Martha announced cheerily, “But first, I’ve gotta give my
girl some attention. Like I said, she’s a sensitive little thing.”

Kyle’s breathing became labored as Martha turned toward him, her smile as sweet and bright as
the mid-morning sun that was shining all around them. She stepped towards him and lovingly
gathered the bucket swing up in her arms, bringing Kyle up to her face while his little legs
squished up against her huge tits.

“Mommy’s sorry that the mean man has interrupted our little playdate,” Martha cooed at him,
“She tried to get him to leave, but you know how some men are, baby…they won’t take no for
an answer.”
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Martha planted a huge, wet kiss on Kyle’s forehead, and his cock twinged in response. Her lips
were so plush and thick that it felt like she was kissing his entire forehead.

“Don’t you worry, little girl,” Martha whispered to him, “Mommy’s gonna take care of everything.
Just sit back in your swing and enjoy. Mmmmrrrruughhhhhh!”

Martha had seized the back of Kyle’s head and brought it forward towards her open mouth. A
moment later she had engulfed his mouth in an intense and passionate kiss that made his eyes
roll back into his head. Her massive tongue was filling his mouth, probing everything at once,
and even going partially down his throat. It felt like she was trying to eat him from the inside out.

*SLuuuuurrrrpp*

And just like that, Martha had pulled away from him, and was now rearing back the bucket
swing in her hands, taking him higher and higher up off the ground.

“Just relax and swing while I take care of this, little baby!” came Martha’s sweet voice behind
him. “Wheeeeeeeeeee!”

She pushed him through the air. The fresh morning breeze was whooshing under Kyle’s legs,
and he was utterly powerless to stop the trajectory of the swing. His legs weren’t long enough
to bring himself to a stop by dragging his feet along the ground, and so there was nothing he
could do but sit helplessly in the bucket, swinging back and forth while he watched the horror
unfold beneath him.

Martha was stalking over to where Ted lay in the grass. Her body moved with such easy,
luxurious purpose that it was almost like she was playing a game. There was nothing angry or
malicious in her movements…nothing emotional…and that made it all the more surreal and
terrifying for Kyle to watch. Lauren was still rooted in place, with her hands still over her mouth.
It was clear that he was not in a position to disobey this huge, monstrous woman who had
already demonstrated her dominance over Ted.

But Martha was just getting started. When she reached Ted, he somehow found the strength to
raise himself up on his elbows and stagger uneasily to his feet.

“G-Get to the car, Laura!” he cried out in a strange, raspy voice. He spat more blood out onto
the ground and put himself between Martha and Laura, raising his fists in a pitiful attempt to
defend them both. But Laura didn’t budge.

“Ohhhh Ted,” Martha laughed, shaking her head as she rose up powerfully above him, “You still
think you’re the one who can tell other people what to do around here. I told her to stay put.
You really think she’s gonna listen to YOU, especially now that you’re like this? You do? Haha
well then my work still isn’t finished.”
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Ted ran forward and took a wild swing up at Martha’s chin, but she caught his fist in her hand,
and, with agonizing deliberateness, slowly curled her fingers around it. Ted’s fist disappeared
entirely from view, subsumed within the massive mitt of Martha’s hand.

“Aaa…Aaaauuuughhhh!! No!! Noooo!!! Stoppppppp!!” yelled Ted, throwing his head back in
desperate pain as his other hand fumbled uselessly against Martha’s closed fist. She wasn’t
even moving – she was simply grinning down at him, her grin widening the more she squeezed
Ted’s hand.

*Crrrack* *Pop* *Pop* *Crrrruuunch*

The bones in Ted’s hand were breaking, one by one. He was screaming out now in wordless
agony, but Martha didn’t let up for an instant. Instead, she simply caught his other hand in hers,
and started doing the same thing, although with more ruthless efficiency this time.

*Crrrrrackcrackcrack* *Thhhhhlock* *Crruuk*

Ted collapsed down on his knees now, his hands held up toward Martha’s face as she squeezed
them to a pulp. Blood started running out in between her fingers, and still she squeezed even
harder. Kyle was watching it all happen, unable to do anything, but of course there was nothing
he could’ve done even if he hadn’t been in the swing. Her show of power was so violent, so
shameless, and so brutal that Kyle felt completely overtaken by her strength, even though she
wasn’t even touching him. His cock strained and pulsated under his tutu.

“Can’t have you yelling like a little girl, Ted,” laughed Martha, “Otherwise the neighbors are
gonna start prying!”

She quickly released Ted’s hands, or what was left of them, and aimed another powerful punch
directly at his face, which connected viciously with his already-broken nose.

“Uuuaaaaaghhh!” choked Ted, and his eyes rolled back in his head as his head lolled
unnaturally back and to the side. He fell backwards like a ninepin into the grass, and this time
he didn’t have the wherewithal to cushion his fall. He landed with a heavy thud and didn’t stir.

“So weak,” Martha chuckled, “And oh-so-sure of himself…haha, a combination that is
pathetically common, especially in men like this. Am I right, Laura?”

Martha stepped on either side of Ted’s limp body and dropped down on top of him. Kyle was
sure that he heard another crunch, and wasn’t sure if it was Ted’s upper legs or his pelvis.
Martha reached down, grabbed a fistful of Ted’s hair, and yanked his head up off the grass. He
was obviously unconscious now, but it wasn’t enough for Martha…not yet. She reared her fist
back and punched him in the face again, spraying blood everywhere.
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“I TOLD you, Ted…” came her commanding words, “NOT to poke your NOSE into our COZY
little HOME. And NOW you’re getting EXACTLY what you DESERVE.”

With each stressed word, Martha punched Ted’s face again and again. The moist, wet sounds
of blood and crunching bone filled the air.

“Y-You’re killing himmmm!” screamed Laura, dancing in place as she cried through her hands.

“Hmmm?” asked Martha, pausing mid-punch, “Oh no, sweetheart, I’m not killing him. But like I
said, Ted here is NEVER going to forget this lesson I’ve taught him.”

Martha let his head drop back into the grass. Kyle couldn’t even make a face out anymore.
There was just a gooey mess of oozing red. And then, she reached down, wrapped her hands
around both sides of his ribcage, and squeezed.

*Pop…pop pop…poppoppopoppoppoppoppop*

The sound of snapping ribs sounded out into the air, and Laura screamed again. The most
disturbing thing was that Ted’s body didn’t even react…didn’t even move an inch. He was
completely out cold. Kyle wondered whether he was dead.

“Alright I think that’s probably enough,” laughed Martha happily, standing up as she scooped
Ted’s bloodied body up in her arms. “Open the car door, honey.”

Laura did as she was told, and a moment later Martha had tossed Ted into the back seat.

“Now,” she said, facing Laura as she whipped out a white handkerchief and started casually
wiping the blood off her hands, “I think you’d better get Mr. Ted to a hospital as quickly as you
can. Just my opinion. But before you do, little girl, just a parting word of caution from me.”

Martha stepped up even closer to Laura, looming over her completely as she continued wiping
the blood off her hands. The poor little woman was visibly shaking…a complete wreck.

“If ANY of this ever gets back to me…if I EVER have to deal with the police, or endure another
interruption in my sweet life I have here with my little baby…then –”

*BANG*

Martha brought her fist down hard, straight into the roof of the car on the driver’s side, leaving a
dent that was a foot wide and 6 inches deep.

“That’ll be your pretty little face, missy,” Martha breathed down at Laura, smiling sweetly. “And
believe me when I tell you, I won’t go easy on you like I did with Ted here. I’ll kill you.”
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Laura nodded vigorously.

“Now run on, little girl,” Martha chuckled, straightening back up again. “Get big boss man to the
hospital.”

Laura didn’t need to be told twice. Seconds later she was screeching away from the house in
Ted’s car, and was gone from view soon after. Martha turned and waltzed back up the lawn to
where Kyle was still swinging. She caught the bucket in her hands, which still had some blood
on them.

“You know what, baby?” she exclaimed to Kyle, her eyes shining brightly, “I was just thinking a
minute ago…you were dancing sooooo well earlier this morning, but I think you need more
practice. There’s potential there, but only if we tap into it!”

“Wh-what?” Kyle asked, totally bewildered.

“Mhmm,” nodded Martha, noticing his erection under the tutu and licking her lips, “And so I think
I’m gonna enroll you in some dance lessons!”
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Chapter 10

The next few days, Martha was especially loving and attentive to Kyle. Up until this point, she
had been steadily dominating his life more and more with each passing day, but now her
behavior had passed into a wholly new realm. It seemed that Kyle couldn’t go anywhere in the
house without Martha somehow being involved. When he woke up the morning after Martha’s
gruesome assault on Ted (after dark and disquieting dreams, of course), he felt bloated and
sluggish. The events of the previous day, coupled with his dreams, was the cause of the
heaviness, he figured. Sighing out, Kyle remembered the diaper he now slept in. He would go
down the hall to the bathroom (the one that had water, now that Martha had shut his off) and try
to relieve himself.

And so Kyle stepped out of his bedroom, only to find Martha standing out in the hall beside the
doorway, all decked out in a velvet purple dress and those intimidating black-booted heels that
made her 6’11.

“And how is my precious little sweet pea this morning?” Martha cooed, clasping her hands
together as she peered down at him with those wide, gleaming dark eyes.

“F-Fine…” sputtered Kyle. He hated how high his voice always sounded whenever he spoke to
her. He didn’t know whether it was because her voice was so big and deep, or because he was
always so nervous and tightened up internally when he tried to answer her. Either way, it was
impossible for him not to feel utterly minuscule in her presence, in every way.

“I wanted to come in and sing my baby a little wake-up song,” continued Martha charmingly, “But
I thought no…no, he needs his sleep. I got a little worried last night, you know.”

“Oh…uhm…why?” asked Kyle. He was trying to get the images of Martha pounding Ted into a
bloody pulp out of his mind, but it was impossible. He still didn’t know whether Ted had survived
or not. And yet, despite the obvious horror of the whole situation, Kyle could not control the way
his cock was responding to Martha’s enormous presence. Just hearing her voice…smelling her
perfumed scent…seeing how she filled and stretched that gargantuan dress with her body…he
was helpless. He could literally feel the blood draining straight down into his cock.

Martha bent down low towards Kyle, causing him to inadvertently back up against the wall. She
was so huge that it felt like she was coming down on top of him from the sky to smother him.
She took his chin in her mammoth hand, gently squeezing and massaging the sides of his face
with her fingers. Kyle knew that, if she wanted to, she could crush his head like a melon. But
her touch was warm and soft, and her full voice was barely above a whisper as she purred
down into his face:

“I kept hearing my little tyke moaning in his sleep on the baby monitor,” Martha explained
patiently, with evident sympathy in her eyes. “And I felt so, so bad for you. Obviously you had a
bit of a scare yesterday, with that mean man trying to come take you away.”
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“Oh…y-yeah…” Kyle replied. There was no way he was going to argue with her at this point
about Ted.

“And so I figured, my baby could use a little warm milk,” Martha continued, softly caressing
Kyle’s face with her big hand. It was amazing to think that these were the same hands that
had…had done those terrible things the other day. “And so I came into your room and sat down
on the bed and fed you some. And what do you know, it settled you straight down!”

“I…y-you…you came in and…gave me milk!?” Kyle asked incredulously.

“Straight from the source, sweetheart,” smiled Martha. She bounced her colossal breasts a few
times for emphasis. Kyle could feel them pushing through the air in front of him. “And you
didn’t even wake up! Awww it was just so precious – your little mouth puckered and started
sucking as soon as I brought my nipple out. Mmmmm, it’s clear what you really wanted.”

Kyle blinked and tried to nod. He was stunned by this revelation – Martha had breastfed
him…in his sleep!? So that’s why he had felt so bloated! It was an unsettling idea, the thought
of her sneaking into his room and doing that, all without him noticing, without him waking up.
How was it even possible that someone so huge could move so quietly? The whole prospect
was deeply disturbing, but Kyle knew that he couldn’t show any sign of his feelings, and so he
simply attempted a smile.

“Such a precious little baby,” Martha muttered. “Ugh…it almost hurts me how cute you are
sometimes.”

She seemed to consider something for a moment, and then leaned in, closed her eyes, and
engulfed his mouth in a long, slow, deep kiss. Unlike the day before, she wasn’t playing around
inside his mouth with her tongue, but her big lips wrapped around his entire mouth, sealing it
shut completely. Kyle stared helplessly at Martha’s closed eyes, hoping that she would pull
away from the kiss and let him breathe. When she finally did, a few seconds later, he tried hard
to hide the fact that he was gasping for breath.

“So I’m assuming you were going down the hall to the bathroom?” Martha smiled pleasantly,
straightening back up to her full height, towering over him. “After drinking all that milk last night?
Hmhm, I was surprised how much you drank, actually. I had to stop because I saw your little
tummy getting bloated.”

“I…I w-was, yes,” Kyle nodded meekly.

“Oh baby…baby,” Martha grinned, shaking her head slowly back and forth, “We both know you
aren’t potty-trained yet!” Her eyes dropped down to his diaper, and the next instant she had
scooped him up off his feet, taking him into the living room, where a new crib was standing
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prominently next to the sofa. Kyle had an instinct to resist, but Martha’s giant hands were
holding him to her body, and there was nothing he could do.

“Just let it all out, baby,” she whispered into his ear, “And let momma take care of the rest.”

This morning diaper-changing was just the start of it. For the next few days, Kyle didn’t get a
single moment to himself. Always, Martha was there, petting him, hugging him, squeezing him,
breastfeeding him on her lap, twirling her huge fingers through his hair, lifting his arms up and
down like he was a little doll, and so much more. It was like she couldn't bear the thought of him
being out of her sight; even when she was making dinner, she now insisted on carrying him
around her front in a papoose, situated directly in between her giant breasts. It was absolutely
ridiculous – Kyle’s head and neck were sticking up in between her breasts, which essentially
swallowed the rest of his torso, with his legs and feet popping out underneath, a few inches off
the floor.

More and more, Martha wasn’t allowing Kyle to walk around by himself. She insisted that he
needed to save his energy for his “dancing practice,” which would inevitably happen each
afternoon, when she would put him in the tutu and have him dance for her. Kyle of course found
all of this horribly demeaning, but he had no good way of countering her. His fear of her had
already been intense, but after seeing what she had done to Ted, it was profound.

And it wasn’t just the dancing, the breastfeeding, and the constant “mothering” that was
degrading for Kyle. Martha was gradually tightening her hold on him, making everything more
extreme. For instance, ever since that first morning after, when she had changed his diaper in
the crib in the living room, Martha no longer allowed Kyle to use the restroom in the hallway.
She kept the door locked, and since the water was shut off in the bathroom in his bedroom, Kyle
had no choice but to “go” in his diaper. It was incredible how effortlessly Martha had forced him
into this hopelessly degrading practice; all it had taken was a simple little statement, with a
genial shake of her head, one afternoon when Martha had caught Kyle trying to open the locked
bathroom door.

“Uh-uh little one!” she had tisked, “Doors are locked for a reason, you know. It’s like mommy
said before: she hasn’t potty-trained you yet. Why do you think she’s put a diaper on you,
hmmm?”

Kyle had been unable to answer, and had simply lowered his hand from the locked doorknob,
slumping his shoulders in defeat.

“Mhm, so all little baby has to do,” Martha smiled lovingly, “Is to let mommy know when he’s got
a full diaper…and she’ll take care of everything.”

Kyle had been forced to accept this bizarre state of affairs, along with everything else, but he
found himself discouraged and disturbed by how easily he slipped into these new patterns,
almost like he was made for them. It was certainly embarrassing and distressing at first, but a
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couple days into this “new order,” Kyle found himself beginning to “go” in his diaper almost
without thinking about it, and…maybe even taking something like pleasure out of it. Something
about letting go…about not worrying about any mess he would make (since Martha would clean
him all up) was, in some strange, twisted way, reassuring. And as much as Kyle tried to remind
himself, over and over, how much of a monster Martha actually was, his mind and body were
hopelessly captive to her every whim…to the point where he began to subconsciously wonder
whether or not it made more sense to just give into the sick, submissive pleasure of the whole
arrangement, rather than to exist in a constant state of repressed terror.

Whenever Kyle’s fear and anxiety seemed to rise to a fever pitch, though, Martha would always
seem to know exactly what to do to put his restless mind at ease. After she had changed his
diaper for the first time, Kyle had wandered around for the next hour or so in a horrified trance,
apparently too emotionally stunned and degraded to do or say anything. At first, Martha had
watched him from afar as she happily knitted in her gigantic rocking chair (a baby-blue onesie
for him, of course), but after an hour had passed, and Kyle still hadn’t broken out of his mental
loop of astonished humiliation, she had acted. Putting down her knitting and rising swiftly up in
her chair, she crossed the living room in three strides and bent down low in front of Kyle. He
had been tottering around aimlessly, but as soon as she had bent down in front of him, his legs
halted on their own.

*cccrrrrrrrack*

The rapidfire staccato sound of her undoing the velcro diaper cracked out into the air. Kyle felt
the lovely coolness of the air against his exposed privates; it had only been an hour since she
had put a fresh diaper on him, and he hadn’t had time to do any “business” in it. For a moment,
he managed to feel hope. Martha had decided diapers weren’t a good idea for him! Or…or
maybe it had just been her idea of a little joke, just to amuse herself. It would be like her, to do
something like that…

But then, without uttering a word, Martha had made a fist, inserted her big forearm in between
Kyle’s legs, and hooked it underneath his bare ass. Kyle saw her thick, padded bicep flex as
she lifted him up off the ground with one arm…with him straddling her forearm. At this point, he
wasn’t even surprised at this show of strength – he knew full well what Martha could do. He
was surprised, though, when she didn’t hold him in midair, giggling at him and teasing him like
he thought she would. Instead, she simply yawned her mouth open and brought her forearm up
to her face. Kyle’s ever-present erection got closer and closer to her lips, and he barely had an
instant to recognize what she was doing before it was already happening.

*Haammmmppffff*

Martha’s hungry mouth clamped down over the entirety of his cock and balls, sucking them
powerfully into her hot, wet mouth. Before, Kyle had enjoyed the feel of the cool air against
them, but that had been fleeting – his quivering mouth shot open and he was groping into the air
as his entire groin area was suddenly awash in the wet, searing heat of Martha’s vacuuming
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lips. His arms and legs flailed on their own accord, momentarily shot through with the shock of
the stimulation, but all at once, Kyle felt Martha’s fist open up out and across his upper back,
unfurling itself into a huge, outsplayed hand that spread the width of his shoulder blades,
steadying his spasmodic motion. She was holding Kyle tightly up to her mouth, completely
dominating and controlling his entire body, using only her forearm, her hand, and of course, her
huge, ravenous mouth. Kyle’s initial struggles fizzled out almost instantly, and he felt himself
slumping over the top of Martha’s head, his mouth sagging open from the overstimulation,
unable to process the intensity of the pleasure she was giving him. After a few quick, labored
breaths, Kyle shut his eyes tightly and gritted his teeth. His lips were shaking.

“Gggggggggyyyyyyyyyyyuuuuuuuuhhhhhhhhh!!”

A long, whining whimper crescendoed into a full-out squeal as Kyle felt Martha’s tongue twist
around his cock and squeeze it like a tube. At the same time, both of her cheeks puckered as
she dramatically increased the suction of her lips. It was all over in an instant. Kyle shot a long,
exhaustive load of hot white cum straight down her throat, which she eagerly swallowed with
long, slow, deliberate flexes of her throat, as she moaned encouragingly all the while.

“Mmmmmmmm!!! Mmmm!! Mm! Mmmmmmmmmmmmmmm!!”

Her moans vibrated through the length of Kyle’s shaking body, seemingly urging every last drop
of cum from his balls. When at last Martha finally had her fill, she dropped Kyle back down to
the floor, steadying his shaky legs with one big arm while she velcroed his diaper back on.

“There we go!” she chirped happily, rising back up to her full height and admiring the state she
had left him in. “Just what my little boy needed!”

The following evening, the two of them were eating dinner in the dining room, when Martha
sprang another surprise on Kyle, a surprise of a very different sort. She was halfway through
her fourth ribeye steak when she put her fork down and looked to her left, admiring the sight of
Kyle before her. She no longer allowed him to eat at the table, since she insisted that the table
was only for grown-ups, and that he would make a mess. Instead, she had ordered a
custom-built high-chair, which had arrived the day before. Kyle, despite his horror at the new
delivery, was of course in no position to refuse it, and now found himself airborne, both legs
sticking out of his seat, with his entire torso strapped into this degrading new piece of furniture.
Every once in a while, Martha would chew a bite of potato, or perhaps even a piece of steak,
and then feed Kyle out of her mouth. But for the most part, he was just watching her eat.

“You know, sweetheart,” Martha began, right after she put her fork down, “I really feel like our
little household has grown so warm and close together these past few days, don’t you?”

Kyle nodded his head mechanically.
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“I mean, don’t get me wrong, pumpkin,” Martha laughed, “I always knew things would work out
this way, but I think it’s just…well, it’s just nice to recognize how far we’ve both come…all the
progress that’s been made…and how close we’ve grown together. Isn’t it lovely, baby?”

Kyle nodded again. The worst part about it was, with each passing day, the submissive,
degraded, helplessly erotic side of his brain seemed to be taking over the rest of him, and at this
point, if he was being honest, a significant part of him really did agree with what Martha was
saying. But no…no! He was far from vanquished – he had to stay strong! Something would
give…something, surely, at some point. There was no way he could stay trapped here forever.

“And so I’ve been thinking,” continued Martha, now leaning her chin in on her huge forearms,
smiling directly at him, “How wonderful it would be to have your parents over for dinner.”

Kyle didn’t have anything in his mouth at the moment, but it didn’t matter – he suddenly felt like
he was choking. His throat had seized up, and he was unable to make a sound.

“They would get to see how well taken-care-of you are,” continued Martha cheerfully, picking her
fork back up and returning back to her steak, “Just in case they were worried that you would be
all on your own, in some cold, distant old lady’s house who didn’t care about anything except
getting her rent money. Can you imagine? Hahaha, no, no, they’ll be relieved to see my little
baby treated right.”

“Y-you…you can’t…please…” Kyle pleaded, finding his voice at last.

“I can’t what, honey?” Martha asked patiently, as she bit off 8 ounces in one bite and dispatched
it down her throat in seconds.

“Y-you…can’t, uuuhhhm…they can’t,” corrected Kyle. He had already been trained to know that
he was in no place to tell Martha what she could and couldn’t do. “They…can’t c-come over
here.”

“What are you talking about, silly boy?” Martha laughed, “Of course they can!” She brought her
phone out and opened the keypad. “Here, what’s their number? I’m going to invite them over
for dinner tomorrow, right now!”

“No!!” cried Kyle desperately, but even in the midst of his panicked despair, he knew to temper
his voice. “N-no, I…I mean…I mean to say, uhm…it’s…it’s kind of…of late, and
they’re…uh…they’re probably asleep.”

Martha’s lip curled up in knowing amusement, and her eyes sparkled darkly. Kyle had become
familiar with this expression, and it gave him chills – the expression was obviously humorous
and sly, but there was something else in it, something dark and intense, that made it utterly
menacing. Kyle had no idea if Martha was actually this crazy, or was playing some grotesque
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game with him – at this point, he had started to think that she really, truly did see him as her
literal baby.

“Awwww, you’re such a little momma’s boy!” Martha laughed softly, almost too herself. “You
don’t wanna make your birth mommy sad when she sees how I’ve taken her place! You love
her, don’t you, Kyle? You care for her?”

Kyle paused, not knowing what the right answer was, but then he nodded after a few seconds,
out of options.

“Mmmm, of course you do,” cooed Martha, “You’re a sweet little baby. Which is why it’s all the
more important to have them over – they won’t be sad, honey! They’ll be relieved! God, I can’t
imagine the anxiety your poor mother had, letting you go out into the world like she did. Thank
heaven you found ME, and not someone else. Come on, baby, give me their number – I’m not
going to hear another word about it.”

Kyle felt a horrible, wrenching deflation within him, but there was nothing more he could do. He
heard the edge that had crept into Martha’s voice in that last sentence. If he protested anymore,
she would punish him…hurt him…and so he gave her the number. Martha smiled happily,
typing it into the keypad, and then, right as the ringtone began, she abruptly handed her phone
to Kyle. Surprised, he took it, feeling the heat from her hand in the outward casing.

“Make it convincing,” she ordered matter-of-factly, leaning in on her forearms as she blinked at
him. “Get them here tomorrow night.” She was usually smiling, but right now, Martha’s face
was utterly expressionless. Kyle was terrified. And just then, he heard the sound of his
mother’s voice on the other end.

“Hello, Melody Trinter speaking.”

“H-hi…uhhh…m-mom?” It was bizarre how “wrong” Kyle felt calling her that, in front of Martha.
But her face was still blank as she leaned in, watching him closely.

“Kyle!? Oh my god, it’s really you!! Dad and I have been so worried about you! It’s
been…weeks, Kyle! Weeks since we heard anything from you! We’ve tried calling…uhhh, oh
god, did something happen to you? Did you lose your phone? You’re calling from another
number?”

“M-mom…mom, it’s…it’s ok.” All of a sudden, Kyle felt in control of the situation. The truth was,
of course, that Martha was working through him, but he knew exactly what he needed to do, and
what tone to take. “I’m fine, mom. My phone’s been having some…issues, and uhm…Martha,
you know, the lady I live with, was nice enough to let me use her phone.”

“Well it’s just so nice to hear your voice! You sound ok…is everything ok!?”
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“Hahaha, mom!” Kyle’s laughter sounded like someone else’s in his ears. “I’m fine…things
have just been busy, one thing after the other, you know, and I just kinda let stuff pile up, but I
realized today that I hadn’t talked to you guys in a while, so I wanted to call and invite you guys
to dinner over here tomorrow!”

“Oh! Oh well Kyle that’s lovely! Jim! Dinner over at Kyle’s place tomorrow night? Yeah? Ok
yeah! Great! Should we bring anything?”

“Oh, uh, no…uhm, Martha’s making…”

“Beef stroganoff,” Martha said, her tone and face still emotionless. Kyle’s stomach churned. He
needed to get this done now…and get off the phone.

“Beef stroganoff.”

“Ohhhhh, sounds good! I’m sure, uhm…Martha…Martha’s a wonderful cook! And what a treat
– we finally get to meet her!”

“Haha yeah…yeah…”

“Seven,” Martha said mechanically.

“A-And it’ll be at seven,” Kyle added. “Does that work?”

“Sounds good to us, Kyle,” Melody said.

“Okay great well I…I’d love to chat more but I need to run…work…project kinda running
overtime, haha, but it’s nice to talk and I’ll…uh, look forward to seeing you guys tomorrow!”

“Oh…haha, oh okay, well we’ll have more time to talk tomorrow, yes,” Melody said. “See you
then, Kyle! We love you!”

“Love you too,” Kyle finished, and hung up. An immense weight seemed to have been lifted
from his shoulders. “Th-they’re…they’re coming t-tomorrow,” he said in a hollow voice.

Martha closed her eyes slowly, and when she opened them, they were warm and glad once
more.

“Oh wonderful, baby,” she exclaimed happily, as she returned back to her dinner. “Just
wonderful! We’ll have a grand old time.”

Kyle felt his spirits rise, even as the icy terror of her expressionless face lingered in his mind.
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Chapter 11

That night, Kyle hardly managed to sleep a wink. It didn’t matter that he was both mentally and
physically exhausted. His body felt drained enough, even without the everything he was
stressing about mentally – Martha was making him cum four to five times a day now, using
every manner of dirty, creative tricks to get at his juices and guzzle them down her throat. There
wasn’t anything Kyle could do to prevent her, though, especially since any hint of pushback on
his part could be met with a violent reprisal. Ever since witnessing what she had done to Ted,
Kyle had meekly and swiftly followed any order Martha had given him, and even gone out of his
way to make sure she knew how much he appreciated her attention.

The thing was, though, that Kyle didn’t really even need to pretend anymore. Despite his
disgust with himself, and his desperate desire to be an “adult,” Kyle was steadily becoming
absorbed into Martha’s sexual fold. He was aroused by her immense body, her towering height,
and her ability to effortlessly dominate him in every way. But even more than that, he was
transported by her relentless desire to baby him, to OWN him…and the way she forced him to
dance in a tutu for her, the fact that she didn’t let him eat any solid food on his own, the
breastfeeding, the endless milking of his cock, the dominant, delighted flash in her eyes, the
way her flesh would bob and jiggle as she bent over him to change his diaper…it was all just so
horribly arousing to Kyle, and it overwhelmed his protests completely. Against every dwindling
effort he made to prevent it, he truly was becoming her little baby.

The prospect of having his parents come over for dinner, however, was an entirely new horror
that Kyle now had to face. It was enough to completely deplete his mental energy, as he
thought through all the nightmare scenarios that were possible. What was Martha going to do!?
Kyle’s first instinct was to assume that he couldn’t put anything past her. But…but surely she
wouldn’t do…some of the things he was terrified of, right!?

‘I mean, there’s just…there’s just now way that she’d…talk about my…my diaper, or…or god
forbid…breastfeed me in front of them…’ Kyle thought to himself, as he nervously fiddled with
his diaper, tossing and turning in the crib he now slept in, in Martha’s living room. ‘God no…that
would be too much, even for her. It wouldn’t be like her to overstep…like that,
because…because mom and dad would know something was wrong and…they’d do something
about it…call the cops after they left, get social workers involved…something.’

With a dreadful sinking feeling in his stomach, Kyle felt these private assurances ring hollow in
his mind. Even talking to himself, he could tell that he sounded desperate, like he was trying to
convince himself of something that he knew wasn’t true. But after a few hours, he managed to
work it all out somehow in his mind – Martha would probably just get a huge kick out of hosting
his parents, and might even make some suggestive comments here or there…but really, her
main objective was to humiliate him, by showing how “normal” she could be when she chose to.
She would be sweet and charming, would ask his parents a whole lot of questions about when
he was a baby, all while winking at him across the table of course…that kind of thing. This was
another power play on her part, to show how there wasn’t any escape from her.
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At least, that’s what Kyle had managed to work out in his mind. At least it seemed to do the job
of calming his tormented mind long enough for him to drift off into an uneasy sleep. What he
hadn’t realized was that, for the last half-hour, he hadn’t been alone. As he turned over the
turgid thoughts in his mind, Martha had come into the living room, impossibly light on her feet,
and had sat down in the huge armchair in the far corner of the room. There she remained,
sitting silent in the darkness, listening intently to the sound of Kyle’s breathing. Only when his
breath had taken on the telltale shallowness of sleep did a smile creep across her face in the
dark.

Right at the same time, in the dead of night, on the other side of town, a light was on in the
upstairs bedroom of a suburban house. A young woman was wrapped up in her night robe,
hunched over her desk, scouring through a mess of tabs on her computer. The bright artificial
light from her screen blended with the small desk lamp, creating a lone swell of light that stood
out starkly against the darkness of the rest of the bedroom.

It was Laura, and she was hard at work. For several nights now, she hadn’t even been going to
bed until 3 or 4 in the morning, choosing instead to work at her desk, despite needing to wake
up at 7 every morning for her job. But this covert night work was not related to her job. Ever
since she had witnessed Martha’s brutal beatdown of Ted, Laura hadn’t been able to sleep well.
It was certainly consolation that Ted had actually managed to survive the attack, but the trauma
of witnessing it was burned into Laura’s mind. She had managed to get Ted to the hospital in
time, and had stopped by a few times to see him. His face was swollen beyond recognition, and
he was having to work through a long and arduous neurological recovery. The image of his
battered face kept returning to her, no matter where she was or what she was doing.

To Laura, though, the worst part about the whole horrible situation was the fact that Kyle was
still trapped in the same house with that…that monster…that terrible beast of a woman.
Whenever Laura remembered the way that Kyle had looked – with his tutu on, trapped in the
swing, with that gigantic woman wrapping her hands all the way around his arms like they were
little twigs…and the way that Kyle’s head had been thrust backwards as Martha mauled his face
with her lips, right in front of them.

‘Like he was…her property,’ Laura kept thinking to herself, as she reached for her mug of sweet
tangerine tea (which was supposed to keep her awake). ‘The way she talked about
him…calling him “Kyla,” like he was her little daughter or something…’

No matter how many times Laura had thought about it, the whole situation made her shudder
and feel sick to her stomach. But as she felt the hot tea against her lips, she remembered that
she had to hunker down and focus. Kyle needed her, and she was going to get to the bottom of
this mystery…the mystery of who Martha actually was, and how to stop her without alerting the
authorities. Laura knew full well that Martha’s threat to kill her, should the cops get involved,
was completely serious. She put NOTHING past this crazy woman.
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After another hefty sip of her tea, Laura honed back to her screen, willing herself to power
forward. She had reasoned that the first thing she needed to do was actually track down who
this “Martha” person actually was. Laura felt like she needed to learn as much about her
adversary as she could. Any information she found out, she could end up using against Martha
somehow. Maybe she had escaped from a mental institution…or maybe she was wanted, and
had already committed a series of crimes. Maybe there were other people, other authorities,
who she could contact who would know what to do. A few times, Laura had come close to
calling the cops, but thus far she had resisted the urge. She was scared for her own life, yes,
but she was also terribly afraid that if Martha somehow got wind of law enforcement activity
around her house, she might even hurt Kyle.

‘I’m on my own now,’ she had said to herself determinedly. ‘It’s up to me to save him.’

Laura found it hard to believe that somehow as obviously unhinged (and gigantic) as Martha
would have gone unnoticed for so long, but despite her best efforts, Laura had not been able to
find anything useful about her over the past few days. She had combed through address books,
searched Martha’s name on the internet while combining it with the name of their city, her street,
and even estimations of Martha’s height, all in an effort to somehow locate some information
about her. But so far, nothing had turned up.

“That means I’ve gotta turn it up,” Laura muttered to herself. “There’s gotta be something that
leads back to her…something…she’s not a ghost…she’s real, and I know there’s stuff out there.
But where…?”

Laura started looking deeper. After a few dead ends on several real estate sites, she finally
managed to track down the name of the company who had sold the house 9 years before.

“That’s gotta be when Martha bought it,” Laura murmured out loud, taking another drink of her
tea. Her heart had started to beat a little faster as her eyes lingered on the name: James
Pinkerton Legacy Group…a real estate company based in London. One way or another, they
had had dealings with Martha.

“London?” Laura asked herself out loud, puzzled. This was certainly quite odd…a UK-based
real estate company…selling a home in the US? It was bizarre. And yet, somehow, it was a
perfect fit for this case.

“Bizarre is good,” Laura said out loud, rearranging herself in her chair. “Bizarre means we’re
making progress. She glanced at the clock. It was 4 am, and her heart sank a little…it was
much too early to call. But then, in a flash, Laura remembered that London was 6 hours ahead.
Feeling nervous and excited at the same time, she took out her phone and started dialing the
number.

A few hours later, back on the other side of town, Kyle felt himself waking up. As usual, he
didn’t remember any of his dreams. Before, he had often lied awake in the morning, thinking of
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the vivid dreams he had had the night before, but ever since moving in with Martha, the dreams
had started to fade. When he fell asleep he just slept through the night.

‘Like a baby,’ he couldn’t help thinking. As he lay there in the fetal position in his crib, his eyes
still closed, and the scratch of his diaper grating against the skin of his waist, Kyle felt the
crushing reality of his smallness, of his insignificance, compared to his gigantic captor. He
wanted to escape…truly, he did. Or, at least, that’s what he knew he must keep telling himself.
The alternative – that each day he was learning to love and embrace his new role as Martha’s
weak, submissive little baby who craved for her sexually-charged, motherly attention – was too
horrific to contemplate.

Kyle then noticed that the rich, savory smells of Martha’s cooking was conspicuously absent.
Usually, she was cooking up sausage and eggs for herself before he woke up, in preparation for
a long breakfast session where she strapped him into his high chair and let him salivate over
her colossal tits as she consumed 3,000 calories like it was nothing. If she was feeling extra
generous, she might even let him have a mouthful of her sweet, warm milk before she had
finished.

But this morning, everything was different. There were no savory smells, and no background
noises of pan-fried food. An eerie silence reigned over the house. Kyle finally opened his eyes,
half-fearing that he would be staring straight up at Martha’s huge face peering down at him, with
that tender, knowing smile etched across her lips…but he saw nothing except the white of the
10-foot ceiling.

And then, he heard it: the rhythmic sound of heavy breathing…in and out…in and out. The
sound itself had arrived gradually in his ears, but it was only in this instant that Kyle had become
aware of it. Subconsciously, he realized that the sound had been going on the whole time, but
that he had become aware of it imperceptibly as he woke up. He shut his eyes tightly in fear,
not daring to move out of his fetal position.

“Whooooo….whoooo….whooooo…whoooo….”

For the next ten minutes, Kyle lay there, stock still, listening to the sound of the heavy breathing.
He knew it was Martha. It had to be her – who else could fill up a room like that, just by
breathing hard? And what on earth was she doing!? Was she just…just sitting there, next to his
crib, breathing hard to intimidate him until he poked his head up out!? It was an awful, bizarre
image, and yet Kyle knew Martha was totally capable of doing something like that. He wanted
to hide from her; he wanted to keep on pretending to be asleep forever. But he knew that
eventually, she would come and snatch him out of the crib…and in any case (Kyle remembered
with a sickening descent in his stomach), his parents were coming over for dinner that night.
There was no escaping his situation, so he may as well deal with it now.

Ever so slowly, Kyle opened his eyes, propped himself up his hands and knees, and peered
over the end of his crib. What he saw made his breath catch in his chest, and his cock, which
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had already become semi-hard just from listening to the sound of Martha’s breathing, stiffened
out to its full length. Martha’s huge body was sitting not very far away from the crib, maybe 10
feet or so, with her back to him. At first, Kyle couldn’t tell what she was sitting on, since her
enormous thighs and ass concealed most of whatever it was…Kyle later realized that it was an
ottoman. But it was her outfit – and what she was doing – that caught him by surprise. Her
massive body was squeezed into incredibly tight athletic wear: a t-shirt and spandex shorts, by
the look of it. Kyle had never seen her in this kind of outfit before, and it only served to
emphasize her insane, voluptuous curves. But even more noteworthy was the fact that she was
holding two huge weights, one in each hand, and lifting them up in an arc that met directly
above her head, over and over again. With an incredulous gulp, Kyle saw that “100” was
etched in white at the end of each weight.

Time seemed to stand still as he watched Martha lifting those gigantic weights up above her
head, over and over again, in the same effortless, fluid motion. Her heavy breathing seemed to
emanate from her desire to maintain a steady rhythm, rather than the actual difficulty of lifting
the weights. After a minute or so, Kyle blinked and realized that she hadn’t taken a break
once…and she was still going.

‘She must have lifted those things thirty…forty times already,’ he thought to himself. Each
weight wasn’t too far away from his own 125-pound body weight…so essentially she was lifting
two of him up over her head, over and over, without even breaking a sweat.

Without any warning, and without even stopping her lifting cadence, Martha pivoted her giant
ass and hulking thighs on the ottoman, and she turned around, facing him. Kyle froze in place;
he felt like he had been caught doing something he wasn’t supposed to, but the shock of seeing
her exultant smile had temporarily paralyzed his body.

“Little baby snooping on mommy while she’s working out?” Martha quipped knowingly, winking
at him as she held 200 pounds up over her head, lowered it down, and then lifted it up again.

Kyle made a series of stumbling, sputtering noises before he finally settled on simply trying to
sheepishly shrug and nod. Martha just sat there, grinning knowingly at him and arching her
eyebrow, as she completed 10 more reps over her head before finally putting down the weights,
standing up, and striding over to him. Kyle gaped at her voluminous flesh jiggling crazily in her
tight spandex, and as she approached him, he realized that she had indeed broken out in a little
sweat, which dotted her forehead and her flushed cheeks. It made her look even more hungry
and intimidating than usual as she stood imposingly over his crib with her hands on her hips,
enveloping his body completely in her shadow. Her arms and shoulders were pumped up from
her workout, looking even bigger and more powerful than usual.

“Well, whaddya think, sweetheart?” she chuckled, striking a double-biceps pose that made her
arms look even huger. “You like mommy’s pump?”
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Kyle nodded again. He wasn’t even responding in the way he thought she wanted him to – she
was so enormous and powerful that he felt utterly taken by her presence.

“Such a precious little tyke,” Martha cooed at him, dropping her arms, reaching down, and
cupping his chin with her massive hand. “You know that I’m pumping myself up to look good for
tonight, don’t you?”

“F-For…tonight?” Kyle asked, his voice sounding very small and measly coming after hers. It
didn’t help that his voice was shaking as well.

“Oh yes, for tonight,” Martha smiled, squeezing his jaw with a gentle yet firm grip that hinted at
the astounding strength in her hand. “Mommy wants to make sure that she makes…a good
impression.”

“I…I’m s-sure that you will,” Kyle heard himself saying, his jaw moving in Martha’s hand.
“M-My…my parents w-will…they’ll…really like you.” He didn’t really even know what he was
saying, only that he felt ridiculous talking as his chin was being held this way in Martha’s hand.
She pursed her lips hard and the bottom of her chin trembled for an instant – it was clear that
she was trying unsuccessfully to suppress a laugh. Kyle felt a little flame of anger rouse up
inside him; he knew that Martha was laughing at his pathetic attempt to carry on a normal
conversation with her. But, of course, he didn’t dare let any sign of his emotion show…or, at
least, he thought it wasn’t showing.

Evidently, though, Martha saw something in his eyes, and the next moment, she had pulled up
on his chin, literally dragging him to his feet in his crib with the force of a single hand. And even
though he was standing in the crib, which was a good foot-and-a-half off the floor, Kyle still
wasn’t taller than her – in her 3-inch wedge sneakers, Martha stood at a towering 6’10. With the
18 inches of extra height, Kyle’s head was still slightly below hers, something Martha blatantly
acknowledged by passing the palm of her free hand over the top of his head, showing how he
still didn’t quite measure up to her. After silently and humorously humiliating him like this,
Martha dropped her hand away from Kyle’s chin and began slowly, deliberately caressing his
shoulders and upper arms. Kyle hated it when she did this; her gigantic hands just seemed to
swallow up his little arms, and the knowing, confident squeezes she was giving him
communicated a simple, wordless truth: she could make him feel good, or she could snap his
arms in two.

“I’m sure…” Martha declared, cocking her head at him and fixing him with her intense stare,
“That I’ll really like them, you mean.”

Kyle swallowed and nodded instantly. Even though his hard cock was pressing up painfully
against his diaper, his blood had run cold. Despite her smile, Kyle detected an edge in Martha’s
voice that reminded him of times past when she had become abruptly and terrifyingly violent
towards him. These memories made it all the worse, then, when Martha, after a few long
seconds of silent, intense staring, suddenly clamped her hands under Kyle’s shoulders and
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jerked him up out of the crib. In the same motion, she flipped him upside down with a swift snap
of her hands, and before he could even muster up the time to scream out, Kyle found his world
inverted; he was staring straight ahead into the huge, hulking pillars of Martha’s giant thighs,
squeezed impossibly tight into her black spandex. The strong, warm pressure in a circle around
both of his ankles conveyed the incredible truth – Martha was holding him…upside down…with
one hand.

Kyle completely lost it and began bawling, begging and pleading with Martha not to hurt him:

“Pleeeeease!!” he cried, “Pleeeeease d-don’t!! Don’t hurt me!! I’m sorryyyyy!! I’m
sorrrrrryyyyyy!!!” He didn’t even know what he was apologizing for.

In the meantime, though, Martha didn’t even appear to be listening. Instead, she simply raised
and lowered his entire body with her arm, chuckling to herself at how easy it was. Then, using
her free hand, she unid the velcro seal to Kyle’s diaper and whisked the whole thing away. Kyle
was fortunate that he had done any “business” in his diaper during the night, but Martha didn’t
seem to care one way or the other. Kyle had continued begging and crying as Martha took off
his diaper, since he was sure now that she was going to violate his ass or spank him or do
something else unbearably painful. He was shocked when he felt a warm, liquid heat engulfing
his cock and balls, and the rest of his groin. A powerful suction followed, accompanied by the
telltale “Scchhhhhhllllllooooooooppp!” of Martha’s hungry mouth. She had inhaled his entire
manhood into her mouth, and was sucking on it with firm, intense pressure.

Kyle blindly grasped out towards Martha’s giant legs as his breath came out in halted, heaving
gasps. He hadn’t expected any of this, and the hot, earnest fervor of Martha’s sucking instantly
drove him to the heights of anguished pleasure. It was stunning…crushing…how easily she
controlled him, how quickly she could drive him wild with helpless, submissive desire. He had
been dreading the promise of physical pain from her just a moment before, and now all he
wanted was to explode his pent-up load of cum in her mouth.

And, just like that, the hot suction was gone. A cool breeze blew against his wet privates, and a
moment later, he felt the confining tightness of the diaper engulf him once more as Martha
velcroed it back into place. A desperate, pathetic whine escaped Kyle’s lips, conveying his
frustration, and his desire. The sound of his own voice made his stomach contort in disgust…he
sounded like a sad little farm animal…a baby pig…

“There, there, sweetheart,” Martha cooed lovingly, kissing the middle of his diaper before swiftly
flipping him back over, now cradling him like a baby to her colossal breast. “Mommy doesn’t
wanna make you pop too soon! Oooooh no…no, little baby is going to keep his cum inside him
today. Aren’t you?”

Kyle again nodded, having no other alternative. He was desperately frustrated and aroused by
Martha’s teasing, but even in the midst of his denied orgasm, his eyes locked in on the large,
dark wet spot around the inch-and-a-half protrusion of Martha’s giant nipple. Martha noticed
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immediately, and, chuckling to herself, she lifted up her shirt and bra, and brought Kyle’s head
forward into her breast. For the next five minutes she silently breastfed him her warm, creamy
milk, gently pumping his cock with her massive hand the whole time…and each time she
sensed an impending orgasm, she stopped her pumping and flicked the head of his cock lightly
with her index finger, making Kyle mew and whimper a series of burbling sobs into her breast.

The whole day passed by in this same agonizing pattern. Kyle had gotten used to Martha
making him cum in her mouth, or on her tits, or in her hand, over and over again…but today was
different. Today she was teasing him, torturing him, keeping him on the edge of sanity, as she
tugged and sucked at his cock all day long, never letting him cum. She breastfed him past the
point of comfort, to the extent where his little belly was visibly swollen with her rich milk, making
Kyle feel pain and discomfort when he tried to move. Martha seemed delighted by the whole
spectacle, and she remarked, with a humorous flash in her eyes:

“I think my little baby gained a few pounds today! Haha…stuffed with all that milk and cum…it’s
weighing you down, I can see it!”

Kyle knew that Martha was doing all this to exert her dominance over him, to hit home that,
even though his parents were coming over later, SHE was the one in charge of him. Kyle
silently prayed that she was doing all this to compensate for the “normal” dinner they were all
about to have. In his mind, he was desperately hoping that Martha’s reasoning was: ‘We may
have a typical, ordinary dinner with your parents, and they won’t really know what’s going on
since I’m going to play it all cool…but I’m gonna make it hard for YOU to pretend like nothing’s
amiss…I’m gonna make you so frustrated that you won’t be able to help it, and you’ll expose
yourself!’

At least, that’s what Kyle was hoping she was thinking. Deep down, he had much darker
expectations, thoughts that he didn’t dare dwell on.

Around 5:30, and hour-and-a-half before his parents were scheduled to come, Martha ordered
Kyle to dress himself up for the occasion.

“Put on those hilarious little khakis you used to wear to…ahem…haha, your “job,”” Martha
laughed. “And a nice little polo shirt…with a collar!”

“O-Okay!” nodded Kyle. He felt a surge of hope. Martha was telling him to dress up normally –
this was surely a good sign! Never mind, of course, that she had been suckling hungrily on his
cock five minutes before, only to pull away to his desperate wails at the last moment…and
never mind that he would be wearing his diaper underneath. All that mattered was the
appearance of normalcy to his parents.

When Kyle had dressed himself, Martha pointed to his crib. She was wearing her “No Bitchin’ in
MOMMY’S Kitchen” black apron, and had been working on the beef stroganoff in the kitchen for
the past hour or so.
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“Now it’s time for my little sweet pea to take a nap,” Martha declared, winking down at him. “I
don’t want my little tyke nodding off at dinner.”

Kyle thought about protesting, but he quickly thought the better of it. In any case, it was
definitely true that Martha had exhausted him. Dressed in his nice clothes, and feeling
ridiculous, Kyle climbed into his crib, curled up, and fell asleep way faster than he had expected.

The sound of the doorbell jolted Kyle awake. The light in the living room was different – it was
darker, deeper…the sun had set. The delicious, savory smell of the beef stroganoff hung in the
air. Kyle’s mind whirled and screeched into catch-up mode…that sound…the doorbell…that
was…that meant…

“Get the door, sweetheart!” he heard Martha call from the kitchen. “Let them in!”

Kyle almost fell forward on his face trying to get out of the crib. His heart was pounding in his
chest as he shuffled up to the giant front door. Behind the glass, he could see the dark outlines
of two people…his parents. For an instant, he felt utterly sick. He couldn’t let them in…not
here…not into this house, this insanity. But his hand was already turning the locks back, and
the next moment he pushed the door open.

“Oh Kyle!!” cried Melody, his mother, stepping forward and embracing him. Kyle smelled her
perfume, and had to fight an instinct to pull off her and run away back into the house.

“There he is!” smiled Jim, his father, taking his turn to hug Kyle next. Despite his nap, Kyle had
not slept off the majority of the milk in his stomach, and he could feel it sloshing around
uncomfortably as his parents squeezed him.

“H-Hey! Uhh, th-thanks…thanks for coming, guys!” Kyle managed to say, stepping back and
looking at them both. At 5’5, Jim stood an inch taller than Kyle, and Melody, in her 2-inch
pumps, stood an inch taller than her son as well. They were both dressed semi-formally, just
like Kyle. He felt the color flush into his face, even as his stomach dropped at the apparent
normalcy of the interaction. He had this…he could do it…he could pull this off!

“Well it’s just so nice to finally get a peek at your life!” Melody exclaimed, her eyes brightly going
over him.

“Heheh y-yeah, well, it’s…there’s not much to see,” Kyle chuckled, not knowing where the
ingenuity for normal conversation came from, “Just normal, boring old stuff…office job, yadda
yadda, haha…”

“Well we’re very proud of you,” Jim declared. “Work going ok?”

“Mhmm,” Kyle nodded. “Yep…all…all going well!”
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He lingered for a moment on the doorstep. He knew that he should invite his parents inside, but
he didn’t want to yet. Something was preventing him.

“And how’s everything over at your guy’s place?” Kyle asked. “I m-mean, haha, I guess you all
are already over the, uh…the “empty-nester” thing, right? Like…b-because it’s already been a
few years since I went to college and…a-and that, uhm…mentality probably doesn’t last longer
than…longer than…”

But his words slowly died in his throat, because he saw that his parents’ expressions had
changed. They weren’t looking at him anymore. Instead, they were looking far up above him.
Their smiles had disappeared, and their eyes had gone wide. Melody even took a step back,
and unconsciously grasped for Jim’s arm. Kyle felt a heavy, warm, strong weight against both of
his shoulders, and, glancing down, he saw a pair of huge hands completely encompass his
shoulders and upper arms, with the fingers going all the way down to his nipples. The
fingernails were filed and sharpened to fearsome, clawlike points, and they had been painted
black. The nail polish matched the color of the familiar black and sparkly long sleeves of a
dress that all of them had seen before. Kyle felt the hands pull him slightly back on his heels,
and his shoulders bumped backward into a pair of thick, solid hips. Two enormous breasts
cushioned both sides of his head, and his cock surged up in helpless response. The air
seemed to crackle with electricity.

“Why hello there, Mr. and Mrs. Trinter,” intoned Martha, the deep pleasure of her voice infusing
the evening air, “Welcome to our home!”
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Chapter 12

For a few long, halting moments, no one spoke. Kyle was completely tongue-tied, literally under
the authority of Martha’s huge hands pressing down into his shoulders and chest – at this point,
all he was trying to do was will his erection down, which had pumped straight up the instant
Martha had touched him. In a strange moment of relief, he thanked his stars that he was
wearing a diaper, which actually helped to hide erections from obvious view. He felt Martha’s
long, thick, strong fingers begin to slowly, lovingly massage his upper chest, digging into the thin
fibers of his pectoral muscles, and he had to make another titanic effort not to flutter his eyelids,
or leave his mouth hanging open, or act in any way that would betray how good it felt. His
parents, Jim and Melody, looked like they were trying to say something, but nothing was coming
out of their mouths. Melody was still clutching her husband’s arm, and after a few seconds, her
eyes shot down from Martha to her Kyle, watching as he was lovingly caressed by this
enormous monster of a woman. Kyle could feel his mother’s eyes on him, searching him
desperately, as if to ask, ‘Is this…what you want!?’

“Kyle, your parents are just standing there!” Martha chuckled, rubbing him a little harder. “Didn’t
you invite them inside yet?”

“I…d-didn’t, no!” squeaked out Kyle, hating how scared and high-pitched his voice sounded
compared to hers. He felt his hair get ruffled by a gust of hot wind as Martha exhaled above
him, purposefully straight down onto his head. He didn’t have to see her face to know that she
was rolling her eyes and grinning down at his parents, who continued to stand there, locked to
each other like statues.

“Ohhh psssssh, I’m so sorry, Melody, Jim,” Martha purred, shaking Kyle ever so slightly with her
hands, so that his vision became a momentary blur. “Kyle isn’t really used to houseguests, so
you’ll have to forgive his manners.” And then, cocking her head to the side, Martha angled her
head downward, around the expanse of her huge breasts, so that she could make eye-contact
with the 5’4 Kyle in the midst of her grip. Her eyes twinkled at him, boring into him…without
even looking, Kyle knew that she had put on her ferocious 6-inch platform heels, which made
her a stunning 7’1. And that sparkling, long-sleeve, form-fitting black dress she had
on…somehow it made her look even bigger. Every movement she made shimmered,
accentuating the shape of her huge arms, the thick swerve of her massive hips, and the
impossible behemoths of her breasts.

“Kyle?” Martha’s voice came to his ears once again, snapping him out of the semi-trance he
had been in, staring up at her face past her breasts. She was still smiling sweetly down at him,
but he could detect the sharpened edge of something new in her voice. He stiffened up
immediately and turned to his parents, forcing a smile.

“Aaahh, hahaha, um, s-sorry!” he exclaimed, forcing out a strange laugh, “You…um, yes, come
in! Come on in!”
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He gestured awkwardly to the side, and only felt the heavy weight of Martha’s hands lift from his
shoulders when he crossed the threshold of the front door. Moving a few paces inside, he
turned back to see his parents following him. His eyes darted nervously up to theirs, trying to
gauge how uncomfortable they were. His father, Jim, was never really one to express emotion
too obviously, but even he looked a bit out of his depth as he walked past Martha, who had
stepped aside, allowing them to enter before her. Melody still had her eyes fixed on Kyle; he
knew she was trying hard to read in between the lines of his expressions, his words, and his
mannerisms. In a crazy moment, he wondered whether he could somehow communicate to
her, in some sort of code, that he was in trouble, that he was a captive. But the immense,
sparkling dark shadow looming tall behind his parents doused the idea before it even had a
chance to flame up. There was no way he could get anything by Martha – she would know.
And then she would punish him…maybe even his parents too. It was impossible.

“So, this is the, uh, the foyer!” Kyle announced, swallowing down his fear as he spread his arms,
smiling widely. He didn’t know where he got the resolve to continue – a few moments before, he
had been on the verge of melting down under the weight of Martha’s hands. But as he saw his
parents looking around the house, and the glinting smile and gleaming eyes of Martha above
them as she brought up the rear, he remembered that she had made him “dress up” for the
occasion – and it hit him. She had just as much reason to play it cool as he did! The last thing
SHE wanted was for his parents to know about the things that went on in her house! How could
he have been so afraid of her somehow exposing herself!? It all made sense now – of course,
that’s why she had gotten all dressed-up too! She wanted to keep up the facade of her bizarre,
“homely” atmosphere, to keep his parents from getting suspicious.

An enormous weight lifted from Kyle’s chest, and, in his exuberance, he suddenly became
outwardly euphoric as he beckoned his parents in with grinning exaggeration.

“Come onnnnnn, come on! Haha I’m not gonna bite!” he laughed, gesturing them inside. The
words sounded so odd and surreal in his mouth, but when his eyes twitched up to Martha, he
could see she was matching his grin with one of her own. A feeling of warmth spread
throughout his body, and he suddenly felt a strange affection for her. She was “in” on the whole
thing. She was going to help him have a normal dinner; she was going to help keep his parents
placated.

“Nice place you’ve got here, uhh…Martha,” Jim remarked, looking around and nodding his
head.

“Why thank youuuu!” Martha replied, turning to close the door. “I’ve spent the last 10 years or
so making it my own, so it better be homey by now, don’t you think?” The door shut with a
contained but heavy thud, which shook through the hardwood floors beneath their feet. A
ponderous click quickly followed, and Kyle tried to ignore the automatic fear response in his gut.
There was no way that Martha was going to do anything to his parents…no way, no way…
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Melody’s face suddenly twisted up, and her mouth formed a small “o” shape as she glanced
toward the kitchen.

“Ooooo, my goodness!” she exclaimed, “Martha, that smells delicious!”

“Oh well I’m glad you think so!” Martha smiled, taking two strides in her heavy 6-inch platform
heels, which easily overtook everyone in the foyer. It was ridiculous how much space she took
up. The foyer itself wasn’t unduly small, but Jim, Melody, and Kyle all unconsciously squished
together against the wall so that the enormous woman could pass by. And even still, one of
Martha’s enormous ass cheeks brushed all three of them on the way by. As Kyle was 5’4, and
both of his parents stood at 5’5 (Melody on some 2-inch pumps), Martha’s gargantuan butt
cheek actually pressed into their shoulders as she passed. Since they were all already backed
up against the wall, they simply had to endure the fleshy press of Martha’s ass as she sauntered
by. Kyle knew that she was doing this on purpose, but she had kept talking, with her head
averted toward the kitchen, to pretend like she didn’t know what was going on. “Beef stroganoff
is one of my specialties, as Kyle is already well-aware.”

Kyle had been hoping that Martha would make a beeline for the kitchen, so that it would be
natural to follow her there, rather than going to the living room – where his crib was. But much
to Kyle’s anxiety, after brushing her ass by them, Martha crossed a huge leg across her body
and turned straight toward the living room. For a moment, Kyle was mesmerized by the sight of
Martha’s gigantic ass in that sparkly black dress; each step she took sent her 320-plus pounds
of curves shivering and shaking. It was incredible how much weight, how much sheer mass she
moved with a simple step. Kyle still hadn’t wrapped his mind around how strong she had to be
just to effortlessly carry around all that thick mass with her, wherever she went.

“Aww you cook for him?” Melody replied, giving her son a warm look as she and Jim followed
Martha into the living room. “That’s so sweet of you, Martha – see, Jim? I knew he hadn’t quite
let go of that “little boy” in him!”

“Mommm!” sighed Kyle a little petulantly as he rolled his eyes. He was well-aware that this kind
of an exchange with his mother appeared totally ordinary, but his insides were roiling with the
secret irony of it all. He wasn’t able to avoid making eye contact with Martha. Her dark eyes
glinted down humorously at him.

“Come on Melody, why do you have to do that to him?” Jim asked, rolling in his own eyes in
tandem with his son’s.

“I’m sorry, I’m sorry!” chuckled Melody, shaking her head at Kyle, “I can’t help it…heh, I guess
I’m still getting used to you…you know, being out on your own.”

Melody and Jim had sat down together on a sofa as they talked, and, almost simultaneously,
they noticed the baby crib. Kyle felt an icy chill go through his chest as he watched them, but he
quickly reminded himself that the crib itself wasn’t damning; it didn’t mean anything in and of
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itself. The fact that his parents were already looking around elsewhere in the room was proof
enough of that. Kyle returned to his senses, and had been going to sit down in the smaller
armchair on the opposite side of the living room, closest to the kitchen. But Martha was already
sitting there, her immense bulk squeezed into it so tightly that it seemed like the armchair might
break apart at any moment. She smiled at him sweetly, inclining her head toward the big
armchair…her armchair…next to the sofa. The one she routinely breastfed him in…

“Why don’t you go sit over there, next to your parents?” Martha suggested warmly, pointing.
The huge silver bracelets chinkled teasingly on her wrist, barely able to go down her forearm.
“I’m gonna have to go check on the stroganoff here in a minute.”

Kyle tried not to slump his shoulders as he shuffled over to Martha’s armchair. It was absolutely
gigantic. He knew this had all been part of her plan, to highlight how puny he was compared to
her, but he was socially trapped in the situation. He didn’t have any good alternative, and so,
with evident awkwardness, managed to hoist himself up onto Martha’s armchair and turned
himself around, where his feet dangled in the air, a few inches off the floor. He could barely
even reach the armrests on either side (which, in any case, came up to his nipples), and so he
just slouched there, his arms by his sides, looking even tinier. He tried not to look at the milk
stain on the right armrest. At this point, he assumed that Martha had let it splash there days
before, as part of her grand plan.

“I can tell that’s not usually his chair,” chuckled Melody to Martha, then turning to her son and
blinking at him with a big smile on her face. Kyle wasn’t sure if she was just engaging in some
awkward parental humor, or if she was truly nervous about her son’s situation, and was trying to
tease out the truth with her little comments.

“Oh, but it is his chair,” Martha replied meaningfully, “In a manner of speaking.”

A few seconds of silence followed. At this point, Kyle had no idea what Martha’s plan was. He
had thought that she was going to play along and keep up normal appearances, but now, with
that comment, the prospect of her revealing the actual truth became very real. He readjusted
himself in the huge armchair, and felt like he was tumbling down into a dark vortex.

“So!” Jim piped up, “Martha…uh…so you said you’ve had this place for how many years now?”

“Just about ten,” Martha replied, leaning forward as she clasped her huge hands together in
between her legs. The little chair groaned audibly with every movement she made. Kyle found
it difficult not to stare at the long, fearsome black nails that she had sharpened to fine, clawlike
points.

“About ten, right, you had mentioned that before,” nodded Jim. “And what do you…um…what
do you do?” Martha didn’t answer right away. Instead, she just sat there, her hands between
her legs, blinking her dark eyes sweetly at him. Jim chuckled and readjusted his body next to
his wife. “I mean…heheh…what do you do for a living?”
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“Well right now,” answered Martha, “I’m a homemaker.”

“Oh! A homemaker!” Jim exclaimed, nodding again, “Nice, nice…” He had opened his mouth
again, with the intention of asking whether Martha was married or not, but she was already
speaking again.

“But a while back,” she continued, “I was actually in show business.”

Kyle’s ears perked up. He had been staring at Martha’s sharp nails, but now he had just heard
new information about his gigantic captor. Martha had never told him anything about her past,
and at this point, the extent of her psychological hold on him was so complete that he ate up
anything new he heard about her.

“Oh really? Show business?” replied Jim. “So…you did the whole LA thing, then?”

“We actually met out there, god, how many years back?” Melody added, looking at her husband.

“Way too long ago,” chuckled Jim. “And lemme tell you, we didn’t go slow either.” He pointed at
Kyle. “A couple dates later and this guy was –”

“Jim! Seriously!?” Melody cut in, shaking her head. “And you lecture me about embarrassing
him??”

“Oh I don’t think you two have to worry,” smiled Martha warmly, straightening up in her chair,
and making it groan out again, “From what I’ve seen, Kyle is very open about…those kinds of
things.”

A few seconds of puzzled silence followed. Jim was looking at Martha with his brows creased,
and Melody had quickly turned to look at Kyle, searching his face with renewed intensity.
Martha could have easily diffused the scene by switching the subject back to her past, or to
something else entirely, but she didn’t. Instead, she just sat there for a few long moments,
letting the silence deepen, as she maintained her warm smile. Kyle felt paralyzed, completely
rooted to Martha’s oversized armchair. He could think of nothing to say that would somehow
explain Martha’s suggestive comment. He could feel his mother’s eyes on him, but there was
no way that he could bring himself to meet them. Deep in his bones, he felt that, as soon as
they made eye contact, she would somehow understand exactly what was going on. Did he
want that, though?! Maybe that was his only escape route out of this nightmare – for his
parents to infer that something was wrong, and then do something about it clandestinely, without
Martha knowing.

Jim was shuffling uncomfortably on the sofa.
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“Uhm, okay, well –” was how he began to break the silence, in awkward, confused, and halted
words, but just then, Martha interrupted him with a deep, musical laugh. Despite the direness of
his situation, Kyle felt the soundwaves of her laughter vibrating through his entire body, straight
down to the root of his cock. As she laughed, Martha sat forward in her chair, clasping her
hands in between her legs with a playful jingle of silver bracelets. A crack sounded out into the
air; some inner part of the armchair had snapped.

“Oh I’m so sorry, Kyle!” Martha laughed out mirthfully, ignoring the fact that her movement had
broken the chair, “First your parents embarrass you one by one, and now I’M embarrassing you
in front of them! Hahahaha I really didn’t mean to spill your secret, Kyle, although…you never
actually told me it was a secret, did you?”

“S-Secret…?” whimpered Kyle. His mind had whipped up into a terrifying whirl of trying to
identify which terrible secret Martha was about to tell his parents. A cold sweat had broken out
on his forehead, and he had started to hyperventilate.

“Welllll,” continued Martha, grinning mischievously, “Who was that young girl from your office?
The one you keep talking about?”

Kyle’s mind came to a screeching halt. Was she…was she actually bailing him out here!?

“Ohh…uhh…L-Laura, you mean?” he asked, trying to smile. But just hearing himself speak her
name aloud brought back the memories of a few days before, when he had seen her last…her
terrified face…as she struggled to drag the gruesomely-battered Ted into the car.

“Aha yes, Laaaaura,” chimed Martha, nodding as she leaned back into her seat once more,
making it groan out piteously, like part of it was about to snap again. “That’s her name, yes!”
She shot a sidelong glance over to Kyle’s parents. “I’m making your son uncomfortable, I know,
but I just thought that you two would be happy to hear that he…”and here Martha sighed out
pleasantly, shaking her head triumphantly, “...seems to have found someone!”

Melody and Jim both looked over at Kyle – they were clearly still catching up to what exactly
had been said, but Melody was already breathing out a kind of halting laughter. She seemed
relieved.

“Oh! A girlfriend already, Kyle!?” she asked, her eyebrows going up.

“Atta boy,” chuckled Jim. He put his hand on his wife’s knee. “See? I told you he’d be fine. Not
even a couple months gone by and already he’s seeing someone.”

“Mmmm, and she’s verrrry pretty too,” Martha added. Kyle didn’t have the slightest clue what
Martha’s endgame was at this point, so he opened his mouth to somehow reclaim the
conversation. But his mother was already talking.
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“So she’s actually come over here?” Melody asked Kyle brightly. “Kyle! When exactly were you
going to tell us that you had a girlfriend!?”

Kyle was stammering and laughing and tripping over himself, all the while feeling like this whole
situation was quickly getting out of control. He felt like he was being pulled apart from such a
dizzying number of angles that it took all his energy to try and just maintain the natural,
embarrassed, and proud reaction that he knew was expected of him in this position.

“Haha, I…w-well, we haven’t…uhm…we haven’t exactly, you know…hammered things out yet,”
he stuttered, blushing through his smile. His father’s smile started fading.

“Hammered…things out?” Jim asked, confused all over again.

“I think he means that he hasn’t officially asked her out yet,” Martha offered helpfully, as she
tilted her head to the side, looking at Kyle. “Isn’t that right?”

“Oh, what!?” Jim burst out, shaking his head and performing his best masculine-father
impression, “She’s already been over here and you haven’t even asked her out yet!?”

“I…b-but I…no, wait…!” Kyle choked out, holding up his hand. How could this conversation be
going so badly?? The past was all flooding back into his memory now – all those awkward
nights in high school when he was alone in his bedroom…his parents trying and failing to help
him open up and be more confident…him resisting their efforts because he didn’t want to be
babied…even that one time when he pretended to have a girlfriend, just as a way to assuage
their concern…it was all coming back to haunt him all over again, except this time, it was in a far
more outlandish and grotesque situation. As he looked over in a panic at Martha, Kyle couldn’t
help but wonder if she knew all that about him. If she had, she couldn’t have played this
conversation any better.

“And I know it’s not my business to be poking around in your son’s private life,” Martha sighed
genially, “But I couldn’t stop myself from giving him a little…womanly advice, if you will.”

“Oooh I’d like to hear this advice!” declared Melody, sitting up even straighter on the sofa and
turning back to look at her son. She was smiling…playful…and still searching his face. Kyle
couldn’t decide how much of her exuberance was real and how much was put on for the sake of
the interaction.

Martha turned to Kyle and recited her “womanly advice” with a gleam in her eye:

“Well, I just told him to let her in.” She paused, letting the words hang in the air. “To his life, I
mean. I told him that nothing makes a real man feel better than a real woman. I know you feel
like you have to be tough, Kyle…feel like you have to radiate…strength…”
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And here, Martha put her hand up to cover her mouth, coughing for a moment. But Kyle felt
certain that the cough was just a ruse to shield her laughter – he was sure that he had seen the
corners of her mouth twitch upward before her huge hand came up to hide them.

“Strength…sorry…” she continued, “You know, being as small as you are.” Her voice had taken
on a soft, tender quality, one that sounded in earnest, like she really was giving out meaningful
advice. Kyle could see his parents leaning forward, eating it up.

“And the real important thing to remember, the advice a lot of men don’t hear, is that there’s real
strength in being open and vulnerable with your significant other, you know? It’s not the
stereotypical kind of male strength we usually think of, but let me tell you, it’s something that
women reeeeally notice.”

Both of Kyle’s parents were nodding exaggeratedly, Melody especially so.

“Wow, I hope you’re listening to this, Kyle!” she exclaimed. “Martha just hit it on the head right
there. You’d do well to listen to that advice!”

“And the best thing about it,” Martha laughed, spreading her massive hands out openly towards
Kyle, “Is that it’s free!”

Just then, a timer went off in the kitchen, and Martha’s eyes went wide.

“Oooop! And that’s the stroganoff!” she declared excitedly. “Please excuse me for a moment –
I’m gonna go make sure it’s all ready, and then we can all eat!”

The armchair creaked and groaned some more as Martha made to stand up. With her
fierce-looking boots anchored firmly on the hardwood floor, she started to rise…and as she did,
the armchair was lifted up, first on its front legs, and then completely off the floor. Martha’s ass
was so enormous that it had become tightly lodged in between the armrests, and even the act of
standing up wasn’t enough to dislodge her.

“Oh…!” Jim exclaimed, an involuntary noise that escaped his lips as he realized what was
happening. Melody was watching, clearly bamboozled by the sight. Martha paused in the
middle of standing up, looked back at the armchair lodged around her ass, and then turned back
to the company, giving them a knowing look as she grinned and shook her head.

“Pssssh…this…this is exactly what I deserve,” she sighed, her eyes dancing across the room to
Kyle, “For thinking that I could fit in your armchair. You’re doing fine in the Big Mama seat, but
Big Mama…well…she made a mistake.”

And then, instead of doing the obvious thing and prying the armchair off her ass, Martha simply
flexed her butt cheeks…hard. The hidden wood frame of the armchair abruptly snapped in two,
and it crumpled down to the floor in a heap.
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“Don’t worry dear, I’ll buy you another one,” Martha trilled, moving towards the kitchen with a
casual wave of her hand (and a tinkling of her silver bracelets), “That old thing was already
broken anyway.”

The deep, thudding vibrations of her footsteps strangely didn’t seem to get any softer as she
went into the kitchen. Kyle was left alone with his parents. They were all staring at the
remnants of the “little” armchair, which was actually just normal-sized…and then Kyle made a
shrugging motion as he sighed out, hoping to somehow transition normally from the outrageous
thing they had just witnessed. Unlike his parents, he didn’t feel the least bit surprised that
Martha was capable of doing something like that.

“Good…god…” Jim whispered in a low voice, leaning in toward Kyle, “She’s…she’s really
something else, huh?”

“Yeah, she’s, um, she’s pretty…intense sometimes,” Kyle managed to say. All Jim could do was
turn back and stare again at the ruined armchair. His mind looked like it had been blown.
Melody blinked a few times and then managed a smile at her son.

“So you’re…you’re happy here?” she asked, her eyes going back and forth in Kyle’s. “It sounds
like things are going pretty well so far, yes?”

“Yeah! I’m happy…yeah!” nodded Kyle, having to swallow a little bit. His throat had gone dry.
“Just a lot of…you know, uhm…a lot of changes happening. But I’m up to it! Totally! Work’s
good, been, uhhh…eating well and everything, seeing that girl Martha told you about…”

He was getting himself on a roll, but his mother interrupted him.

“Laura?” she asked. “That’s her name, right?”

“Y-yeah…Laura.” Kyle suddenly regretted bringing her up again. He didn’t want to talk about
her. He didn’t want to talk about any of that.

“You know…” said Melody in a whisper, leaning in close to Kyle next to her husband, “Martha
might be a little…eccentric, you know…obviously…but, well – that was actually some pretty
good advice she gave you about Laura.”

“Mom,” began Kyle, starting to shake his head, “I–”

“Because you do tend to try and bottle up your emotions, so you can seem tough on the
outside,” his mother continued, “But really…especially that part about you opening up –”

“I get it, mom, yes, yes, I know!” Kyle whispered back, holding up both hands in a pleading
motion. All he could think about was the way Martha had “opened him up” from behind the day
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before…and then strangely, Martha’s absence from the room caused the images of her sucking
on his cock all day long to come flooding back in his mind. Her plush lips sucking and puckering
around his length, not letting him cum…breastfeeding him over and over…filling his swollen
belly with more of her warm milk. It was all deluging his mind now, and his cold sweat had given
way to a hot one. His heart was beating so fast. Something was coming up in his
stomach…and for a moment, Kyle was afraid he was going to throw up. But then, just as he
recognized it as a gas bubble, it rushed up his throat and escaped his lips, buzzing them on the
way out.

*Buuurrrrraaaap*

A milk burp.

Both Jim and Melody blinked, taken aback. His mother had just opened her mouth to chastise
him when Martha’s deep, pleasant voice came ringing in from the kitchen.

“Excuse you!” she laughed. “I’ll accept that as a prelude to the meal – everyone into the dining
room, please! I’ve already served up your bowls!”

Kyle thanked his lucky stars that Martha had bailed him out of that conversation, though he was
paranoid that his parents would somehow catch a whiff of milk on the air through his burp.
Giving her son a slightly disapproving look, Melody rose up off the couch, followed by Jim, who
shot Kyle a ‘Oooo careful, you’ll get in trouble with the ladies!’ look. They all walked past the
crib on the way to the dining room, and Melody even looked down into it, like she was checking
for a baby. Kyle felt his stomach churn. Less than half an hour before, he had been curled up
there, asleep.

Martha was already standing at her place at the table in the dining room. Kyle recognized his
place next to hers by the familiar pile of telephone books. He felt his heart drop, but then again,
what else had he expected? He quickly moved over to his spot beside Martha and sat down,
hopefully hiding the phone books in the process. Both Jim and Melody had spots across the
table – they were facing each other, the parents on one side, and Kyle and Martha on the other.
Kyle felt Martha’s gigantic, warm hand wrap lovingly around his far shoulder as she sat down,
which then slid away from his shoulder and down his back in a long, erotic scratch of her long
black nails. Kyle was completely erect now. Just sitting this close to Martha was enough to
have this kind of an effect on him now. Even with the aid of the phone books, the top of his
head didn’t even come up to her chin. Her colossal body breathed in and out next to him,
dwarfing him completely. There was plenty of space between Kyle’s body and the table, but,
even though Martha’s huge chair was pushed a full two feet back from the table, her thick
curves were still pushed up against it. The table actually looked like it was pressing a few
inches into her flesh.

Kyle saw that his parents had been served regular portions of the beef stroganoff in their bowls,
in contrast to Martha’s bowl, which, true to form, was about four times bigger. Kyle felt his left
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hand engulfed in the huge warmth of Martha’s right, as she reached out across the table to
Melody.

“All right, everyone hold hands,” purred Martha, “And I’ll say grace.”

“Uh, wait a second,” Melody cut in, staring at the empty table in front of her son, “Where’s Kyle’s
bowl?”
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Chapter 13

“Bless us oh Lord,” sang out Martha in prayer-rhythm, completely ignoring Melody’s question,
“And these thy gifts, which we are about to receive, from thy bounty, through Christ our Lord,
Amen!”

Kyle swallowed down his fear as he felt Martha’s gigantic hand squeeze his at the end of the
prayer. It was hard for him not to stare stupidly at the empty space on the table, where his bowl
of beef stroganoff should have been, but he had already realized that, if he was going to survive
this dinner, he was going to have to play it all off.

“Oh, I’m – I’m actually not hungry,” he said quickly, in answer to his mother’s initial question.
Next to him, Martha was already digging into her massive bowl, using a cup-sized spoon to
ladle colossal quantities of the stroganoff into her mouth. She hardly even seemed to chew
before she swallowed and had another giant spoonful waiting at her lips. Across the table, both
of Kyle’s parents were looking at him hesitantly, though Jim had shrugged and was beginning to
eat. Melody, though, hadn’t picked up her spoon yet. Her eyes were studying Kyle closely, as if
she didn’t quite believe what he was saying.

“Not hungry?” she asked after a few seconds. “But…it’s dinner time! You invited us over here –
you should be eating with us!”

“I know, I knowwww, heheh,” Kyle sighed, trying to make light of the situation as he desperately
cooked up some excuse. “But I accidentally kinda had a…a bigger lunch than I intended, and it
just…you know…I tried to go for a walk around the block, to uhm, heh, to try and walk it off,
right? But I don’t know, it’s just…my stomach still feels kinda heavy, and I’d rather uhhh…I’
brother just sit here with you guys while you eat…I mean, if that’s ok.”

Melody sat there, unmoving, as her stare remained fixed on him, unbroken. Kyle felt his heart
sink; he knew that she wasn’t buying his story, and, worse, that she was trying to understand
why he would lie to her about something so apparently trivial. She blinked, looked into her bowl,
and then looked back at him. There wasn’t any way around it – she looked troubled, almost as
if she was on the verge of calling him out and demanding that he tell her the truth.

“Honey, just leave it, he said he’s not hungry,” muttered Jim, who was already a few spoonfuls
into his dinner. He glanced up from his meal. “As long as you’re not feeling sick or anything,
right?”

“Oh nooo, no, not sick,” Kyle chuckled, shaking his head. “Just…you know…full.”

The real irony, which Kyle was only too aware of, was that he wasn’t actually lying at all. Sure,
he had sprinkled in that bit about the walk around the block (which he had substituted for his
nap in the crib), but the rest was basically true – he had drank more of Martha’s milk than he
had intended that afternoon, until he was stuffed to the brim. And the truth was that, as a result,
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he really wasn’t all that hungry. But they couldn’t know that – and they wouldn’t know that, as
long as Martha kept up the facade.

“See, he’s fine,” Jim smiled, going back to his meal. “Come on, Melody, you gotta try this
stroganoff. Martha, it’s delicious!”

“Oh I’m so happy you like it, Jim!” smiled Martha warmly. “Now Melody, I’m sure you’ve made a
similar recipe at some point – and no doubt fed it to Kyle, of course – so I’d like to know how my
own personal recipe measures up!”

Spurred on by these words, Kyle’s mother directed her attention to her bowl, though the oddity
of her son not eating anything still obviously sat uneasily with her. For his part, Kyle was trying
hard not to fixate on watching Martha eat. Somehow she managed to carry on perfectly normal
conversation in the midst of downing the most enormous spoonfuls of food in between her
words, and the short pauses in between sentences. It made Kyle’s head spin thinking about
how much she was actually consuming – and how quickly. Glancing side-eyed at her colossal
bowl a few moments later, Kyle saw that the stroganoff was nearly all gone.

‘That has to be like, literally…two or three pounds of food,’ he thought helplessly. Under the
table, and inside his diaper, his erection was growing again. Martha was such a massive,
hulking beast of a woman – an absolute animal – and yet somehow she had all the looks, all the
conversational tricks, all the mental gymnastics to complete her physical domination. In every
conceivable sense, she eclipsed him, and left him sitting there next to her at the table, lusting
after her body, her appetite, and the milk that he could almost feel her producing in those
irresistible breasts that were straining her black sparkly dress to its limits. Kyle had the sense
that, if Martha had wanted to, she could have flexed her muscles hard, and the dress would
have torn all the way down in four or five places – her breasts, her shoulders, her biceps, her
forearms, and of course, her hips and ass. She could have shredded it, just like she could
shred him. But she had kept him alive – and uninjured – all this time for a reason. And deep
down, as much as he shivered to admit it, Kyle knew what that reason was.

In the meantime, Melody had sampled a spoonful of the stroganoff, and was looking down,
blinking at the table, as she slowly nodded her head. Martha was watching her closely, and
Kyle got even more nervous when he saw the muscle in her cheek flexing, then unflexing a few
times as she watched her. In every other conspicuous physical aspect, Martha was as calm as
could be – but Kyle had seen her jaw set like that before. He was afraid of what might come
next.

“So…you like it, Melody?” Martha inquired, her dark eyes flashing eagerly.

“I do, yes,” Melody nodded, her voice subdued. Kyle began to worry that his mother was
gearing up for something – like, the next moment, she would throw down her spoon, stand up
out of her chair, and point accusingly at Martha, demanding to know just what the hell was going
on. He could sense something of that type of energy in his mother’s countenance, but he could
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also see her weighing her options. It wasn’t at all to be discounted how physically imposing
Martha was. A moment later, a slavering gullet sound proved this point exactly. Kyle turned in
surprise to see that Martha had taken her gigantic bowl in both hands, tipped it up, and poured
the remainder of her helping into her gaping mouth. She didn’t even make a pretense of
chewing anymore; she was literally just dumping it all down her throat. And when she had
poured it all down, Kyle had watched in horrified arousal as her huge, thick tongue issued forth
and proceeded to lick and lap up all the excess juice. The hungry sounds of her busy tongue
and open mouth mauled any attempted conversation, and all the other three could do was
watch her finish. The next moment, she had placed the giant bowl down on the table, which
was now totally white and clean inside, and wiped her mouth daintily (as an obvious contrasting
joke) with her napkin.

“Please forgive me,” she chuckled to Kyle’s parents across the table. Jim was staring at her
with a kind of bemused awe, but it was clear that Melody had found her latest stunt positively
revolting. “I haven’t eaten too much today, and…well, I’ve just had soooo much taken out of me,
heheh, that I really couldn’t hold myself back just then.” She held up her massive hands,
extending her long, thick fingers all at once, and then smacked them down into her voluminous
belly, jiggling it playfully. “A big girl like me has to eat a LOT of calories every day, especially
when she’s…depended on like I am.”

She let the conversational silence thicken around the table, while the only sound that remained
was the audible jiggling of her belly against the table. Both Jim and Melody clearly had no idea
what to make of what she had just said, so she just sat there, smiling, bouncing her belly
around, until she finally turned to Kyle and said, winking at him:

“Momma’s gotta get herself a second helping!” And then, turning to Jim and Melody, she added:
“Excuse me a moment, you two, I’ll be right back.”

Martha then pushed back her chair, abruptly rising from it (as the chair groaned out in relief) as
she seized her enormous bowl off the table with two fingers and went traipsing away into the
kitchen. All the bowls and utensils on the dining room table shook audibly with each step she
took; even once she had reached the kitchen, the dining room table and floor trembled
noticeably in reaction to the movement of her feet.

Kyle had been staring at her wake, his entire body twisted around the back of his chair so that
he could watch her enormous body move and sway in that odd, uncanny way – it was crazy to
see someone so massive move with such apparent ease and dexterity, almost waltzing about,
like she weighed nothing at all. And yet, whenever her feet came down, the reality of her weight
was blatantly clear. How much did she weigh now, again? 320!? Kyle felt like she was looking
even bigger these days…even more rotund, solid, and strong. And, now that he thought about
it, her breasts were certainly bigger, and her nipples seemed to fill more of his mouth. She had
been on a ravenous food-kick recently, even by her standards, and up until this moment, Kyle
hadn’t “put two and two together,” so to speak. But, spurred on by what Martha had just said, it
was clear now why she was eating more: more and more each day, she was breastfeeding him,
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and so she was fueling herself up, for her body to make more and more milk for him to suckle,
for him to drink down…it was his only source of nutrition at this point.

‘It’s what I’m made up of now,’ he thought, his erection desperately pressing into his diaper as
he looked down helplessly at his body perched up on top of the phone books in the chair. ‘Her
milk. I’m…I’m made of her milk now…’

“Kyle!?”

His mother’s voice caused his attention to snap back into the present, and he bent himself back
around to face his parents across the table. They both looked concerned and uncomfortable,
but Melody’s face had gone white. She looked distinctly worried. Kyle realized that he had
been gaping after Martha the whole time, his mouth slightly open, as his mind had wandered to
all the profane things that were progressively usurping his mind. He also realized that his face
was completely flushed, and that he had started to sweat. It wasn’t from embarrassment,
though – it was from sheer, lustful desire. He wanted Martha to pick him up, smother him,
dominate him, manhandle him, take her giant, hot mouth and latch onto his cock and balls,
sucking and sucking until he squealed out like a pig and came over and over in her mouth. And
then, when he was all empty and worn out, an exhausted husk, he wanted her to cradle him up
close, warming him with her body heat, her prodigious breasts surrounding him, as she guided a
fat, dribbling nipple into his mouth to refuel him and start the cycle over again.

“Huh?” he asked blankly, blinking across the table at his mother.

“Are you okay, Kyle?” Melody asked, leaning over her bowl at him. “Your…your face is all
flushed.”

“I’m…fine,” he managed to say, his face getting even redder when his mother pointed out its
color.

Melody kept staring hard at him, and upon receiving nothing reassuring from her son, she
squirmed in her chair, turning to her husband, who was still spooning beef stroganoff into his
mouth. He was eating slower now, though, and was now watching his son closer as well. Even
Jim could tell that something was up. Martha was humming away in the kitchen, and from there
came the loud sound of giant ladles of stroganoff splatting into her bowl. The parents shared a
look, and then Melody turned back to Kyle, squirmed uncomfortably in her seat again, and then
asked in a whisper, leaning forward:

“What did…what did she call herself when she was talking to you? Momma!?”

“Oh…oh, heheh, yeah, that’s…that’s just something she does,” Kyle whispered back, waving
away her concern. He could see a way out of this – he could see a way to explain it all away.
“Something she calls herself, uh…sometimes. You know, kinda like the “Mom of the House”
type thing?” He paused for effect, and continued, feeling a surge of confidence as he spoke. “I
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mean, haha, I’m sure you guys can tell that she’s a little…oh, I don’t know…a little eccentric,
right?”

Melody blinked at her son, her eyes getting wider. “A little…uhm, yes, I’d say so.” Jim nodded
slightly in agreement.

“But…I mean, you know,” continued Kyle, amazed at himself for being so quick on his feet, “I
kind of just humor her most of the time, right? Think about it – she’s not married, no kids, lives
here all alone…I honestly think she’s lonely. And this is sorta her way of, like, having her own
household.”

He stopped talking and looked back and forth between his parents, trying as hard as he could
not to have a look of desperation, like he was begging them to buy his explanation. They sat
there staring at him for a couple seconds, and then their eyes wandered across the table;
clearly they were thinking about what Kyle had just said. He felt an immense sense of relief,
and took the opportunity to try and redirect the conversation elsewhere. An idea popped into his
head; he had happened to glance at the sports section of the newspaper on the kitchen table
the other day in between feeding sessions with Martha, and had seen that the local baseball
team was doing well. Somehow, he managed to remember that now, and tried to use it to steer
the conversation.

“So dad! Uh, been keeping up with the Boomers lately?” he asked, trying as hard as he could to
keep his voice light and casual. “I saw they’re on a five-game winning streak here…pretty good,
huh?”

Jim cleared his throat and nodded, looking at his son. “Mhm, yeah! Um, pretty good…pretty
good…”

“You think we’ll make the playoffs this year?” Kyle asked, feeling a bit of momentum. “How
many years has it been since we had a good October run?”

“Heh! Feels like ages,” Jim chuckled. His brow furrowed slightly as he cocked his head to the
side. “You been watching the games?”

“Oh! I…y-yeah…yeah, some of them,” Kyle lied, not quite knowing why he hadn’t told the truth.

“Huh, so you go to a bar or something, I guess?” Jim asked.

“A bar?” Kyle asked, confused.

“Well it’s just that…” Jim explained, looking back into the living room, “Martha doesn’t seem to
have a TV here.”
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“That’s because television is bad for you, Mr. Trinter,” came Martha’s big, warm voice. She had
been in the kitchen for a while, and Kyle had wondered what she was doing. Somewhere in the
back of his mind, he somehow knew that, after getting more food, she had been standing there
silently, listening to their conversation. And now she had returned to the dining room,
reasserting her presence as she sat back down in her gigantic chair, which groaned out again
and sagged under her weight. She had filled up her bowl even fuller than last time, to the point
where it was nearly overflowing. Kyle, Melody, and Jim all couldn’t help but gawk at the bowl as
Martha put it down in front of her. It had to be, what…two gallons!? Or even more. Even
considering her gargantuan size, it was hard to conceive of how someone could eat so much
food. But Martha didn’t even wait for anyone to respond to her – she promptly got to work on
her second stroganoff helping, and within 15 seconds, the bowl was already a quarter empty.

“Just like smartphones,” Martha added, in between her hulking portions of food, “All the young
people these days, looking down at their screens every waking moment they aren’t doing
something…it’s bad for the brain! Well, not in my house. Kyla…ahem, haha WOW, Freudian
slip there ahahaha – Kyle knows the rules in this house. No screen time unless he’s done
something exxxxtra special to earn it. Right sweetheart?

Martha reached her free hand over and playfully tousled Kyle’s hair, her silver bracelets singing
out into the air as she moved her hand quickly over his scalp. Kyle froze. There was nothing he
could do to keep Martha from doing whatever she wanted, but, up until this point, things had at
least seemed passably normal. Kyle had been hoping beyond hope that Martha would keep up
appearances long enough for his parents to leave without knowing their true relationship, but
now she was starting to let herself loose a little – the cracks in the facade were beginning to
show. Martha had complete control over whether the facade would stand, or whether it would
all come tumbling down.

“God, you two must’ve had quite a time with this little guy growing up, hmmm?” Martha laughed.
She was still tousling Kyle’s hair, but then she abruptly stopped and extended her fingers out
across his scalp, showing how easily she palmed his head. “Look how small he is now
compared to me, hahaha! I can’t imagine how tiny he was when he was younger!”

Melody and Jim were watching all of this happen with a mixture of intense discomfort and
something bordering on outrage, Melody especially…although Jim had abandoned his causal,
aloof demeanor and was now hyper-focused on what was going on between his son and
Martha. She seemed to have touched a nerve when she made fun of Kyle’s size.

“Because, see, I was 6 feet tall by the time I was 12,” Martha continued, squeezing down on
Kyle’s head and flexing her fingers to show how far down they went. It was incredible – with her
palm directly on the top of his head, her long, thick fingers extended all the way down past
Kyle’s eyebrows, almost obscuring his eyes. She finally let him go, after giving his head one
last squeeze.
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“And 6’4 by the time I was a freshman in high school,” Martha kept on, staring off into space as
she wistfully recounted her past. Even though he had just been mauled by her hand, an event
which had decisively ended any hope he had of keeping up appearances with his parents, Kyle
found himself drawn to what Martha was saying. He had never heard her speak of her past life
before. Had she always been like this!? It was impossible to imagine her as anything other
than what she was, simply because of the sheer force of her personality. What had she been
like in school?

But even as Kyle was wondering these things, Martha turned to look down at him, her dark eyes
sparkling playfully as she read him like a book.

“I can tell you’re wondering what on earth I could’ve been like back then,” she chuckled. “Well,
remember that I wasn’t just a 6’4 freshman…I was a 6’4, 280-pound freshman.”

“Y-You were…280 pounds!?” Jim blurted out, in a rare moment when his inner thoughts found
their way out through his mouth, “In high school!?”

“Mmmhm, as a freshman in high school,” nodded Martha slowly at him. She stretched her huge
arms up, her black dress straining out audibly, like it was threatening to tear in four or five
different places at once. “My BMI was 34.1 then, and I knowwww, I know, I didn’t quite have the
curves I do now. But that’s one of the beauties of age! If they take care of themselves the right
way, women really can grow into themselves!”

None of the other three knew how to respond to this, so Martha just kept going. She lowered
her arms, downed three more quick helpings of stroganoff, before continuing:

“Now speaking of which…Jim, did I hear you and Kyle talking about sports?”

“Oh, uhm…yes. Just, you know, talkin’ about the Boomers,” he muttered, looking down into his
bowl. His own discomfort now matched his wife’s. Both he and Melody both looked like they
were trying to decide what the best way was to ask the question: ‘What the hell is going on
here?!’

“You know,” Martha grinned, raising an eyebrow down at Kyle as she addressed Jim, “I used to
be a professional athlete.”

“Oh! Uh, you did?” Normally Jim would have been engrossed in such information, but right
now, it was clear that he wasn’t processing the conversation in a normal way. He was struggling
to get his bearings. Kyle, though, wasn’t able to hide the intrigue he felt. Martha had dropped
another crumb from her past in his path, and although he knew that she had done so
deliberately, and was probably leading him somewhere to a dinner finale that wouldn’t end well,
he couldn’t resist picking up the crumb and eating it. In every sense of the word, Martha
obsessed him.
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“You w-were…a pro athlete!?” he piped up, reddening at the high-pitched sound of his voice
compared to hers.

“Ohhh yesss honey,” Martha cooed at him, reaching down and cupping his chin in her giant
hand, as she pet his face slowly with her thumb. “Any guess what sport?” Kyle tried as hard as
he could to keep his eyelids from fluttering, but it was impossible. At Martha’s touch, his body
had been wracked by intensely pleasant chills. His cock was rock-hard. And, for the first time
since he had woken up, he realized how hungry he was.

“Okay, I—I’m sorry,” Melody burst out, putting both of her hands down on the table loud enough
so that both Martha and Kyle turned to look at her. “Just…what…what is going on here?”

Martha hadn’t let Kyle’s face go. She was still cupping his chin, still stroking the side of his
cheek with her enormous thumb. There wasn’t anything Kyle could do – he was trapped,
frozen, in suspended animation in Martha’s grip. Any sense of normalcy was impossible now,
and he felt a strange kind of perverted relief wash over him. Realizing that he had zero power in
this situation was enough to help him relax a little from the tension that had finally broken. But,
behind this immediate relief, the same dark fears still lurked. He had no idea what Martha
would do.

The silence was noticeable now. Melody’s question was pointed, and had escaped her mouth
with abrupt, shaky force. It wasn’t the kind of question that could be ignored, and yet, Martha
hadn’t answered it yet. She was just sitting there, with Kyle’s chin in her vice-like grip, lovingly
petting his cheek with her thumb. His parents couldn’t even see his face now, since her hand
was so huge that it swallowed up his features completely. Melody and Jim were sitting there,
looking tenser that Kyle had ever seen them, and he saw, looking at a sideways view of
Martha’s face, that she was just reveling in it. He could feel her drinking in the silence, feeding
off of their confusion, their discomfort, and most of all, their fear.

“What are you talking about, Melody?” Martha finally asked, the quiet fullness of her friendly
voice somehow even more terrifying.

“The…THIS!” Melody exclaimed, gesturing out in front of her. “THIS is what I’m talking about!
You and…you and Kyle! Are you…are you two dating!?”

“PPPPPPAAAAAUUUUHAHAHAHAHA!!”

Martha immediately burst out into a loud, throaty laugh that shook the furniture. Kyle felt his
whole body vibrating from the soundwaves of her mirth. The next moment, he felt the strong
grip of her hand leave his chin and then, right after, encircle his neck, with her fingers easily
going all the way around. He heard her long, sharp black nails tapping against each other by
his Adam’s apple. Both Jim and Melody opened their mouths, and looked like they were about
to protest, but they didn’t have time. Kyle felt his organs jostle around inside of his body as
Martha lifted him up off the pile of phone books, using only one hand, and the next second, he
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found himself plopped down on top of her huge, meaty thighs which expanded out a ludicrous
amount on either side of him. And then, her huge hand pressed sideways against his front,
nearly covering his chest completely, as she pushed his body back against hers. Those
mammoth megaliths of her breasts came into view on either side of him, like two fleshy
centurions guarding him. Everywhere around him, her size, her flesh, her bulk surrounded him,
threatening to absorb him into itself. He made one pitiful attempt to wrest free of her grip, but he
may as well have been trying to move a tree. Martha was holding him fast, and she was so
huge that, even in her lap, Kyle’s head barely reached the bottom of her chin. Then, pushing
Kyle back until her breasts pressed over his ears, Martha spoke. Kyle only managed to hear
the muffled vibrations of her words through her breasts, but they sounded in his ears as clear as
ringing bells, and struck him to the core.

“No, Melody, of course we’re not dating…I’m his mother.”


